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your hand is prepared by the Ministry of Public Education to help you learn and read it you know more about the people and the world around you. In addition to textbooks, there are other materials designed for you to learn and understand with your family, such as Corner Books. Have you seen that there is a school library in your school?
All those books are there so that, as an explorer, you visit their pages and find places and times you might not have imagined. Reading serves to make decisions, to enjoy, but above all it serves to learn. As the class progresses throughout the school year, your teacher will learn about the topics described in this book with the support of
audio recordings, videos, or internet pages, and guide you day by day so you can learn for yourself about the things that interest you the most. In this book you will find illustrations, photographs, and paintings that accompany the text and which, by itself, are a source of information. When you look at them, you will see that there are
various ways to create images. Maybe you realize what you like. Schools in Mexico and educational materials morphing. Invite your parents to your homework! Talk to them what you did at school and ask them to talk to your teacher about you. Why don't you try reading your book with them? Many parents and teachers participated in its
creation, working with editors, researchers, and specialists in a variety of subjects. As you can see, the experience, work, and knowledge of many people allows this book to come to you. But the real life of these pages begins only now, with you. Books are the best travel friends you can have. Success, explorer! Visit our portal at .
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images you've created across blocks. You'll read. as petro ico there i In tamp fishing activities and forms we will arm silver remos arás el Explo idad occupy this tsar activ which you describe as The reali Tamaulip aste on the map ulina and the one you use and 19. in the basket on page 13 is an activity to or on your municipi color map. 1.
Place the dolo with the highlighted area to where. 2. Identify your locality What you learned from this area is from ha your Municipality boundary. 3. Draw one of the pert cities that if 4. Check with you they are side by side with the same regi cen ala pertene e. diferent or map with you; Diaper part 5. Eat and eat. professor corr, sario if you
need the spelling of the photo nas you shot algu recorded in ntrar and bait species with good flora. Order a ready album. Tam make your area online. picture master or some wildlife from ued tu a búsq da stro, ayu do your master ales adult support for white s with anim os 1. With on the sheet and below the list tativ make 3. Pega is that
you get more dams ibe nom, and plan them scr r en n, the principle of life of any place where your water can find that if you join, na and there they are. for predomi where clim or lagoon is nearby. your locality and busc name is the river, sea 2. Research in magazines and ble, imá gene is posi os or, if I belong to you 6 TAMAULIPAS 1617.indb 6 08-035.indd TAMP-3-P-0 there you are to port you 4. Elabora wrote the title, album, or that and your ndo name group stopped. What pertene with your penis or and ready you, the group company is not yours. If some teacher e una eros tien ela compañ e, consígu diferent gene album and ima fold y com you with your family
friends elo compárt. DAD AND MY ENTI BIOS YOUR CAM • 31 08/10/15 11:33 AM 31 23/11/15 12:41 PM For For achieving the expected learning requires you to do several activities. Let's explore With your teacher's support, do the following activities. Material: the map they produce in activity on page 13, pencil, rubber, and color. 1.
Meet the team you created the map for. 2. See the map on pages 14 and 18 to do as requested below. 3. On the team map, find and color: Let's explore a) With blue rivers and lagoons most important. b) With mountain coffee and hills the most important. c) With the darker blue of the Gulf of Mexico. Activities where you have to research,
draw, create timelines, interview people, and write stories and experiences. You can carry it out as a team, in pairs or individually, but always with the supervision of your teacher or an adult. 4. Answer the following questions with the help of your teacher. A) How do the rivers and mountains you describe relate? b) Does the lagoon have a
connection with the sea? 5. Comment on your answers and, among all, come to a conclusion. (i) Laguna Madre is very large, 5,854 km2 in size, and most of it is brine. That's why it's also an important fishing bank and there are some salt mines. Fauna varies greatly, especially live pelicans and seagulls. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES
TAMP-3-P-008-035.indd 19 So er a, that's the way it is, it's true... Do... is a picture of pico ientes, The followinguco in Tam Pán s in the river taken compass is s, the test year test is different from the following and the answer whether it changed bag: pregun, can you? Ar? the lug differences uir disting eros compañ a with your ribs in your
Comments Esc s. the bios they text in no der s cua as you observe them and illustrate that it cares what you think they should explain. i Pue de Chalán connected to Tampico you will apply your skills to observe and analyze. You will find two pictures from the same place or the same building at different times. You will reflect on the
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country idieron xico, conser fun egró a re los Bravo dec deuda a Mé Potosí, ritorio se int ndo se ado, ent ter un te del río stro est 1824 same ies al nor s reclamando norte de nue s, until the year of life that you pray Unido some parts of the country poblad lost as. time, years, I laughed at them; So Tex is 20. At the same time ar con territo
belongs to Despu zar nte itación pag ndi los me epe idió 1917 Delim ida de s. arus. for mexico ind dec current region 1848 Policy losses s of the Texa or the territory of government and Nueces, that nas del er, vo instigating Inter Santand ríos Bra vo 1815 ProvIncluía Nue vo León. Oriente.Coahuila and Nue Texas, New Inten 1780 Prov er
dencia in SantandLuis Potosí. San nia del er. 1750 Colo Santand New Assessment and Do Libre 1824 This or Sovereign as. Tamaulip 1770 1750 1790 1810 1830 1850 1870 1890 1910 AND SUS IDAD MI ENT 1930 S CHANGE 08/10/15 11:34 ndd 33 a) Hilly places. b) Place where you travel frequently. c) Place high mountains. d)
Place of prayer. 1. Daniela must color the state and sea bordering Tamaulipas. Which state and sea should you color? a) Sierras. c) Plains. a) b, d, f, c, a, e d) b, a, f, d, c, e a b) Forests. d) Beach. 7. In your notebook, draw up an image in which you represent the main economic activities in which the population of each region is involved.
c) b, c, d, e, f, a f) c, e, a, b, f, d d e f 11. Read the following situations and find each other's time. a) John was at home when his friends invited him to play, he brought his favorite toys: clay marbles, trumpets and wooden ball bearings. 8. Where you used to travel on foot, by horse, by duty or tram you are now travelling more because of:
a) Your mother. b) Your father. c) Your sister. d) Your grandmother. a) Diversity of places to visit. b) Road and rail network. c) The real way. d) Environmental roads. b) Ana plays her new video game with her cousin, when her mother talks to them to eat, they leave the game on pause to continue afterwards. Self Healing and Coevaluation
I. Based on what you learn on the block, evaluate your achievements and learning. If you think you can always do what is mentioned, color three stars. If you can do it sometimes or need support to do it, color two. If you think it's too hard to do, color the stars. UNITED STATES of America from me, I found the boundaries of the entity and
the municipality where I live. Live. distribution of mountains, rivers, lakes, seas, climates, vegetation and fauna entities. I distinguish the population characteristics of the entity and its main economic activities. I recognize the representative territory of the entity. I found a representative territory on the map. I recognize the changing
landscape of my entity and everyday life over time. FO DE NIA IFOR CAL BELICE GOLFO DE MEXICO 4500 km Numeric scale 1: 22 500 000 b a) Bravo and Pánuco. b) Crown and St. Mark. c) Sabinas and Shigue. d) Poles and Mantes. 2. Help Daniela find and identify municipalities that limit you. To do this, color your city limits in the
Tamaulipas map below. Graphic scale 0 2250 b) c, f, a, b, e, d e) d, b, f, c, a, e 6. They are two of the most important tamaulipas rivers: GOL At the end of each block there are two parts where you can evaluate what you have learned and what you should improve on. 10. Select a subsection that represents the order of change that our
state has made from 1750 to the current one. 5. To the north and east of Tamaulipas there are no mountains, but: a) the United States, San Luis Potosí, Veracruz, Nuevo León and the Gulf of Mexico. b) United States, Sonora, Durango, Coahuila and gulf of California. c) Tabasco, Veracruz, Oaxaca, Guatemala, Campeche and the Pacific
Ocean. d) Jalisco, Michoacán and the Pacific Ocean. 3. Mario wants to know how many municipalities of Tamaulipas state. He asked his family and they gave him a different answer: his mother told him that 45, his father 48, his brother 39 and his grandmother 43 municipalities. Who's right? Rank 9. On the map Tamaulipas coloring the
area in which it is divided; put their respective names if appropriate. 4. Tamaulipas comes from the word Huasteca tamaholipa, which means: I. Answer the following question or do as indicated in each of the following points. • 33-008-035.i TAMP-3-P • 19 08/10/15 11:31 OANO PACÍFICO Mar Caribe A GUATEMAL 36 • Block 1 My
attitude I showed interest in activities suggested by my teacher. I participate with my colleagues to achieve the goals of each activity. I respect others. I am responsible for the tasks I have to do. I share with others the learning I get. II. Share your assessment with your colleagues and teachers to let you know what they think of your
answer. Ask them to appreciate your performance as well. MY ENTITY AND SUS CAMBIoS TAMP-3-P-036-037.indd All pages • 37 08/10/15 11:35 OVER five blocks you will find capsules containing book recommendations, e-sites or additional information that will help you better understand the topics covered in each block. To learn
more About the Information the contents of each block. r again... for a known flat area is the dam tops some Maps where I know the earth, such as dividing the area of surface rivers and lakes, aspects of orographic pathways, in addition to reporting), politics, among others. Pink wind and communication, (place, scale os. geographically in
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Tamaulipas free and sovereign status. 1917 Delimitation of the current politics. 1848 Texas loss. 40 1850 1860 1870 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 9 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 23/11/15 12:41 Do you know which entity you live in? Can you find your features on the Mexico map? Do you know what your entity name means? My entity,
its territory and its boundaries and the expected learning n second grade learning where you live is, you also learn and observe if there are houses, rivers and mountains nearby. Now you will know more about our country, what entity it borders on, how its territory is and how it has changed over time. You can also find on the map of the
municipality where you live and the nearby cities. Students: Discover the territorial boundaries of the entity and the municipality in which it lives. Glossary Institution. Bodies are established to perform government functions or services necessary for citizens. Just as the colony where you live is different from the others, your entity is also
different from the others. You know what's in your country that makes it different from everyone else? Mexico in Mexico America, our country Greenland View map of america; the orange place is Mexico, the country where you live. Our country is side by side with three countries: the United States to the north; Guatemala and Belize to the
south. Alaska Canada United States ATLANTIC OCEAN Bahamas Cuba Mexico Dominican Republic Haiti Jamaica Aruba Antilles Netherlands Honduras Nicaragua Trinidad and Tobago Belize Pacific Ocean Guatemala El Salvador Costa Rica Panama Venezuela Colombia Galapagos Islands GUIANA French Guiana Suriname Ecuador
Brazil Paraguay Paraguay PARAGUAY RBUDA Argentina 15th A LUCIA BARBADOS DA Falkland Islands South Georgias Graphic scale 0 1160 2320 km Numerical scale 1 : 116 000 000 United Mexican States is the name that owns the territory in which we live, as established in the Political Constitution of the United States of Mexico.
Of the 32 federal entities that make up our country, 31 are states, one of which is Tamaulipas; Another entity is the Federal District, the capital of the state, where the headquarters of government agencies are located: the Republican Presidency, the Union Congress and the Supreme Court of Justice of the Nation, which form the three
forces of the Union: Executive, Legislative and Judicial. 10 • Block 1 TAMP-3-P-008-035.indd 10 24/11/15 17:56 Tamaulipas in Mexico Our entity: Tamaulipas View map of Mexico above. Colored entities are Tamaulipas and to the east by the Gulf of Mexico; to the north, with the United States; in the south, with San Luis Potosí and
Veracruz, and in the west, with Nuevo León. Tamaulipas is located in northeastern Mexico, its territory measures 80,249 km2 and is divided into 43 municipalities. Due to its size, our state ranks sixth among entities in the country, as you can see in the table below. The 10 largest entities in Mexico 1. Chihuahua 247 460 km2 6.
Tamaulipas 80 249 km2 2. Sonora 179 355 km2 7. Jalisco 78 588 km2 3. Coahuila 151 595 km2 8. Zacatecas 75 284 km2 4. Durango 123 317 km2 9. Baja California Sur 73 909 km2 5. Oaxaca 93 757 km2 10. Chiapas 73 311 km2 ii There are four cardinal points that serve to guide us: north, south, east and west. On the map you can
find it by referencing the wind rose. Glossary of km2 (square kilometers). Units used to measure surfaces. This is equivalent to a square whose sides are one kilometer in size. Source: Inegi, 2010. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 11 • 11 23/11/15 12:41 To find out more... Maps are flat representations of earth's
regions that highlight several aspects of the Earth's surface, such as political divisions, orography, rivers and lakes, communication routes, among others. In addition to geographic information (place, scale, and wind up), the map contains historical data. Tamaulipas comes from the word Huasteca tamaholipa, which means 'place of high
mountains' or 'a place where many are prayed for'. In block 2 you will learn about the Huasteca culture that lived in our entity thousands of years ago. Currently, Tamaulipas has 3,268,554 inhabitants (1,652,353 women and 1,616,201 men), according to the 12th population census, conducted in 2010. Notice on the map how our features
are shared. Political Division of Tamaulipas 12 • Block 1 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 12 23/11/15 12:42 The municipality, in turn, is divided into local areas. In Tamaulipas some areas are in the countryside and others in cities: rural and urban, respectively. a) Rural villages are villages where the population is mainly engaged in agriculture
and animal husbandry. According to the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (Inegi), the community has fewer than 2,500 inhabitants. (ii) Tamaulipas Government Override, State Executive Branch office. b) Urban cities are cities where the population conducts various activities, such as traders, workers, students and
professionals. More than 2,500 people live in this location and have hospitals and schools of different levels. (ii) In the Biennial Park is the Tamaulipas State Congress. The capital of our country is Victoria, which is located in the municipality of Victoria, is home to the Palace of Government, which is the office of the Executive Branch,
represented by the governor; The legislative power or Congress of the Tamaulipas State, consisting of deputies, and the Judiciary, is represented by the Supreme Court. These institutions form the powers established by the Tamaulipas state Constitution. What I learned Your Master will guide you to do your next activity. Materials: sheets,
cardboard, pencils, rubber, colors and maps of the Republic of Mexico with political divisions. 1. Meet with some colleagues. 2. Draw a map of the republic of Mexico the size of a cardboard box. 3. Illuminate each state adjacent to Tamaulipas with different colors. 4. Enter the name of the state, state, or sea adjacent to the entity. Include
cardinal points on the map. 5. Share your work with other teams. Compare the tamaulipas form with other entities in the republic. 6. Note tamaulipas political divisions on the map on the previous page. Identify the municipality where you live and illuminate it in your cardboard with interesting colors. 7. Save the map so that it can be used in
the next activity. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES TAMP-3-P-008-035.indd 13 • 13 24/11/15 17:59 Where do you live there are rivers, mountains, lagoons or seas?, do you know what they are called? What's the weather like where you live? What kind of plants and animals live in your municipality? Natural components of my entity T
Expected to learn Students: Describe the distribution of mountains, rivers, lakes, seas, climate, vegetation and fauna entities. Amaulipas is located in northeastern Mexico, it is a region of great natural wealth and extreme climate, in very cold winters and in very hot summers. Its flora and fauna vary, and to preserve this diversity it is
decided that some natural areas must be treated and protected, these areas are called protected natural areas, in which you can not build factories or residential areas that harm them. Mountain Relief: the important hills and mountains of the United States Nuevo León Gulf of Mexico Sierra Chiquita Sierra El Pedregoso Mesa de Juárez
Sierra La Gloria Sierra Los Borregos Cerro El Nacimiento Sierra El Pinal Sierra Las Brujas Bernal de Horcasitas San Luis Potosí 25 50 100 In the north and to the east there are no mountains, but vast north is the Great American Plain, which also crosses the states of Nuevo León, Mexico, and Texas, in the United States; to the south is
the coastal plains of the Gulf of Mexico, which extend to the states of Veracruz and Tabasco. Sierra Borrada Sierra Mocha Sierra Madre 0 In Tamaulipas we found the hills and mountains that make up the mountains. To the west and to the south there are long mountains: Sierras El Pedregoso, La Gloria, Los Borregos, El Pinal, Las
Brujas and Mocha; The height of Mesa Juárez and the hills of El Nacimiento is part of the Sierra Madre Oriental, which crosses the states of Coahuila, Nuevo León, San Luis Potosí, Veracruz, Hidalgo and Tlaxcala. In addition, in this state there are two other lower proportion saws called Sierra Chiquita and Sierra Borrada. Relief Map:
important hills and mountains, showing where the most important mountains in our country are located. 150 km Veracruz An important hill that appears on the coat of arms of Tamaulipas is the Bernal de Horcasitas (also known as Cerro de Bernal), of the municipality of González. It is easy to recognize it with a clipped cone shape that
rises on an almost flat surface. 14 • Block 1 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 14 23/11/15 12:42 ii Bernal de Horcasitas Hill is a symbol of tamaulipeco, located in the municipality of González. During the reign of engineer Marte R. Gómez was included in the shield of the state. The table includes the main height of our country and its height.
Height measured in meters above sea level; that is, the distance between the sea and the highest end of each height. Help: important hills and mountains Sierra El Pedregoso Sierra Los Borregos Sierra La Gloria Cerro El Nacimiento Sierra El Pinal Sierra Las Brujas Cerro Mesa de Juárez Sierra Mocha Sierra Chiquita Sierra Borrada
Altitude (meters above sea level) 3 280 3 240 3 220 3 180 3 000 2 900 2 780 2 760 1 720 1 240 Rivers and river lagoons are streams of water coming from the mountains, usually due to rain; water spills from above into the sea or lakes and lagoons. The place where they end up called the mouth. hhIn Tamaulipas river follows the course
from west to east and ends at sea. They are long and carry water that tamaulipecos use to drink and water their fields; they also come to them for fishing. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 15 • 15 23/11/15 12:42 II Aerial photo. The Sierra Los Borregos. Tamaulipas is a country with many rivers, this causes
abundant vegetation and fauna. The most important are five: the Bravo River, the Purificación-Soto river la Marina, guayalejo or tamesí river, conchos or conchas river and Pánuco river. This, in turn, forms another small river. The most important rivers, dams and lagoons are listed below. Rios Bravo Los Olmos Santa Ana Las Animas
Guayalejo-Tamesí Los Mimbres Burgos Las Palmas Olivares Conchos or Conchas Grande Salado Alamo Barberena San Lorenzo San Antonio Pedregoso San Juan Pánuco Sabinas Corona San Carlos Panales Presas Internacional Falcón Ramiro Caballero Dorantes Vicente Guerrero (Las Adjuntas) Marte R. Gómez Guadalupe Victoria
La Escondida República Española Emilio Portes Gil General Alberto Carrera Torres El Azúcar Frío Blanco El Tigre Pilón Mante Ocampo San Vicente Chorreras Purificación-Soto la Marina Sosa Shig'e Laguna Ibu El Barril Champayán Walk on The Rock La Nacha Almagre Morales Contadero San Andrés Chairel 16 • Block 1
TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 16 23/11/15 12:42 ggThe Rio Bravo or Rio Grande is the natural border between Mexico and the United States. ii San Juan River. ii The Purification River has many tributaries: Pylon, Corona and San Marcos are some of them, when they all joined, the river was called Soto la Marina. (ii) The Pánuco River, which
flows through much of the country, flows into Tamaulipas in the port of Tampico, where it joins the Tamesí-Guayalejo River. River ggThe Guayalejo was born in the municipality of Palmillas; its tributaries are the sabinas, Shigue, Cold and Mante rivers. It serves as the boundary between Tamaulipas and Veracruz, where it is called Tamesí,
by joining Pánuco. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 17 • 17 23/11/15 12:42 To use the water these rivers have built dams, places where water is stored, use large walls to stop it. On the Bravo River is the Falcón International Dam; on the Purificación-Soto la Marina River, the large Vicente Guerrero dam (Las
Adjuntas), and on the Pilón River, the Dam of General Alberto Carrera Torres. The other dams are Ramiro Caballero Dorantes and the Spanish Republic, both in the south of the state. The San Juan River feeds the Marte R. Gómez dam, the dam's water serves to water the plant of the area near the river. In addition, these dams are
tourist attractions; for example, the Vicente Guerrero dam is one of the most important in the country and is world famous, where you can fish stealing fresh water. The river, lagoons, and dams important Rio USA DE AMÉRICA Sala Presa Falcón do Río Sosa Presa Marte R. Gómez an n o Rí Sa Ju Río Bravo Laguna El Barril Nuevo León
Laguna Madre Laguna Rí You La Piedra Sa or Co n F nc ern ho an s o do Laguna La Nacha Lagunas Tamaulipeca Beach is distinguished by the presence of lagoons separated from the sea by thin sand extensions, called bars. There are seven in the state. If you look at an important map of rivers, lagoons, and dams, you will see that the
largest is located to the north, and is called Laguna Madre. South immediately is the La Nacha lagoon. Below are the Almagre Lagoons, Morales, Andrew and Champayán. To the south, inland, on the banks of the Tamesí River, is Chairel Lagoon. Although the waters are not deep, fish and shellfish live in them; In some there are salt
mines. o Rí ló Pi n Golfo de México Rio Soto La Marina Rio Co hue Laguna Almagre Río Presa Vicente Guerrero e ng' Shi Laguna Contadero Presa República Española Río an Laguna San Andrés Río M Rí Presa Emilio Port Gil te inas Sab rio oF Presa Ramiro Caballero Dorantes 25 50 100 Laguna Champayán Río Tamesí San Luis
Potosí 0 Laguna Morales 150 km Río Pánuco Veracruz iiDi dam Marte R. Gómez, Camargo City, tourists practice fishing. 18 • Block 1 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 18 23/11/15 12:42 Let's explore with your teacher's support, do the following activities. Material: the map they produce in activity on page 13, pencil, rubber, and color. 1. 2. 3.
Meet the team you created the map for. See the map on pages 14 and 18 to do as requested below. On the map compiled by the team, find and color: a) With blue rivers and lagoons the most important. b) With mountain coffee and hills the most important. c) With the darker blue of the Gulf of Mexico. 4. Answer the following questions
with the help of your teacher. A) How do the rivers and mountains go? b) Does the lagoon have a connection with the sea? 5. Comment on your answers and, among all, come to a conclusion. ii Laguna Madre is very large, the area is 5854 km2, and most of it is brine. That's why it's also an important fishing bank and there are some salt
mines. Fauna varies greatly, especially live pelicans and seagulls. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 19 • 19 23/11/15 12:42 Climate Distribution and the type of weather you may have heard the weather forecast on some TV or radio programs; with that report you can find out if it will be rainy or it will be sunny.
The state of time is a series of atmospheric conditions that occur in a day or within a few hours; for example, if it's hot, cold, or raining. When this condition is repeated for at least 10 years, it can be said that the place or region has a certain type of climate. THE U.S. Warm Dry and semi-dry Semicálido Templado Di Tamaulipas is usually
hot, rains only for the season, and cold in winter; conditions are not the same across the state. In high areas, such as in villages located in the mountains, it rains during the summer and temperatures fall away during the winter; on the contrary, the beach is hot all year round. This difference is because higher regions are colder, and on the
coast, because they are at the level of The temperature is higher than in the mountains. Nuevo León Golfo de México San Luis Potosí 0 25 50 100 150 km Veracruz Sierra El Pedregoso minimum temperature, 3 280 meters above sea level ggIn maximum temperature scheme appreciates the temperature difference, depending on the
altitude. You can see how the average temperature at the highest place is lower than that at sea level. 20 • Block 1 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 20 23/11/15 12:42 Let's Explore Monday Wednesday Thursday Friday Sunday Weather forecast where you live. To do this, you'll need your notebooks, pencils, and colors. 1. For a few days
listening on the radio, reading in a journal or watching the weather forecast on TV. 2. If you read it in a journal or watch it on TV, watch what pictures they use to represent whether it's going to be a hot day, whether it's going to rain or cold. 3. Discuss with your colleagues if the estimate you have requested has been met. 4. In your
notebook, pictures arrange images with the days of the week and estimate the time for each day. At the end of the day it records the state of the time that really is there. Weather Status Forecast that there are 5 Using images to represent the weather every day, for example: Hot Cloudy Snowy 6. At the end of the week, with your teacher's
support, compare your paintings to your classmates and comment on whether they are true or not and why. 7. Write in your notebook the conclusions they reached. The vegetation and fauna of Mexico is one of the countries with the largest amount of vegetation and fauna species in the world, its territory has conditions for it to occur: a
varied climate, numerous rivers, high mountains and vast deserts. Tamaulipas are examples of this diversity: in areas such as the Municipalities of Victoria, Abasolo, Bustamante, Tula, Gómez Farías, Ocampo, Jaumave and Llera there are vast ii Biznagas are plants that are very similar to meadows with mesquites, for cacti, but smaller
and rounder. They grow in desert areas. huizaches and anacahuitas, while in the highest part dominate pine, walnut and oak, especially; in other cities there are large areas dressed in small shrubs, nopales and cacti, such as in Reynosa, Mier and San Fernando. (ii) Anacahuites abound in the Huasteca region. On the coast, different
vegetation, such as mangroves, Brazilian sticks and marine vegetation, such as lilies and algae, abound. In addition, it is common to find on small coastal plains and ebony. Similarly, the distribution of animal species depends on climatic conditions and assistance; for example, in hotter areas, cougars, mountain cats, ocelots, white
supported skunks, ferrets, ferrets, badgers, raccoons, otters live (in lagoons and in areas near water bodies), cranes, eagles, quails, jackalacas and masked ducks; in the mountains, where temperatures are low, there are white-tailed deer, lions, cojolites, squirrels, tamaulipec tecolotitos, eagles and hummingbirds. ggEn Tamaulipas there
are more than 36 types of orchids, almost all of them in mountainous regions in the southwest, in the Sierra Madre Oriental. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 21 • 21 23/11/15 12:42 hh Tamaulipeco tecolotito is a bird that inhabits only the Huasteca region, smaller than other types of tecolot, feeds on small
mammals, insects and fish. Some tamaulipeque vegetation and fauna are endangered, as these there are protected natural areas, such as the El Cielo Biosphere Reserve and the parras de la Fuente, where the largest community of white-winged pigeons in America is concentrated. ii Cougar inhabits areas where temperatures are high
to very high. The El Cielo Biosphere Reserve is located in the municipalities of Gómez Farías, Jaumave, Llera and Ocampo, in southern Victoria. (ii) In coastal areas there are places dedicated to the protection and care of turtles; for example, the temple of Playa Rancho Nuevo, where thousands of turtles arrive each year to lay eggs. (ii)
In 1986, the United Nations declared the El Cielo biosphere a World Heritage Site. What I learned to do this activity will require the colors and maps you used in previous activities. 1. As a team, see distribution and weather map on page 20. Based on this map, the image, using the same color, tamaulipas climate, is also the most
important mountains, hills, rivers, lakes and lagoons. 2.C when you are finished, ask your teacher to review your work to verify that they adequately demonstrate the climate that the entity has. 3.C they share their work with their group mates and everyone answers questions. a) Is there a relationship between this type of climate and the
mountains and hills of the entity? b) In what weather are there more rivers and lagoons? c) What are the weather places by the sea? 4. E writes the agreed conclusions in his notebook. 22 • Block 1 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 22 23/11/15 12:42 Population characteristics and activities in my entity Do you know how many residents
Tamaulipas has? Do you know what are the main activities carried out by tamaulipas residents? Expected study Students: E n Mexico, according to the 2010 population census, there are 112,322,757 inhabitants, of whom 3,268,554 live in Tamaulipas. In the following chart are the most populous cities. This distinguishes the
characteristics of the population from the and its main economic activities. The number of people 700 000 600 000 Most populous city Reynosa Matamoros Nuevo Laredo 500 000 400 000 Victoria Tampico Ciudad Madero 300 000 200 000 100 000 0 Source: Inegi, 2010. Of these more than three million people, 88% live in urban areas,
while 22% live in rural areas. Livestock and agriculture dominate in the northern regions of the countryside; on the coast and near lagoons and rivers people are involved in fishing, while in the mountains the main activity is mining. In cities, nearly 60% of the population is engaged in trade and maquiladora industry, because the products
produced in the field are marketed there. In Tampico and Matamoros, activities such as fishing and oil extraction stand out. Women Men 1 652 353 1 616 201 To learn more ... In Tamaulipas there are 31,623 children and 30,714 girls your age. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 23 • 23 23/11/15 12:42 Let's
Explore with your teacher's support, do the following activities. 1. Investigate how many locals: a) How many residents do you have? b) What is the average age of the population? 2. Write a list of all the economic activities that most people do. 3. Share your answers with your peers and discuss dominant activities. Fishing iiGroup of
fishermen in the tamaulipeco countryside. Fishing involves fishing in rivers, dams, lagoons and the sea. In Tamaulipas a good part of the population engages in this activity for the benefit of their families. Shrimp, oysters, roblo, jaiba and huachinango abound on the Gulf of Mexico coast. Another important fishing area is Laguna Madre,
where trout, shrimp and finely fished. The main fishing ports are Tampico, Matamoros, El Mezquital and Soto la Marina. iiS fishing boat in Matamoros. TIC Go to the Tell Me website of the National Institute of Statistics and Geography (Inegi) and select the Information by feature option, looking for Tamaulipas on a map. Then choose an
economic option to investigate more about the economic activity that is happening in our state. Agriculture It is an activity that allows food and materials necessary for human development to be obtained from the earth; for example, cotton is used to make dresses. There are two forms of agriculture: a) irrigation, which consists of
periodically watering plants and thus getting the soil to produce year-round and b) temporary, which utilizes rain to produce in the season. 24 • Block 1 OUTINGULIPAS 16-17.indb 24 23/11/15 12:42 In Tamaulipas both types of agriculture are practiced, especially in northern municipalities and the center of the country, sorghum, corn
(especially yellow), chilies, onions, tomatoes and oranges are produced. These products are sold to the United States. Sugar cane, beans and corn are produced in the south. Today tamaulipas produce more sorghum than anywhere else in Mexico. It also ranks second in yellow corn and sugar cane production. In Valle Hermoso, pigeon
corn is grown for sale to the United States. (ii) Sorghum plants are planted in the north and the center of Tamaulipas. Cattle ii Yellow corn crop in Camargo. iiSa cattle in Miguel Alemán. This is the maintenance of some animals; for example, cows, goats, pigs, beef and lamb for food. Livestock have been very important in the state since
the first settlers, during the 17th century, began this activity. Cows are currently raised in the municipalities of Soto la Marina, San Fernando, Aldama, Altamira, Reynosa and San Carlos; pigs, sheep and goats were raised in Rio Bravo, San Fernando, Matamoros, Hidalgo, Jiménez, Jaumave and Reynosa. Tamaulipas is one of the most
important states in the production of goats and cows in Mexico. (ii) Goat breeding is a very important activity for Tamaulipas. Industry and mining In addition to agriculture and livestock, in Tamaulipas many people work in this industry. Factories selling products to the United States are concentrated in the north of the state, while in the
southeast the most important industry is oil. Most factories are found in northern cities such as Reynosa, Nuevo Laredo and Matamoros. Clothing, fabrics, and electronics are produced in it. In Ciudad Madero, major refineries are located, where oil is processed to convert it into gasoline and other by-products. MY ENTITY AND ITS
CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 25 • 25 23/11/15 12:42 In the San Carlos area there are mines in the San Carlos region there are lead mines, lead, iron, marble, zinc, copper and silver. In iron, marble, zinc, copper and silver. In Aldama, Aldama, Altamira, Tampico and Matamoros se Altamira, Tampíco and Matamoros oils are
extracted. Close to the boundary with tróleo. Near the border with Nuevo León, Nuevo León is located in the Burgos Basin, the Burgos Basin, which is the most important gas field in Mexico. Mexico's largest gas pipeline. iiMina in the San Carlos area. San Carlos county mine. iiEn Tampico is one of the most important refineries in Mexico.
It is one of the most important refineries in Tampico. (ii) Major cities such as Reynosa, Matamoros, Reynosa, Matamoros, Nuevo Nuevo Laredo and Ciudad Victoria have airports; Laredo and Ciudad Victoria have airports; Tampico and Altamira are also ports Tampico and Altamira are cargo ports that dock many ships year-round with that
international cargo, where products are received from other countries and from where they go to produce our countries and start a variety of Mexican cough products for sale abroad. Mexicans abroad. Trade as well as trade and banks play an important role in the economy of these cities. economy of these cities. and miners of the
Agricultural and Agricultural Area of the Nuevo Laredo Region Nuevo Laredo 1. ! ! U.S. Private Mier! Mier Ciudad Camargo! Miguel Alemán! City! Camargo Miguel Alemán! Diaz Ordaz Reynosa! Diaz Ordaz Reynosa! River! Bravo Rio Agricultural Area Bravo!!! • Agricultural areas Mining areas Mining areas Major cities The capital of the
state capital of the state! Matamoros! Matamoros! Beautiful valley! Valle Hermoso Mendez Mendez! Nuevo Nuevo León León Burgos! Burgos! San Fernando! Croups! San Fernando! Saint Nicholas! Croups! Villa Mainero San Nicolás!!! San! Carlos Villa Mainero! San Carlos Villagrán! Villagrán Hidalgo Jiménez! ! Hidalgo Jimenez! New
Padilla! Abasolo Abasolo Nuevo! Padilla! Gomez! Gomez! Navy Soto! Soto la Marina House! Miquihuana's house! Victoria City! Miquihuana GOLFO GOLFO DE MEXICO Mexico What I learned What I learned In your notebook, write a list with the names of your family, friends, and acquaintances who live 1. in your area. notebook, Write
down your list with name age and occupation. family, friends, and acquaintances live 2. If you work, write down what they do: what industries, in your area. Write down your age and occupation. fishing, livestock, trade, mining. 2. Share If you work, subscribe to what they are involved in: industry, 3. information fellow fishing, animal
husbandry, agriculture, trade, groups. What are the mining activities or other activities. dedicate most of the people who signed up? 3. Share your information from your colleagues 4. People learn with and work dedicated as a group. What activities do you do for the same activities as most of the people you register to be involved?
Recorded? 5. Using your teacher's guidance, comment on why you believe 4. who dominate their teacher's guidance, commenting on what activities are in their area. believe that these activities dominate in their 6. Write an answer in your notebook, for locality. will be useful in other activities. 5. Write down the answers in your notebook,
they will be useful to you for other activities. ^ ^ ! ! Bustamante! Bustamante City ! Jumave, what's going on? Jaumáve, what's going on? Llera de Canales Llera de Canales Gómez Farías! Xicoténcatl Aldama! Gomez Farias! Xicoténcatl! Tula Aldama!!! Tula Mante Ocampo City! González!! Mante Ocampo González City! Old Morelos! Old
Morelos Altamira! Morelos new! Altamira Ciudad Madero Nuevo Morelos! ! ! Tampico Wood Town! 50 100 150 Tampico San Luis Potosí San25Luis Potosí 0 0 25 50 100 150km Km Veracruz Veracruz hhTermoelectric in rio bravo municipality. The thermoelectric plant in the second municipality of Rio Bravo. 26 • Block 1 24 • BLOCK 1
TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 26 23/11/15 12:42 Is your residence? What are the plants and animals in your residence? What's the weather like? Are there rivers, seas or mountains, do you know their names? The territory of my entity And Expected To Learn n Geography is called region to space with certain characteristics that distinguish it
from others. Students: Recognize the region that represents the entity, its location, and its key characteristics. Due to its geographical characteristics (climate, vegetation, aid, rivers and economic activities carried out by the population), the tamaulipas region is divided into six regions. In some dry climates and mountains where there are
snakes and coyotes dominate, while in others there are lagoons and fauna they consist of fish and turtles. The following map shows our feature regions. U.S. Tamaulipas region Nuevo León Frontier Region San Carlos (formerly mining) iiAlta. San Fernando Plain iiLaguna Champayán. GOLFO DE MEXICO Central Basin iiLaguna Madre.
Sierras del Southwest (altiplano tamaulipeco) La Huasteca tamaulipeca San Luis Potosí 0 25 50 100 150 Km iiTima. TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 27 Veracruz To find out more... Geography is a science that helps us know the elements that make up space and understand the relationship between nature and society. MY ENTITY AND ITS
CHANGES • 27 23/11/15 12:42 THE TERRITORY'S BORDERS STRETCH ALONG THE BORDER WITH THE UNITED STATES following the course of the Bravo River. It includes the municipalities of Nuevo Laredo, Camargo, Guerrero, Reynosa, Mier, Miguel Alemán, Río Bravo, Valle Hermoso, Díaz Ordaz and Matamoros. In summer,
the climate is dry and hot, the region is hit by cyclones. They inhabit deer, wild boar, coyotes, snakes, rabbits, crabs, seagulls and various fish. Vegetation consists of ribbon palms, scrubs and mangroves. The most important cities are Nuevo Laredo, Reynosa and Matamoros; is the most populous region and industrial activity dominates.
With the water of the Falcón dam and Marte R. Gómez, plants in the region are watered. iiReynosa in aerial photographs. It is one of the most representative cities in Tamaulipas border. Los Llanos de San Fernando Includes the cities of San Fernando, San Nicolás, Méndez, Burgos and Cruillas. The area is crossed by the Conchos River.
The most important city is San Fernando, where livestock are mainly practiced. The climate is warm and the vegetation is very similar to the Border. There are big mosques. Fauna consists of tuzas, flies and rabbits, as well as goats and sheep. Corn, sorghum and safflower are grown. Shrimp fishing is common in Laguna Madre. iiPesca
on the Pánuco River. San Carlos (formerly Minera) The region stretches throughout the Sierra de San Carlos and through the cities of San Nicolás, San Carlos and parts of Cruillas and Burgos. Vegetation consists of pine, cedar, walnut and poplar trees. The climate is colder than in other regions because of the heavy rains in the summer.
Armadillos, coyotes, deer and eagles live in the region. Mezcal Glossary. Alcoholic beverages are obtained from cooking agave or maguey heads and distilling fermented liquids. iiA mountainous and wooded area of San Carlos. The inhabitants of this region are engaged in mining (lead, copper and zinc), sheep and goat rearing, and
agriculture. However, in recent years the region has been known for its mezcal production. Its main production is in San Carlos. 28 • Block 1 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 28 23/11/15 12:42 Central Basin The region extends to both sides of the Soto la Marina River, is the largest in Tamaulipas. Inside are the municipalities of Victoria, Gomez,
Padilla, Jiménez, Abasolo, Soto la Marina, Casas, Hidalgo, Villagrán and Mainero. The region focuses on commercial and banking activities. The climate is extreme, in summer the heat is intense, while in winter it is very cold and frost occurs that affects citrus and lemon crops. Shrubs are the dominant flora; Rattlesnake, roadrunners,
guajolotes and armadillos abound. At the height of the Sierra de Tamaulipas you can see trees such as lemongrass, soy, rayador, pine and oak, as well as jaguars, foxes, pumas and squirrels. Other important activities include forestry (planting trees to use their timber), livestock and coastal fishing. The most important city is Ciudad
Victoria, the capital of the state. There is a government office, and the headquarters of the Autonomous University of Tamaulipas. (ii) The most important natural areas such as Parras, in Abasolo, are located in the Central Basin. Sierras del Southwest (altiplano tamaulipeco) The region is also known as the Fourth District. Inside are the
municipalities of Tula, Palmillas, Jaumave, Miquihuana and Bustamante. Climate change as you climb mountains Down to the plains. There is less rain and frost is common. ii Talabarteroarten makes belts, reatas and others Due to the scarcity of rain, only dry climatic plants grow, such as biznaga, lettuce, palm, nopal and various types of
cacti; the fauna does not vary, there are small reptiles and some rodents, at the top also inhabit some larger mammals, such as deer and bears. The most important crops are corn, legumes, wheat, wheat, chili and onions. There are seeding pigs, goats, and cows. With cowhide, a tultec bowl is made. One of the most important activities is
work with ixtle fibers or lettuce, which are used for cats, bags, ropes and fabrics. leather. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 29 • 29 23/11/15 12:42 La Huasteca tamaulipeca Huasteca Region adjoins San Luis Potosí, Veracruz, Querétaro and Hidalgo. It stretches throughout the southern states and consists of the
cities of González, Llera, Xicoténcatl, Ocampo, Altamira, Nuevo Morelos, Aldama, Gómez Farías, Antiguo Morelos, Madero, Tampico, part of Soto la Marina and Casas. In the mountains, forests and forests plant plants such as orchids, bromeliads, bejuco, oyameles and magnolias, as well as mangroves in the lagoons of San Andrés and
El Chairel. The fauna of the region consists of yellow-headed parrots, parrots and jaguars, as well as herons, pelicans and turtles, in the municipalities of Llera, Gómez Farías, Antiguo and Nuevo Morelos, mainly. The region has intense industrial activity, oil is extracted in Aldama, Altamira, Tampico and Madero. In these cities and in Soto
la Marina the fishing industry is the most important in the state. Sugar activity in the ingenuity of Mante and Xicoténcatl is also important. 30 • Block 1 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 30 23/11/15 12:42 iiIn Tampico there is fishing activity and oil rigs are assembled. Let's explore To do this activity you will occupy a map of Tamaulipas that you
made in cardboard and which you use in the activities of pages 13 and 19. 1. U bica your city on the map highlight it with color. 2. Identify the area where you are located. 3. D I set the boundaries of the area where your city is located. 4. Check if the municipality you are adjoining belongs to the same region or a different region. 5. Share
your map with your teachers and colleagues; If necessary, correct it. What I learned Make an album with the flora and fauna of your region. 1. With the support of your teacher, make a list of the most representative animals and plants in your area, especially those you can find in your area. 2. Investigate its name and look for pictures in

magazines and newspapers or, if possible, take some species you record on your list. You can also find pictures on the internet. Ask your teacher or adult for help. 3. Stick a white sheet of the image you get and under each write a common name, the place where you live, what weather dominates and if there is a river, sea or lagoon
nearby. 4. Create a cover for your album, enter the title, your name, and the group you're in. When you're ready, share it with your teammates and teachers. If one of your colleagues has a different picture, get them to finish your album and share it with your family and friends. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 31
• 31 23/11/15 12:42 Is the colony where you live the same as when you were five years old? Have you heard older people tell you what you lived like when you were younger? Have you noticed how you change over time? Do you think places change over time, too? My entity has changed over time Expected Student Learning: Q
Recognizes the changing landscape and daily life of the entity over time. amaulipas has undergone environmental changes, caused by the relationship of its inhabitants with its environment. Human activities change the natural environment because natural resources are used to produce products that people need. Thus, in the north, in
the landscape of the Bravo River, where animals are used for grazing and nomadic groups live, there are now three major cities whose inhabitants are engaged in trading and working in crops and maquiladoras services. In addition, the river that was previously crossed by the raft now has a large bridge that is passed by millions of cars
every year. The most important change is its status as a border between the United States and Mexico since 1848. iiNew Laredo is one of the most important cities on the border, having developed a strong commercial relationship with Laredo, Texas, forming the Binational nuevo Laredo-Laredo metropolitan area. Year after year, the
population of Tamaulipas grows and changes. In one hundred years, from 1910 to 2010, the population grew from 200,000 to nearly 3,200,000 people. Another major change in the landscape, which you can see across almost the entire state, is the rail and road network. About a hundred years ago, people traveled a little and were
transported on foot or by way of a stage train or tram pulled by horses, donkeys or oxen. Burdens, for their part, are carried to cities by people who use donkeys or horses for that purpose; these people are called harriers, who walk on royal paths and crossings or horseshoes. 3.2 Tamaulipas population 1900 and 2010, according to the
Central Inegi Glossary. That's it. He. where humans relate to nature. Thousands of residents 2.8 2.2 1.9 1.5 Perseverance. Horse-drawn carriage. 1.0 0.7 0.5 0.2 1900 0.2 1910 0.3 1920 0.3 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 32 • Block 1 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 32 23/11/15 12:42 That's right, That's right... The following
images come from the Pánuco River in Tampico, taken in different years, comparing them and answering the following questions: does the place change, can you tell the difference? Discuss changes with your colleagues. Write in your notebook the text that explains the most important thing you observe and explain what you think it
should be. ii Tampico'schalán. iiYou can connect Tampico with Veracruz. Throughout history, the tamaulipas region has not been the same, even the name has changed. When you would study in block 2, hundreds of years ago our entity was inhabited by indigenous groups, this place came the Spaniards, who named it costa del Seno
Mexicano, located on the Gulf Coast, from the Pánuco River to Florida, in what is now the United States. When the Spaniards conquered and colonized the region, they named it Colonia del Nuevo Santander and established 21 villas, ranging from the Pánuco River to the Nueces River (in today's Texas region). Later, by political order, he
joined the Intendencia de San Luis Potosí, retaining its governor and his name was the province of Nuevo Santander. After that, the same region was integrated into another political demarcation: the Eastern Province. This lasted several years, until 1824 when the Free and Sovereign State of Tamaulipas was established. After 20 years,
villagers living north of the Bravo River decided to start a rebellion to become independent. At the same time, the United States claimed debt from Mexico, which the Mexican government decided to pay with the territory; So the northern part of our state is gone, between the Bravo and Nueces rivers, an area that currently belongs to
Texas. 1780 Province of Nuevo Santander in Intendencia de San Luis Potosí. 1815 Eastern Internal Province. These include Nuevo Santander, Texas, Coahuila and Nuevo León. 1848 Texas loss. 1917 Delimitation of the current politics. 1750 Kolonia del Nuevo Santander. 1824 Free and Sovereign State of Tamaulipas. 1750 1770 1790
1810 1830 1850 1870 1890 1910 1930 MY ENTITY AND CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 33 • 33 23/11/15 12:42 After some changes, The departments of Tamaulipas and Matamoros were divided south and north respectively, due to decisions made by Maximilian of Habsburg, the second emperor of Mexico. In Block 4 you can
read more about this topic. Changes as mentioned have changed the way of life Tamaulipecs. For example, when our great-grandfather was a child, they had fun with toys that were very different from the one you used. Muddy marbles and sololoy dolls. It is common to live next to animals free range. Children today play with electronics or
glass marbles and plastic dolls. Like, some children who used to go to school to learn have abacos, the instruments used are getting fewer. It should be noted that today only five out of 100 people aged 15 and over cannot read or write, and that 54 out of 100 have completed primary education. gg Doll Sololoy. Sololoy Glossary. Celluloidcoated plasters, which are solid, almost transparent and elastic substances, are used in the photography and film industries. Abacus. Wooden boards with wires and balls to teach counting. Ibaco, what's going on? (ii) Mud engineering. ii Marbles today. 34 • Block 1 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 34 23/11/15 12:43 According to the way of life,
people develop certain customs, many of which are maintained after many years, for example, food. Typical country dishes include dried meat, beef and goat, prepared with recipes dating back to the virreinal era. It is customary to have a machaca breakfast with eggs, tamales and plump sugar. Many stews are accompanied by flour
tortillas. ii Huapango or Huasteco is one of the most representative dances of our entity. The man had to wear trousers, a white shirt and a shirt. The woman wearing Tamaulipeca culture has a blouse and skirt with the same material as a leather beard. retains many of the features of the past. Traditional music is huapango, where violins,
harp, three-way, jarana and huapanguera guitar are used. It dances on wooden pallets. In the San Carlos area, musicians played pillk with clarinets and drums from the hilltop to announce the start of the festival. To the north, on the other hand, polka and redova dance, both dancing from Europe. In some villages there are celebrations in
honor of the saints, called patron saint celebrations, exhibitions and dances with fireworks arranged. An important social event is the Tampico Carnival. Charro celebrations are also held in Matamoros and Virgen de las Nieves in Palmillas in May. What I learned To capture and preserve the most beautiful or exciting moments you have
ever had with your family or friends, it is common to take pictures or record videos. Maybe in your family there will be a family album, in which you can see the changes that have occurred over the years. Like your family, your entity has undergone a transformation, which we invite you to record in a photo or image album. Tje In the
landscape of a place from time to time can be seen in its natural resources, its streets and buildings, such as the main square, museums, parks, markets, schools, among others. 1. To create your album, ask family members for old and new photos of buildings in your community that have been taken in different years. 2. The whole group
will bring their photos into the room and classify them by year or place. 3. The teacher will show you the place in the room where the photo will be placed, as well as how to distribute it so that entity changes can be appreciated at different times. 4. Surely those who lent the photos also told them some anecdotes of the place or how their
entity changed, they can tell this anecdote to the whole group. 5. Discuss what similarities and differences you find, whether it resembles what you currently live and know, and why. MY ENTITY AND ITS CHANGES TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 35 • 35 23/11/15 12:43 Evalu acio nes 4. Tamaulipas comes from the word Huasteca tamaholipa,
which means: I. Answer the following questions or do as indicated in each of the following points. 1. D aniela must color the state and sea bordering Tamaulipas. Which state and sea should you color? a) United States, San Luis Potosí, Veracruz, Nuevo León and Golfo de México. b) United States, Sonora, Durango, Coahuila and gulf of
California. c) Tabasco, Veracruz, Oaxaca, Guatemala, Campeche and the Pacific Ocean. d) Jalisco, Michoacán and the Pacific Ocean. a) Place hills. b) Place where you travel frequently. c) Place high mountains. d) Place of prayer. 5. To the north and east of Tamaulipas there are no mountains, but: a) Sierras. b) Forests. c) Plains. d)
Beach. 6. They are the two most important rivers of Tamaulipas: 2. Help Daniela find and identify the cities that limit you. To do this, color your city limits in the Tamaulipas map below. 3. Mario wants to know how many municipalities of Tamaulipas state. He asked his family and they gave him a different answer: his mother told him that
45, his father 48, his brother 39 and his grandmother 43 municipalities. Who's right? a) Your mother. b) Your father. c) Your sister. d) Your grandmother. a) Bravo and Pánuco. b) Crown and St. Mark. c) Sabinas and Shigue. d) Poles and Mantes. 7. In your notebook, draw up an image in which you represent the main economic activities in
which the population of each region is involved. 8. D onde previously travelled on foot, by horse, with duty or tram now travelling more because of: a) Diversity of places to visit. b) Road and rail network. c) The real way. d) Environmental roads. UNITED STATES EC OD LF GO NIA R IFO AL Graph 0 2250 BELICE GOLFO DE MEXICO
4500 km Numeric scale 1 : 22 500 000 OANO PACIFIC Caribe A AL GUATEM 36 • Block 1 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 36 23/11/15 12:43 9. On the map Tamaulipas coloring the area in which it is divided; put their respective names if appropriate. 10. Select a subsection that represents the order of change that our state has made from
1750 to the current one. a) b, d, f, c, a, e d) b, a, f, d, c, e a b) c, f, a, b, e, d e) d, b, f, c, a, e b c c) b, c, d, e, f, a f) c, e, a, b, f, f, d e f 11. Read the following situations and find each other's time. a) John was at home when his friends invited him to play, he brought his favorite toys: clay marbles, trumpets and wooden ball bearings. b) Ana
plays her new video game with her cousin, when her mother talks to them to eat, they leave the game on pause to continue afterwards. Self-assessment and co-evaluation I. Based on what you learn on the block, evaluate your achievements and learning. If you think you can always do what is mentioned, color three stars. If you can do it
sometimes or need support to do it, color two. If you think it's too hard to do, color the stars. From my internship, I discovered the boundaries of the entities and municipalities in which I lived. D I write the distribution of mountains, rivers, lakes, seas, climate, vegetation and fauna entities. I distinguish the population characteristics of the
entity and its main economic activities. R I save the entity's representative territory. I found a representative territory on the map. R I save changes in the landscape of my entity and daily life over time. From my attitude, I have an interest in activities suggested by my teacher. Q I articulate with my colleagues to achieve the goals of each
activity. I respect others. I'm responsible for the job I have to give you. C I share with others the learning I gained. II. Share your assessment with your colleagues and teachers to let you know what they think of your answer. Ask them to appreciate your performance as well. MY ENTITY AND ITS AMENDMENTS TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb
37 • 37 23/11/15 12:43 Block 2 The first group of men in the territory of Tamaulipas, 18 000-12 000 years BEFORE Christ. 20,000 years before Christ. The first inhabitants of my entity Agriculture began, which supported the emergence of the first villages in the Oriental Sierra Madre, 8,000 years before Christ. Farmer groups breed, 1,400
years before Christ. 10,000 years before Christ. 1d.C. Each line represents 1,000 years. TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 38 23/11/15 12:43 Conquest by Mexicas, 1475. The first cities were established in the Sierra de Tamaulipas. 1 d.C 1-1 000 after Christ. 1 000 1 000-2 000 AFTER Christ. 2,000 Each line represents 100 years. TAMAULIPAS
16-17.indb 39 23/11/15 12:43 The first inhabitants of my entity and the space in which they inhabit what Group inhabited in the past the territory that today occupies Tamaulipas? Why is the group said to be nomadic or settled? Are those people who don't settle down much? What legacy do indigenous peoples leave behind? Expected
Learning Students: Identify the first resident and cultural pre-Hispanic entities. Recognize the characteristics of the places of entities where pre-Hispanic groups were founded. In the previous block you learned what the Tamaulipas region looks like, what its main rivers and mountains look like, its territory and how it has changed over time.
On this block you will know the human community that lived in the past in our region. The first inhabitants of tamaulipas the first settlers came from the north, chasing the animals they hunted, some 30,000 years before Christ. The fauna inhabiting our territory consists of mammoths, saber-toothed tigers, bears and giant cannieds, among
other animals. To find out more... We're using. C and d.C, which means: before Christ and after Christ. Timelines help us review what are the most important facts in space of time. They are read from left to right. These hunters also collect the fruits, vegetables and grains they eat. They do not settle anywhere, they simply walk in large
areas looking for animals to hunt, lagoons for fishing, or trees and bushes from which they acquire some fruit or seeds. Thousands of years later, humans learn that if some seeds are buried in soft, moist soil, after a while plants grow that give fruit or other seeds. Thus, the villagers stopped walking long distances in search of food and
began to settle in small communities. jj Since the territory that now occupies our entity always has a loophole, fishing has become one of the main activities. 40 • Block 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 40 23/11/15 12:43 For more... According to research by historians, anthropologists and archaeologists, the territory now occupied by the
Americans began to be inhabited by humans about 50,000 years ago. They are believed to be from Asia and arrived on the continent after crossing the Bering Strait near Alaska. (ii) The hunters followed the largest animals, the pre-Hispanic culture that inhabited the region that today occupies Tamaulipas as mammoths, until they are
cornered or who fall into where they sink into the mud and make it easier to hunt. Due to the invention of agriculture, the villagers began to build the village, which is a group of cottages located near rivers, lakes and lagoons, because with their waters they water the plants. To make their huts, they use leaves or twigs. They place huts in
the form of circles, thus preventing some animals from attacking them. UNITED STATES Carrizos Tepemacas Garzas Comecrudos Nuevo León Comepescados Bocasprietas Janambres Cometunas Palehueques Pasitas Truenos Comecamotes Tagualilos Malpucanos Pisones Panguays Maratines Huastecos Olive Aretines Mariguanes
GOLFO DE MEXICO Pintos ii San Luis Potosí 0 25 25 50 100 Northern Plains La Huasteca Sierra Madre Oriental La Sierra de Tamaulipas 150 km Veracruz First inhabitants of my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 41 • 41 23/11/15 12:43 hhAsí sports this tribe also inhabits the territory that now occupies the state of Nuevo León, Mexico,
and Texas, in the United States. To find out more... Manuel Payno, a Mexican writer who lived in the nineteenth century, described the native carrizos as tall, strong, with complex lines of the 9th century and with long hair braided like women. They are wrapped in leather blankets or cybolos, even in winter they do not wear other suits.
They use arrows and bows to hunt, and small spears to fish in the northern lagoon. The first settlers grew corn, pumpkins and chili peppers, but were mainly involved in fishing and harvesting fruit. Fossilized remains of these groups have now been found in the Sierra Madre Oriental in a region called La Cueva del Diablo, located to the
southwest of our entity, in the Sierra de Tamaulipas and in the Huasteca region. The map on page 41 shows four colored areas, where groups of humans settle, developing in different ways according to the resources provided by this region. a) (b) (c) d) ggAs stomps and far as. Glossary of Tez crine. Light brown skin, which in the sun
appears yellowish. Cybolo, what's going on? Bison. Northern plains. The Sierra de Tamaulipas. The Sierra Madre Oriental. Huasteca's. In each of these regions they inhabit different tribes or populations, each with its own customs and conducting different activities. For example, the tribes that inhabit the north, carrizos, tepemacas and
herons, are engaged in hunting and fishing, since the vast plains are not good for cultivation. They are hardened tribes that defend their things with weapons; In addition, they have a nomadic lifestyle; That is, they do not live in a fixed place, they move from one place to another in search of food. 42 • 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 42
23/11/15 12:43 The center of the territory is inhabited by Tejedeños, mesquites, light grains, cabimas, pitas, sauerkrauts (Spaniards call them that because they eat uncoated fish), pancakes, bites (called because their lips are thick and purple), cometunas, pasitas and tepemacas. These tribes are also hunter-gatherers, while those living
near the Gulf of Mexico and lagoons are fish-man. Most stay and shelter from the rain, heat and cold in the caves, because they are nomadic. Different tribes were developed in the south; for example, thunder, comecamotes, tagualilos, malpucanos, panguays, maratines, trampling, janambres, mariguanes and, especially, olives, aretin
and huastecos, the latter being the only culture that cultivates corn; therefore they can settle in one region and find small towns. Huasteca culture is the largest and most important in our state, also scattered throughout the current states of San Luis Potosí, Veracruz, Hidalgo and Querétaro, but the most important communities are
established between the Pánuco River and the Tamesí-Guayalejo River, in Tamaulipas, and in the states of Veracruz and San Luis Potosí. Huasteca cultural area (1000 a.C. 1500 a.C.) Presa Ramiro Caballero Dorantes Tamaulipas Presa La Lajilla aya le jo Tam esí Laguna La Tortuga Ebon Laguna Champayán Laguna Chila ico Tamuín
s r Pánuco Río Tampaón Ciudad Valles co Río The name Huastecos or Huaxtecs also tohu Tohueyo means our neighbor, and panoteca, 'derived from Panutla'. Panutla means 'the place where they pass by the beach or the seashore'. GOLFO DE MEXICO or Pán Tamohí a Río Verde Tamtok Veracruz Rio Co and Paso de Piedras
Ozuluama a Aquismón oM oc um um te Tempoal Rí Xilitla Población Archaeological site Tamazunchale zum Mocte Glosario Naranjos Tantoyuca to the Archaeological Site of Huejutla Tuxpan. The place where buildings, tools, and objects that use ancient cultures are located. There are special people who help us know the date they were
built or deciphered. Hidalgo TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 43 30 km Rio x Tu Castillo de Teayo Tihuatlán a Poza Rica s 20 Ca zo ne 0 5 10 a Pachuca n pa Molango Lago Metztitlán r Río To find out more... Laguna Pueblo Viejo Laguna Cerro Pez M Las Flores Tampico Laguna El Chairel Río or San Luis Potosí Gu Río r Rí Laguna La Salada
Laguna Jopoy The first inhabitants of my entity • 43 23/11/15 12:43 Huastecos and other farming villages south of The Huastecos come from the south where they are associated with Olmecas. They call themselves teenagers, which means 'man here'. The teenagers live in and communities in a fixed way because they know agriculture:
they settle. After many years they tried to move north of the territory that today occupies Tamaulipas, but they could not, because the nomadic tribes that inhabit the plains did not allow it. Olmecas Glossary. People living on the coast of the region that today occupies Veracruz and in the current state of Tabasco, during the year 1 500 and
400 .C. Settled. He's got a permanent home. Teenagers use the natural resources of the Huasteca region, abundant forests and rivers to build communities. Arid regions and deserts are also inhabited, where cacti, meadows small and large abound. They build small communities that are mainly involved in agriculture and hunting. Over
time, people living in the Huasteca region began to specialize in various activities: some engaged in agriculture, others in fishing, others worked with the skins of animals they hunted, others engaged in crafts and ornaments with seashells and stones, such as jade, which rulers and fighters used as a sign of their high social level. After
living thousands of years in shacks and small communities, the population increased. More timeless homes are being built for a growing population. They also built pyramids to celebrate some important religious rituals. What I learned To do this activity will require a map of features and colors. Use the maps on pages 18, 27, 41 and view
the maps you've set up in previous activity to respond to each point. 1. Draw on a map of the area where the various pre-Hispanic people who inhabited the Tamaulipas region were founded. 2. Write in each region the name of the tribe and the people who live in it. 3. Draw with the most important blue rivers and lagoons in each region.
With dark blue it draws a line in the area that is on the waterfront. 4. Draw several plants and animals from each region. 5. As a group and with teacher support: a) C ignore your maps with your peers, and see if they are the same or different and if the information is correct. b) Comment on why in some areas it is possible to form cities and
towns, and in other tribes remain nomadic. 6. Write in your notebook the conclusion you agree to. 44 • Block 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 44 23/11/15 12:43 Have you ever imagined how the first inhabitants of Tamaulipas lived? What do you think of the people of the nomadic tribe dressed up? Do you assume that everyone and tribe live
the same way, why? The daily life of the first occupant of the entity I Expected To Learn Students: Distinguishing daily life of the first inhabitants to settle in the entity. The group of humans living in Tamaulipas do it differently. Each group has different habits depending on whether they live on the beach or in a desert area, or because of the
activities they do. The daily life between nomadic nomadic Peoples of the Nomadic Society lives in the northern plains and in most of the Sierra Madre Oriental and sierra de Tamaulipas, mainly dedicated to hunting deer, rabbits and guajolotes. To do this they use bows and arrows and, in some cases, traps made with branches and
leaves. They also collect nopales and small ones; in the Sierra Madre Oriental they collect tuna, magueyes and lettuce, fishing in rivers and lagoons. To find out more... Mexicas names almost all northern tribes chichimecas, this word means 'barbaric' or 'wild' and also 'people who do not have tongues' or 'stuttering people', because
Mexicas finds the language of these people meaningless. Tribes in the northern plains and some sierra de Tamaulipas groups live in caves and camps, moving to where the animals they hunt are. The change from nomadic to sedentary life occurs when these groups begin to grow corn. However, there was a pre-settled era (about 6,700
years .C.) when nomads were no longer only hunted, they were also harvesters of fruits and vegetables. Among the wild varieties they collect are beans, chilies and amaranth. hh Nomadic groups are dressed in the skins of the animals they hunt, such as deer, ocelots, leoncillos, mountain cats and other small mammals. The first resident
of my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 45 • 45 23/11/15 12:43 Flint Glossary. A very hard stone with weapons and which tools are made. Over time, ancient inhabitants dominated the crop; for example, in the Sierra Madre Oriental, trampling grows corn, chilies, legumes and pumpkins. They used wooden and flint instruments to make
arrowheads, punches, mallees and knives. With stones and mud they make the instruments they use to prepare their food. Some groups know how to make palm baskets and clay pots, with which they collect water and mixed seeds. In the Sierra Madre Oriental, after the invention of agriculture, several villages were established, which in
the year 50 a. C., because of the growth and needs of the population, became a larger community. In some areas, after 900 .m. C., the products they grow are no longer enough to feed all members of the community, so the chiefs decided to look for other areas, closer to lagoons or wooded areas The most important nomadic group is
carrizos, trampled and far away, these are brave warriors who inspire respect for other tribes. (ii) Nomads are hunters; they go out in groups so they can catch more prey. (ii) Some tribes paint their faces to distinguish themselves from others. 46 • Block 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 46 23/11/15 12:43 How does a sedentary society live?
The most important sedentary culture is huasteca, consisting of many groups scattered in the Sierra de Tamaulipas, sierra madre oriental and forest areas of huasteca. These groups share the same language and religion, and although each has a different head or ruler, they are united if they are attacked by nomadic groups or fighters
from cultures in central Mexico, such as toltecs and Mexicans. During the reign of Moctezuma Ilhuicamina, between 1450 and 1460, the first war between Mexico and Huastecos took place. After many battles, Mexicas defeated Huastecos. That's why some indigenous peoples in the region still speak Nahuatl. (ii) The arrow point used by
huastecos and some nomadic tribes. Tribute Glossary. Products and goods that, in Mesoamerica and other parts of the world, the conquerors demanded their enemies be defeated. To find out more... Codex is a manuscript in which pre-Hispanic people record the most representative scenes of their culture and way of life. In the twentieth
century the Toltecs, a city in central Mexico, subjugated huastecos, but they retained some autonomy. Mexics conquered huastecos in the 15th century (around 1400) and forced them to deliver products and food in tribute to them. hhBatalla between mexicas (in red boxes) and huastecos (in blue boxes). That's how they drew it on the
Xicotepec Codex. TAMP-3-P-038-059.indd 47 The first inhabitant of my entity • 47 20/01/16 13:23 Tamaulipas Brownsville Complex ca main archaeological site. 1200 s. C. ii Huastecos make bells with copper, Aridoamerica which they use for some religious rituals. Catán Complex 900 - 1500 d.C. Abasolo Complex 1900 a. C. - 900 d.C.
Sier ra Ma Repellent Complex 3100 - 1900 a. C. dre tal Orien In Huasteca, villagers grow corn, chili, pumpkin and cotton. They use tools and tools of stone and wood. In Vista Hermosa, archaeologists found bells, masks and axes made of bronze. They hunt deer and other small mammals for feeding, and use jaguar skins, macaw
feathers and eagles to dress. Diablo Complex 1200 a.C. Balcón de Montezuma ) ) GOLFO DE MEXICO Sierra de Tamaulipas ) Tula ) El Sabinito ) Archaeological Site Xicoténcatl S. Antonio Nogalar. Ocampo) To The skin will remain Beautiful View intact, prefer to use a pitcher instead of a bow and 0 25 50 100 arrows. They produce clay
figures and blood vessels, as well as ornaments of seashells, cotton fabrics and tanned skin. Look at the maps on the sites where traces of the first group of humans living in our country were found. c te as L u aH a ) Las Flores 150 km Mesoamerica Region where several pieces of mud and rock made by the first inhabitants have been
found. Bronze Glossary. The metal is made of a mixture of copper and lead. ggStesanía huasteca 48 • Block 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 48 made with mud. 23/11/15 12:43 PM ICT If you want to know Montezuma Balcony, you can consult the page: &lt;sic.conaculta.gob.mx&gt;. Select the status of Tamaulipas and select the Montezuma
Balcony option. ggIn montezuma balcony you can see a trail of circular embankments where houses and temples are built. Huastecos villages are distributed mainly on open ground, building ceremonial centers surrounded by pyramids, rectangular platforms and residential areas, as well as ball games that they paint with natural
pigments. A typical element of Huastecos is total or partial nudity, so it is represented by nahuas who paint codices; The Spanish chronicle defines them as people who like to dress jewelry made with shells and snails, combined with pieces of gold and fine feathers. Some women wore cotton skirts and usually did not cover their bodies,
but then, in the 15th century, they brought quechquémel to protect themselves from the cold. Young huastecos used to walk almost naked, wearing loincloth cloth and their bodies painted. In addition, the skull was deformed, teeth were filed and nose and ears pierced to decorate it with objects made with shells, jade and bones. Hair and
skin are dyed, wounds are caused to adorn her body with scars. Unlike the people of central and southern Mexico, Huastecos never formed a great alliance or empire with a unique government. However, there are leaders (chiefs), priests, military and traders who lead the community, consisting of craftsmen, peasants and slaves. The
village consists of a family of parents and children, the chief can have more than one wife. (ii) Spindle of low stature. They used to deform their heads and brush their teeth. They painted her hair in different colors and tattooed it on her body. In addition, they use many ornaments, such as bracelets and fur ornaments. Her main outfit is a
show-off blanket known as Centzontilmatli. Quechquémel Glossary. Clothes made with cotton and leather covering the chest and back. Chieftain. Boss &lt;/sic.conaculta.gob.mx&gt;ruler of a community. Fill. Mountain land where houses, temples and other buildings are built. The first resident of my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 49 • 49
23/11/15 12:43 To find out more ... Toltec is a thriving culture in the states of Hidalgo, Mexico, Veracruz, part of Puebla and Tlaxcala. As their culture evolved, they dominated almost the entire territory of Mexico today. These groups practice several games such as balls, which have a religious nature, although it also entertains and
distracts residents from their daily activities. The game consists of hitting a rubber or leather ball with the hips, in order to pass a pair of stone rings hanging on the wall. In San Andrés and San Antonio Nogalar, in the Sierra de Tamaulipas, there are archaeological remains from several playing fields. hh young Huastecos use tattoos and
piercings on the nose. That's how they're drawn in the Florentine Codex. 50 • Block 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 50 23/11/15 12:43 What I learned 1. Re-read the information in this content, then search for the sup word for words related to the expression below. A) They engage in hunting with bows and arrows; They also feed on wild
plants and what they fish in rivers and lagoons. b) Brave fighters who do not practice agriculture and are always nomadic. c) The most important cultures inhabiting the Tamaulipas and Madre Oriental mountains. He settled and was formed by several groups who spoke the same language, had different bosses, and came to fend off other
cultures. d) Roundabout P is occasionally used by huastecos to cover themselves from the cold. (e) The main activities of nomadic communities. (f) Main activities of people who do not live much. 2. As a group, and with your teacher's guidance, compare your answers. If you don't find all the words, search them all to finish the word soup.
3. Answer the following question: what is the difference between the nomadic way of life and the people who do not settle much? Write the answer in your notebook. A H U A S T E C S M C K K H S U D E X I L H Q U E C Q U E M E L I C J M G G E C C C A I C A G R I C U T U A H E N ? U P R Q P O S U I C A R I Z O S H L M M M O S
S C C C A D J Z Y C H R Q R N U Z E K A U A I E R S E V Y F L N Z S S S S S W X G M ' A W The first occupant of my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 51 • 51 23/11/15 12:43 Do you know any history of where you lived to talk about the first people who inhabited it? Have you ever visited a museum that shows what nomadic tribal
celebrations or Huastecos look like? Worldview of nature and social people Myths and legends Students expected to learn: Recognizing the natural vision and community of those pre-Hispanic entities. The ancient inhabitants of our entity, like others living in central and southern Mexico, believed in the many gods they worshiped through
rituals and ceremonies. When a member of the group dies, they perform a ceremony to dismiss him, as his spirit is believed to go to an unknown place. These beliefs and practices, which are also part of the culture, are called religion. What is the religion of nomadic people? Little is known about the nomadic religion. Recent research
confirms that they practice magical-religious rituals, such as curators or so-called myths. This religious ritual is performed by the community and led by a shaman, who uses natural elements such as plants and animal skins that serve to heal and summon the forces of nature. They accompany the ritual with dances and songs, with which
they thank nature for the hunted animals. They don't wear clothes, but they paint their bodies and faces to participate in myths or go to war with other tribes. (ii) The nomads celebrate religious festivals with dances and songs. hhAs they draw Mayahuel, goddess maguey, in the Laud Codex. The religion of the sedentine The Huastecos, for
example, worships the Sun, Moon, Fire and Wind, represented by various deities, such as Ixcuina, Teteoinam, Xilonen, Tlayoltéotl and Jhactic Tamtz Emlab, who were the rulers of death. When they were conquered by Mexicas, Ixcuina was renamed Tlazoltéotl. Huastecos adopted several deities belonging to the culture of southern and
central Mexican society; for example, Quetzalcoatl, Ehécatl, Ometecuhtli, Xochiquetzal and Mayahuel. These gods are revered in temples by a group of priests, as they do in southern and central Mexico. 52 • Block 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 52 23/11/15 12:43 iiEhécatl is the god of wind and rain, Huastecos associate it with snails,
saying they can hear the wind if they put a shell next to their ears. Many Huastecos rituals are very harsh, in some they kill prisoners with arrows or cut off their heads. These religious customs began to be practiced after the Toltecs conquered them. These rituals were justified by priests who were highly valued by youth. Their deaths are
buried in their village or city, accompanied by offerings with valuable objects, such as clay pots and shell ornaments. Huastecos have a special way of remembering and telling their past. They think they've come to land they're led by a hero Cuextecatl, who was his first leader. Another story tells that they arrived from the sea by raft and
crossed mountains to a place called Tamoanchan, where they gained knowledge such as calendars and writings. There they stayed until, during the feast, Cuextecatl drunk and insulted the gods, so Huastecos was expelled and settled in the Pánuco River region. iiEhécatl, god of wind and rain. To find out more... Cuextecatl is not the
word Huasteca but Nahuatl, a language spoken in central and southern Mexico, where today it is the state of Mexico, Morelos, Puebla, Guerrero, part of Oaxaca and the Federal District. It comes from cuextli, which means 'caracolillo'. (ii) Huastecos priests used drinks and food in their ceremonies. That's how they're drawn in the
Magliabechiano Codex. The first inhabitants of my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 53 • 53 23/11/15 12:43 The ancient settlers of our entity transmitted orally their legends and myths; however, most have been forgotten, only a few have been retained, such as The Legend of the Tlacuache and The Myth of the Toueyo Indian. C The
legend of tlacuache is this story that centuries ago an old woman fishing in the river picked up two children, one was the Sun and the other was the Moon. The old woman raised them as if they were her grandchildren, until one day they asked about their birth parents: Where are our parents? We want to see them. She said, Your parents
are not among you. they live in bushes. Do you want to bring them something to eat? Then you can meet them. The lads replied, Yes, come on, because we really want to meet them. The old lady prepares food and tells them where to take it. The kids got lost, but they found a deer. This deer can't be our father. So they killed the deer and
took it to a big hill. There's a witch who takes care of everyone's fire. The kids asked him to fire to cook the deer. He refused because the boys would have burned the mountain. So the kids asked tlacuache to ask the witch to fire. Tlacuache did what the boys asked. When he appeared before her, he kindly said, Mom, I'm freezing. Make
me a little place in your light to warm me up. The witch believed him. Suddenly the animal sticks its tail into the light and in this way acquires fire so that the Sun and moon can cook the deer. For that, tlacuache has no hair on its tail. (ii) Tlacuache is an omnivorous animal that appeared on our planet about sixty million years ago. Source:
Free version of the author. • Block 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 54 23/11/15 12:43 Myth toueyo Indian Conquering Toltecs conquer and join them. Panthecas was responsible for the end of the Toltec empire, as one of them fell in love with the daughter of the powerful Toltec ruler Huémac and she decided to marry them despite not being a
Toltec warrior. Toltecs claim their master for marrying his daughter to an outsider. To convince his people, Huémac sent his son-in-law to war, ordering his soldiers to leave him so that the enemy would kill him so that he could marry his daughter to one of himself. But the Toltecs did not know that musala was the god Titlacahuan or
Tezcatlipoca, who defeated the enemy in battle. To celebrate his victory, the Toltecs invited him to a big party. There, thanks to his music and power, Titlacahuan went mad for the Toltecs, who jumped into the Texcallauhco River near Veracruz. Source: Free version of the author. Tik Foreign Glossary. It came from somewhere else. To
learn more about Huasteca culture, you can see the following electronic page: &lt;www.tamaulipas.gob.mx tamaulipas/historia=&gt;. What I learned 1. Write in your notebook a story about the first settlers of our entity. Ask one of your classmates to read it. Ask if you found any errors and fixed them as needed. Give your text to your
teacher for review. If you have any observations, correct what you were told and clean up. 2. Share your stories with your classmates and, with the support of teachers, comment on what's different about, what they look like, and why. 3. Share your story with family, neighbors, and friends. 4. Collect all your stories in folders and integrate
them into the library in the room, so you can read them whenever you want. The first inhabitant of my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 55 • 55 23/11/15 12:43 The ever-living past: what do we keep from pre-Hispanic people? Expected Student Learning: Identify the importance of cultural heritage of pre-Hispanic groups and cultural entities.
Do you know the cultural archaeological site of Huasteca? Do you consider that some pre-Hispanic customs and traditions are maintained today? You learn from the above content that nomadic tribes and people who don't settle much have different ways of representing natural phenomena and interpreting reality. In this content you will
learn what we keep from these tribes and cultures and how we can learn more from them. The cultural heritage of indigenous peoples who inhabit the area that currently occupies Tamaulipas is not lost, their culture still survives, but they have adapted to modern life. There are currently no nomads in Tamaulipas; however, many of its
customs remain and are part of the Tamaulipeca culture; for example, some rituals &lt;/www.tamaulipas.gob.mx&gt; &lt;/www.tamaulipas.gob.mx&gt; where throbbing and other drinks made with tuna are consumed. Over time, some traditions were mixed with spanish people, such as Dance La picota, which was associated with dances
performed by residents of the Sierra de Tamaulipas so that it rained and they could water their crops. The pillet is decorated with bare feet, women wear quilted fabric dresses decorated with flowers and shells. ICT On the Internet, on the video channel HUAXTECA TV, search for videos Huaxteca TV-Arte Religiosa Indígena Juan Carlos
Soni, so you learn a little more about the Huasteca traditions that we preserve in our entity and how this is mixed with the religious practices of the Spanish people. You can also search for video Huaxteca TV-Así somos- Don Manuel Pérez Morales, it shows how in our time Huastecos made handicrafts with palm fronds, sowed corn and
played traditional music at the Congregation of Fortines, the former city of Morelos. iNiños huastecos in our time. 56 • Block 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 56 23/11/15 12:43 A leather drum called huéhuetl was used in pre-Hispanic times; they now also deal with wind instruments such as clarinets. This tradition began in the mountains,
because there people began to cultivate, then occurred in Villa de San Carlos, where indigenous groups fleeing the Spanish colonizers took refuge. Food is also an important legacy; for example, corn stew eaten in the San Carlos region or typical huasteca tamales. In addition, since Shrimp II is found all over the world, both in freshwater
the first settlers are excellent and in brine. This dish is called crockery shrimp. fishermen, in our day enjoyed a variety of dishes made with fish and seafood, such as jaiba and shrimp. Previously, farmers living on the Plains of the Gulf of Mexico and in the Sierra de Tamaulipas ate raw jaiba and its shells used it to make ornaments. Now,
we can enjoy some jaiba dishes, shrimp and fish, cooked to perfection and accompanied by elote and pumpkin salad. Let's explore 1. Write in your notebook all the words from Huasteco you know. They can be the name of the city, the people, and the things you use every day. 2. Once you have the list, look for its meaning. You can do it
online, in the school library, or ask the seniors around you. 3. Share the results with your colleagues and together with teachers write a small Dictionary of English-Huasteco with all the words they include in their list. Try it in the library in the living room. In addition to dance and food, also a few words; for example, those we named several
cities in our state: Tampico, Tamatán, Tamazunchale and Tamaulipas, which tamaholipa first wrote. All words that begin with Tam; for example, Tampico comes from tam-piko and means 'dog place'. In Tamaulipas there are various museums where you can learn more about the pre-Hispanic culture that inhabits the region that today
occupies our entity; for example, the Tamaulipas Regional History Museum, located in Victoria City. There are also several archaeological sites that show how these villages live. The first inhabitant of my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 57 • 57 23/11/15 12:43 El Cañón del Diablo, in the Sierra de Tamaulipas, is an archaeological site
where traces of hunter-gatherer evolution were found until the formation of a sedentary agricultural community. These range from 12,000 years to. C. until 1748 d.C. El Sabinito was a set of ruins in the Sierra de Tamaulipas, built between 1 and 900 AD.C. Some historians claim that it was founded by the pre-Huastecos village that
inhabited the Sierra Madre Oriental. It's in the municipality of Soto la Marina. Montezuma balconies are built between 400 and 1500 s. C., for the people of the central state that conquered Huastecos. Located in the municipality of Victoria today. 58 • Block 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 58 23/11/15 12:43 Tammapul is located in the valley of
the municipality of Tula and is inhabited between 250 and 1000 s. C. by different groups of Huastecos. Fossilized remains of these animals have been found in the Mammoth Xicoténcatl Valley for more than 50 years. It is inhabited by several hunter-gatherer tribes. There is almost no architectural construction, but there are fossil tools and
weapons. What did I learn With the guidance of your teacher, as a group, comment: 1. What caught their attention the most from the first settlers of Tamaulipas? 2. Do you consider that the customs of these people are still maintained in their dwellings? If you think so, give some examples. 3. Search school libraries, city libraries, or your
acquaintances and friends for books with pre-Hispanic legends or myths. Preferably, related to the first village to inhabit Tamaulipas. 4. A for with your teacher, choose a legend or myth to read aloud. 5. At the end of the reading, comment on whether you can identify some aspects of the life and culture of the people where history resed.
First inhabitant of my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 59 • 59 23/11/15 12:43 Evalu acio nes Pre-Hispanic Cultures inhabiting the Tamaulipas region Answer questions or do as shown in each point. 1. The first settlers to arrive from the north, in addition to hunting animals, were involved in: a)(b)(c)(d) the U.S. Collect fruits, vegetables, and
grains. Weave wicker baskets. Fishing for whales and dolphins. Extract gemstones from mines. 2. They are examples of tribes inhabiting the northern states: a) b) c) d) Nuevo León Huastecos, Maya and Chichimecos. Carrizos, tepemacas and herons. Tejedeños, petty and clear. Comecamotes, tagualilos and panguays. GOLFO DE
MEXICO 3. The map on the right is divided according to the region where the group of humans who inhabit Tamaulipas was developed. Place the names of each region: the northern plains, the Sierra de Tamaulipas, the Sierra Madre Oriental and Huasteca. 4. The following image shows the hunting and farming instruments of the first
settlers. Watch them and answer the following questions in your notebook. San Luis Potosí 0 25 50 100 150 km Veracruz a) What do you think nomadic groups make weapons for? b) What similarities can you see in hunting instruments and which are made for agriculture? 60 • Block 2 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 60 23/11/15 12:44 5. What
does the following codex image represent? a) The way they hunt huastecos. b) Feast in honor of the gods. c) The battle in which huastecos were defeated. d) Clothing used by Huastecos. 6. Games of a religious nature practiced by Huastecos are: a) Ball games. c) War games. b) Game ball bearings. d) Game scratches. 7. According to
adolescents, Ixcuina was the goddess who made: a) Fertile land. c) Keep the enemy. b) It rains in places. d) Sunrise. 8. The Youth believe that they have come to their land led by a hero named: a) Quetzalcoatl. b) Cuextecatl. c) Toueyo. d) Tlazoltéotl. 9. These are two preserved narratives of the occupants of the entity: a) the Myth of
Quetzalcoatl and the Legend of the Serpent. b) The myth of Tlazoltéotl and the legend of jaguars. c) Mayahuel myth and the legend of hummingbird. d) Indian toueyo myth and tlacuache legend. 10. This is one dance that remains an example of the culture that fills tamaulipas. a) Pillk. c) Casserole. b) Bow tie. d) Dancers. 11. These are
words still used today, originally Huasteco: a) Tamal and Huéhuetl. c) Pulque and Tomitan. b) Mitote and Tampico. d) Verbena and tomatoes. Self-assessment and co-evaluation I. Based on what you learn on the block, evaluate your achievements and learning. If you think you can always do what is mentioned, color three stars. If you
can do it sometimes or need support to do it, color two. If you think it's it's hard to do, coloring stars. From my internship, I denied the first residents and pre-Hispanic culture of my entity. R I keep the characteristics of the places of my entity where pre-Hispanic groups were founded. D istingo characteristics of the daily life of the first
inhabitants who settled in my entity. R I keep the natural and community vision of my pre-Hispanic entities. I deny the importance of the group's cultural heritage and the pre-Hispanic culture of my entity. From my attitude, I have an interest in activities suggested by my teacher. Q I articulate with my colleagues to achieve the goals of each
activity. I respect others. I'm responsible for the job I have to give you. C I share with others the learning I gained. II. Share your assessment with your colleagues and teachers to let you know what they think of your answer. Ask them to appreciate your performance as well. The first inhabitant of my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 61 • 61
23/11/15 12:44 3 Block La Conquista, Vice King and Independence in my entity 1522 Conquest of Huasteca by Hernán Cortés. 1617 San Francisco Solano Mission. Friar Andrés de Olmos mission 1544. American invention of 1492. 1400 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 62 Siglo xv 1500 Siglo XVI 1600 Siglo XVIi 23/11/15 12:44 1821 Mexican
independence. Nuevo Santander Foundation 1748. 1700 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 63 Siglo xvIII 1800 Siglo xIx 1900 23/11/15 12:44 La Conquista, colonization and Viceroyalty in my entity Who conquered Mexico and when did they do it? Do indigenous peoples know conquerors? In the municipality where you live, were there any
buildings built during the Time of the Vice-King? Expected Learning Students: Identify the main characteristics of Conquest, Colonization and Viceroyalty in their entities. It finds major cities and cities virreinal entities, and identifies its characteristics. In the previous block you learned who the tamaulipas first settlers were, what their daily
lives were like and what their contributions were like. In this block you will learn how and when the Spaniards arrived in the land of Tamaulipecas and how the colony del Nuevo Santander was founded, which was then called Tamaulipas. You will learn what life was like during the conquest, colonization, war and war of independence, in
our state. How did the Spaniards get to America and Mexico? Europe is a continent separated from america by the Atlantic Ocean. On the continent it is a very important country for the history of Mexico and Tamaulipas: Spain. In 1492, the Kings of Spain provided the necessary resources for an Italian sailor named Christopher to explore
the Atlantic Ocean to find a shorter and safer path to Asia for commercial benefits. From Spain, Columbus traveled west on an unexplored route. After a few months of travel, instead of discovering Asia, he discovered the Caribbean Sea, off the coast of the Americas. 64 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 64 iiTh christopher Columbus to
American soil. 11/23/15 12:44 Columbus had no idea it was another continent; However, he believed they were unexplored land, so he decided to go on an expedition that would help him figure out what the territory was like and what benefits could be gained from it. To find out more... Our continent was called America because of sailor
Américo Vespucio, because he was the first to admit that it was not Asia or Africa, but a new continent. Columbus reported his discovery to the Spanish kings, who ordered more sailors and explorers to visit these lands to reclaim them as part of the Spanish empire. For 20 years, Spanish sailors and military personnel scoured American
territory, conquering and negotiating with several people living in the south and the center of what is now Mexico. First explorer route Gulf of Mexico Havana Matanzas KUBA Santiago co'u Río P Cabo Catoche Nautla San Juan de Ulúa Alvarado Coatzacoalcos Isla Mujeres Campeche Champotón Laguna de Términos MAR CARIBE
OCEAN PACIFIC Travel by Francisco Hernández de Córdoba, 1517 Journey of Juan de Grijalva, 1517 Journey of Juan de Grijalva, 1517 Journey of Juan de Grijalva, 1517 Journey of Juan de Grijalva, 1517 Journey of Juan de Grijalva, 1517 Journey of Juan de Grijalva, 1517 Journey of Juan de Grijal 1518 Conquest, Vice and
Independence in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 65 • 65 23/11/15 12:44 The Spaniards settled on the island of Cuba, whose governor was Diego Velázquez de Cuéllar, who from there ordered that some land be explored, in this way some navigators traveled to the Yucatan , others to Cozumel and Quintana Roo, and others, such as
Alonso Alvarez de Pineda, under Francisco de Garay, governor of Jamaica, sailed in 1519 north, and then explored from the territory now occupied by Florida, in the United States, to the tamaulipeque coast. iiHernán Cortés (1485-1547), on his arrival in Mexico, entered through Veracruz and crossed the territory until it reached the land of
the current Federal District. In 1521, one of these explorations, directed by Hernán Cortés, reached the great City of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. With the help of the enemies of Mexicas, he invaded and conquered the city, the most important of the territories that today occupy our country. Years later, the Spaniards dominated the entire empire
which, as we learned in the previous bloc, already controls most of Mexico, even part of the Huasteca region. Alonso Alvarez de Pineda Florida Florida exploration route Havana Matanzas CUBAN coánu Río P I. Mujeres Mar Caribe Ocean Pacific Journey by Alonso Alvarez de Pineda and Francisco de Garay 66 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS
16-17.indb 66 23/11/15 12:44 In this period, known as Conquest, the Spaniards defeated those who opposed their laws and religions, negotiating with those who decided to accept the new rules. Huastecos and others oppose it. The Spaniards were unable to continue their occupation to the north, as Huastecos opposed and defeated
Diego de Camargo, the envoy of Francisco de Garay, near Chila, one of huastecas' most important cities. Francisco de Garay tried twice to dominate Huastecos on the Las Palmas River (now Soto la Marina); However, he could never defeat them, another expedition tried to conquer Huasteca, but they also to no avail. iiFrancisco de
Garay is an explorer who knows mexico's Sine coast and the community that lives near the Pánuco River. He died in 1523, after his last scan. Because of his efforts and the money he invested in exploration, Francisco de Garay was appointed governor of the land he had discovered, this extension is called the province of Pánuco,
because it is near the river of the same name; However, despite being governor, he did not control those lands or the natives who lived there. Francisco de Garay and Hernán Cortés were assigned to conquer the indigenous people living in the province of Pánuco. The two set off on their way to Huasteca, in 1522 Cortés departed from
Mexico-Tenochtitlan and Garay from Florida. Cortés crossed the Sierra Madre Oriental and arrived in the town of Coxcatlán, where he defeated Huastecos, where he founded the town of Santiesteban del Puerto, and was the provincial city chief of Pánuco. As a result of the storm, Garay's forces diverged and reached the River Las
Palmas in 1523. Exploration failed, when they reached the Pánuco River, Cortés had already set up a villa. The two conquerors reconciled months later. (ii) They represent the Huasteca region on a map from 1584. In the white line the border of tamaulipas is currently distinguished. Conquest, ugliness and independence in my entity
TAMP-3-P-062-091.indd 67 • 67 24/11/15 18:00 Cortés returned to Mexico City-Tenochtitlan and left some military personnel in charge of the port of Santiesteban. In the absence of Hernán Cortés, Huastecos, angered by the presence of the Spaniards, rebelled and killed many of them. When Cortés learned of the rebellion, he sent
Gonzalo de Sandoval, a skilled Spanish soldier who had helped him in the Mexican-Tenochtitlan conquest. (ii) According to Hernán Cortés, Huastecos differs from indigenous peoples by Who had struggled before, because they didn't try to scare him with screams and screams, just rested one knee on the ground and started throwing
arrows with their bows. Gonzalo de Sandoval led spanish troops and indigenous peoples living in central Mexico and collaborated with conquerors. When this army arrived in Santiesteban it swept with all the indian rebels and others who lived near the Pánuco River. However, the Spaniards have not been able to conquer the north of the
territory that today occupies our entity. Some explorers, such as Pánfilo de Narváez, tried to defeat a hunter-gatherer tribe living in the northern plains of the Las Palmas River, but to no avail. So the province of Pánuco only reaches half of the current Tamaulipas region. The founders of the Tamaholipas Mission together with the Spanish
conquerors came catholic friars who wanted to turn indigenous people into their religion, Christianity. This is very important for the Spaniards, it is one of the purposes of their kingdom. The Catholic Glossary Friar prevented the conqueror from becoming Friar. Religious people who commit violence with Indians. belonged to a community
called Some land monasteries settled in some areas of New Spain where they preached their religion to indigenous peoples. The monasteries of the land, with the help of indigenous peoples, built a mission, where they taught Spanish and new techniques for cultivating, and introduced livestock. commands; for example, Franciscans,
Dominicans and mercenaries. Mission. Communities where indigenous Christians and religions live. 68 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 68 23/11/15 12:44 One of the first friars to reach Pánuco province was Friar Andrés de Olmos, who soon learned to speak Huasteco and other indigenous languages. By mastering several languages,
he was able to communicate with several indigenous groups living in the north of the entity and move them to the Sierra de Tamaulipas, to be built in the village of Tamaholipa, in 1532, a mission he called Purísima Concepción. The original Maguao were named olives, because the color of their skin was the color of olives, the fruit of the
olive tree. In 1554 olmos established another mission: Custody of San Salvador de Tampico, in the current state of Veracruz. iiFray Andrés de Olmos, the most important author of Misiones in the province of Pánuco 0 25 50 100 and linguist, was founded in Tamaulipas on several Franciscan missions. 150 km Lampazos Paso de la Sal
Paso de la Mula Salinas de los Reineros Cerralvo Monterrey Paso del Cántaro Linares Costa del Seno Mexicano Pilón San Antonio de los Llanos Sierra de Tamaulipas San Bernardino El Se gu illó n Jaumave Charcas Golfo del Malinchen Palmillas Tula Guadalcázar Valley of Corn Tanchipa Purísima Conception of Tamaholipa uco Pán
Valles Rioverde Santiesteban Custodia de Salvador de Tampico gg The Christian Mission is isolated, far from any Spanish settlement. When the nomads attacked them, they surrounded them with stone walls and sticks. Conquest, Sacredness and Independence in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 69 • 69 23/11/15 12:44 Who are the
olives? The olives were originally brought from the north by Andrés de Olmos, they were fair skinned, brown-haired, tall and knew how to cultivate the soil. These groups have sedentary elements that will help other indigenous groups imitate their behavior. Many of them work with Spanish families and have practiced Christianity. Native
olives are known among the tribes of the region as excellent warriors. Because of this prestige, Virreinal authorities asked for their support to protect other missions and locations. The Mollinedo mission of the Elm mission is not the only one that matters. In 1617, Friar Juan Bautista de Mollinedo was given the task of converting to nomadic
Christianity in the center of the Tamaulipeco region: pames, stomps and all those who inhabited the high valleys and the Sierra Madre Oriental. To achieve this, he established the missions of Santa Clara, San Antonio de Tula, San Juan de Jaumave, Monte Alberne and Santa María de Palmillas. (ii) Mollinedo Baptist Game. The first

virreinal population on the Tamaulipeque coast was the Spanish mission and the ports of Tampico and Santiesteban, which were governed by encomenderos, the Spaniards who controlled the products made in every small town or mission. Tamaholipa's mission is the most important; However, in 1720 the Chichimecas from the plains
removed it. The religious and political conquest of the country was not achieved until the eighteenth century, in 1748, when José de Escandón of Spain proposed that in the region that currently occupies the Spanish population of Tamaulipas and not only the mission, so that the young king would help the Spaniards to dominate the
natives. 70 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 70 23/11/15 12:44 The Viceroyalty After 200 years of military struggle and the foundation of religious missions, Spain already dominates most of the territory currently occupying Mexico and parts of the United States. However, on the tamaulipeque coast there are still tribes that are not
dominated. The King of Spain was worried that other European countries, such as France, would be interested in colonizing them, so it was important to control the land located between the Pánuco and Nueces rivers. In 1748, it was decided that the proposal of José de Escandón should be accepted, which traveled from Querétaro,
where he had established several cities and missions, Beach. After the expedition, José de Escandón drew on a map what populations might integrate the new colonies, so that wealthy Spaniards could choose where they wanted to live. In 1748, in mid-Christmas, he founded the first town as Villa de Llera in honor of his wife, Mrs. Josefa
de Llera y Bayas. In the following years he established other cities. The system of completion and construction of houses is similar to other populations of viceroyalty; that is, a painting is drawn on the ground where they will settle, the square is built in the middle and there is room for the construction of a church for the parish. Public
buildings are also built around the square for the administration of established villages, towns or towns. ii Ancient map of tamaulipeque beach, 1744. Conquest, Sacredness and Independence in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 71 • 71 23/11/15 12:44 That's right, it's true... 1. Look at the picture. 2. Discuss with your colleagues the
similarities and differences you find in these images. How did the lives of indigenous groups change during the mission? 3. With the support of your teacher, discuss as a group what changes your observing and discussing. 4. Write in your notebook the conclusions you reach. The Colonia Nuevo Santander Foundation in May 1748, in
Mexico City, a government council decided to colonize and establish a town and villa in the northern province of Pánuco. The board was chaired by the Vice President, Juan Francisco de Goemes y Horcasitas. Glossary Valley. Land with few slopes located between hills or near rivers. In 1748, Escandón began colonizing the so-called
Sine region of Mexico. He first descended from the Sierra Madre Oriental into the Guayalejo-Tamesí River valley, where he founded Villa de Llera, which was the first town in Colonia del Nuevo Santander. In the table on the next page appears the year in which the main villas of Colonia del Nuevo Santander were established, some
changed their names and others retained them. 72 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 72 23/11/15 12:44 PM City, village or villa Foundation date 1749 1750-1753 After 1753 Goemes Dolores Cruillas Padilla Soto The Royal Marina of Mines of San Carlos Santander (now Jiménez) Aguayo (today Ciudad Victoria) Villa de Croix Burgo
Revilla (today Guerrero) Presas del Rey (today Aldama) Camargo Escandón (now Xicoténcatl) San Fernando San Antonio de los Llanos Altamira Villa de Mier Ciudad de Horcasitas (today González) Santillana (now Abasolo) Santa Bárbara Mier and Laredo Hoyos (now Hidalgo) Real de los Infantes To defeat indigenous groups that
refuse who lived in the new Kingdom of Nuevo León, peasants from Michoacán and Jalisco, and some indigenous peoples, such as olives and tlaxcaltecas. Among the families arriving at Nuevo Santander are several homeless and convicted criminals who they paid in their original place in exchange for dedicating themselves to the job of
colonizing Escandón. It is said that after the arrival of these people, some New Spanish officials referred to The New Santander as portugalete of New Spain, a name that has people from Spain where criminals take refuge. They were all promised land and economic benefits. José de Escandón was the first governor of Colonia del Nuevo
Santander. He ruled for 18 years and lived in Villa de Santander (in the territory that currently occupies the municipality of Jiménez), near Cerrito del Aire. In this place, Escandón built a house with cannons that he used to scare the indigenous people. Nomadic groups, especially janambres, stormed the streets and attacked the villages,
requiring that the land on which they hunted and fished be returned to them. Conquest, viceroyalty and independence in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 73 • 73 23/11/15 12:44 Vila Colonia del Nuevo Santander Texas Río Nueces La province Coahuila or Nueva Extremadura Laredo as Vill N del Lampazos Revilla Monterrey and ort
Monclova Bahia de Corpus Christi Mier Camargo Refugio Burgos San Nicolás Real de Borbón Jaumave Palmillas Tula Santa Bárbara San Luis Potosí 0 25 50 100 San Fernando Cruillas Gulf of Mexico San Carlos Santo Domingo de Hoyos Padilla Goemes Aguayo Real de los Infantes Barra del Río Bravo Reynosa Reino de Nuevo León
Saltillo Brazos of Santiago150 km Santander Barra de Santander Santillana Soto La Marina Croix Llera Escandón Presas del Rey Horcasitas Baltazar Boundary between the province of Villas and the main towns of Altamira Barra de Tampico Intendencia de Veracruz To find out more ... The first stone of Nuevo Santander's first home
was laid on December 25, 1748, in Llera, where more than 260 people lived. 74 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 74 23/11/15 12:44 For 18 years (1748-1766), José de Escandón was responsible for arresting and punishing the nomads, some with death and others with imprisonment. However, he did not force indigenous peoples to
practice Christianity, because the land monasteries living in the reign of the vice president refused to learn their language and never found a way to preach Christianity among the nomadic people; for this reason, Nuevo Santander still has indigenous groups practicing their native religion. hhJosé de Escandón, Count of Sierra Gorda
(1700-1770). He was born in the Spanish province of Soto la Marina. That's why he baptized one of the villas the name. The conqueror favored his friends by giving them land and indigenous peoples to serve as slaves; However, not all Spaniards agreed with him, because in trying to find the port of Soto la Marina he found opposition
from traders in Mexico City (former Mexico City-Tenochtitlan) and Veracruz, as they controlled two of the most important ports to date: Acapulco and Veracruz. Escandón was replaced in 1767 by Juan Fernando de Palacio, who, as governor, forced the inhabitants of Nuevo Santander to pay taxes for the first time in history. By order of the
King of Spain, this governor joined the Vice-King for the General Command of the Eastern Province. In 1786, Nuevo Santander and other Eastern Provinces joined the Intendencia de San Luis Potosí, the largest region ruled by a mayor who reported directly to the vice-king. To find out more... Tlaxcaltecs negotiated an alliance with
Hernán Cortés to fight Mexicas. They quickly began practicing Christianity, so they did not pay tribute and could ride horses. Conquest, Sacredness and Independence in my entity TAMP-3-P-062-091.indd 75 • 75 24/11/15 18:01 Although colonist del Nuevo Santander retains a governor, its colony status is changed to a province and is
part of another existing province: Coahuila, the New Kingdom of these three provinces and the province of New Santander forming the so-called Eastern Internal Province. Then they are part of a wider region called Intendencia de San Luis Potosí, with upstream in this same city. Despite this, the entity that is now Tamaulipas has created
an element of regional identity, since the inhabitants of Colonia del Nuevo Santander are called novosantanderinos. iiScudo of Joseph of Escandón. What I learned 1. As a team, the images on tamaulipas map the first mission established in our region. Lean on the map on page 69 to do so. 2. Circle the established near rivers, lagoons or
seas. To resolve this, see the map you created in the activity on page 19 of Block 1. 3. Enter the name of the city that is currently at the same point where these missions exist. 4. Share your map with other teams and, with your teacher's support, comment: (a) Do you consider that the proximity of rivers, lagoons, or seas is important in
building this mission? Why? b) Which one is preserved and becomes the city we know today? 5. Share answers with your classmates and teachers. Let's all come to a conclusion. 76 • Block 3 16-17.indb 76 23/11/15 12:44 New economic activities: changing landscape and daily life of my entity What do you think mission occupants are
involved in? Do you think indigenous people are involved in the same activities as The Spanish? Do you consider that all residents of new cities live the same way? Expected Student Learning: Recognizing the changing landscape and daily lives of entities from the merging of new economic activities at Viceroyalty. Upon arrival in
America, the Spaniards adopted local products, such as guajolote, tomatoes, chili, chia, pumpkin, cotton, tobacco and even corn. However, as the Spanish population grows it is necessary to bring what they use and consume; for example, horses, cows, sheep, pigs, chickens, and some agricultural products, such as oranges, bananas
and especially wheat whose bread is made. The horse was very basic for the Spaniards and the indigenous people living in Colonia del Nuevo Santander, it became the most important means of transportation; it allows them to cross mountains and rivers with low water, and it is also very useful to load and pull carts where they transport
their products. To find out more... 1. 2. Many nomadic groups adopt horses: Comanches, Apaches, Kiowas, and black legs, who live in the great plains of North America. With these animals they can bring their families where bison or buffalo livestock are located, where they feed and dress. 3. 4. 5. (ii) The Spaniards brought wheat (1),
cinnamon (2), carrots (3). With wheat, indigenous peoples and Spaniards made flour with which bread was made (4 and 5). Conquest, ugliness and independence in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 77 • 77 23/11/15 12:44 iiWhen horses began to be used for trading, several paths were created; To build it, trees are cut down and cut
down in the mountains. What do novosantanderins do? Glossary aqueduct. Construction of canals that allow water to be transported to cities, from rivers and lagoons. The Spaniards promoted some of the activities already carried out by indigenous peoples, such as agriculture; However, they introduced new techniques for cultivating
land. Indigenous people respect nature and maintain balance in the environment. The Spaniards used water from rivers and lagoons into the water. To distribute water in some cities they built waterways and small canal systems. In some cases, they drain the river to build roads. Nuevo Santander far from Mexico City, rural neighborhoods
dominate, nothing nor is it important government buildings are built. During the 17th and 18th centuries there was some economic activity. Agriculture Is practiced only in some populations; for example, in the villas of Santa Barbara, Jaumave, Aguayo and Santo Domingo de Hoyos. Planting is temporary, as it rains only for this period of
the year and corn, beans, sugar cane, wheat, cotton and cabbage are harvested, with indigenous peoples growing corn, using only an instrument called coa, which helps sow seeds on land. To find out more... Between 1771 and 1778, the villas of Horcasitas and Santa Bárbara were regional barns, where almost all the corn and bean
seeds consumed at Nuevo Santander were obtained. 78 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 78 23/11/15 12:44 P.M. Mining In the Sierra Madre Oriental found small silver deposits, exploited by Spaniards. On a not very high mountain, located near the Gulf of Mexico, metal deposits were found, around them established the nobles of San
Jose and San Nicolás Croix. In addition to silver, miners extract zinc and copper. Later, others were found in Real de Borbón (now Villagrán), Real de los Infantes (now Bustamante) and Real de San Nicolás, in the latter there were also copper and major mines. Salt is extracted in mines near the lagoon. This is a traditional activity since
the 16th century. (ii) Mining is essential in communities living near mountains, such as the Royal Bourbon and Royal Infants. Livestock is the most important activity among novosantanderinos. They are specifically dedicated to the maintenance of sheep and cows; however, there is no regional market for selling the meat and skins of these
animals; The exchange venue is an annual exhibition established in Saltillo. The derivatives are transported to Mexico City or the Port of Veracruz. Because of this activity, the landscape of Nuevo Santander began to change, when cattle ate pastures and polluted river and lagoon water. (ii) Important livestock in Nuevo Santander. During
this time, Nuevo Santander has a communication network consisting of real roads and crossings (or horseshoes), these can only transit by foot and their care and conservation is responsible for the ruler of each city they connect to. The royal streets are more than double that of horseshoes, the main one connecting Santander (Jiménez)
with the city of San Carlos and with several provinces of the New Kingdom of León and Coahuila. What do nomadic tribes do? There are several tribes still involved in hunting and gathering; however, many of its members and sold to wealthy Spaniards who forced them to do some cho tasks in their homes, such as cleaning and caring for
horses. Barter Glossary. Exchange of products where money is not involved; for example, exchange a bag of seeds for chicken. Fat. Animal fats are dense and hard, which when melted serves to make wax, soap and other products. Agriculture and animal husbandry are gradually becoming more important. These are major haciendas,
such as El Cojo, in Horcasitas (now the municipality of González). The barter is made with San Luis Potosí, Veracruz and Nuevo Reino de León, in cities and fur haciendas, wool, sebum and salt are exchanged. Conquest, Sacredness and Independence in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 79 • 79 23/11/15 12:44 That's right, it's true...
1. Pay close attention to the picture and discuss with your colleagues the similarities and differences you find in it. 2. With the support of your teacher, comment as a group about the most important changes you see and the advantages of transportation and roads today. What does daily life look like during the virreinal period? Throughout
New Spain, society is divided into social classes. The most powerful group is the Spaniards, who have mines, farms and livestock. Then there is Creole, which holds several public offices and is the most important trader. The largest group is mestizos: farmers, foremans, small traders or craftsmen. (ii) The foreman walks on horseback and
watches all workers perform their functions. Indigenous peoples do not have the privileges or good jobs, are involved in caring for livestock, sowing or working in mines. Some diseases carried by Spain, such as smallpox and scarlet fever, cause the death of many of them, since they are more susceptible to them than Creole and Spanish.
80 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 80 23/11/15 12:44 The family's way of life depends on the economic activity in which they are active and the area where they live. It's not the same on the beach as in the villa. On the beach, people engage in two main activities: salt and fishing. The first activity is very difficult, as it involves extracting
salt from the lagoon and this greatly affects the health of the workers. Fishermen, in turn, depend on the tides, abundance of fish and other species, such as shrimp, crabs and jaiba. iiPescadores on tamaulipeque beach. In the villas of Nuevo Santander, on the other hand, people are involved in agriculture and livestock. In it they live the
family of the landowner with his workers. The products obtained are used for survival; Yes something, sold in missions and in some villages in the region. In these villas, as in Tula, and on missions, people live on farms and trade. In these places the Church organizes weddings, searches for newborns and the deceased, and performs
various Christian ceremonies. hhIn the kitchen novosantanderin there is clay and bronze pots, as well as stone or wood utensils. Conquest, ugliness, and independence in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 81 • 81 23/11/15 12:44 Unlike the major cities of New Spain, such as Mexico City, Puebla or Guanajuato, in Nuevo Santander some
schools were established. Perhaps some natives learn to read and write on farms and in cities like Tula, San Carlos and Tampico, as taught by the monasteries. gg Religious processions on the streets of Colonia del Nuevo Santander. The religious calendar determines the type of social activities carried out in the village of Colonia del
Nuevo Santander; for example, religious festivals are held every year, and on Christmas the pastors are held in churches. Important events, such as the coronation of King Charles III, were sometimes celebrated in 1759. iiPersons gather in a square in Nuevo Santander. What I learned 1. Read this lesson again and, with your teacher's
support, comment with your group: a) Which of the activities at Colonia del Nuevo Santander are still being done in Tamaulipas and which ones are being done where you live? b) What products are obtained from these activities and which of them continue to be produced? c) What activities are carried out in Tamaulipas that do not exist
in the virreinal era? d) What are the similarities and differences between the Way of Life of Novosantanderins and the current inhabitants of Tamaulipas? 2. Write a short text with the most important ideas discussed in the group and give it to your teacher for review. 82 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 82 23/11/15 12:44 Government
and communities in cities Expected to learn Students: Describe the characteristics of community and government entities during the King's WarTime. Who rules the virreinal cities? Do all New Spain residents have the same rights? An important government position reserved for Spaniards, also known as peninsulas, they are
representatives and governors. Creoles can hold small government positions, such as encomenderos, which are responsible for collecting taxes or taxes imposed by the young king. Encomenderos is so called because the king handed them indigenous people on the commission, so encomendero has some who worked for him in
exchange for teaching them Catholicism. For their part, half the race has no right to hold government positions and is primarily involved in trade. Indigenous peoples are also unable to hold government positions, they are involved in a variety of trades, such as pottery and shoemaking. The New Spanish government is divided into the
following four groups. a) Government officials. They ran New Spain for the benefit of the King of Spain. His position is the most important charge. The highest is the vice-king and represents the king; lives in Mexico City. Then there are the governors of each colony or province, such as Nuevo Santander; live in the most important city of
the mayor's office or province. iiLamina shows the products collected by encomenderos. That's how they drew it on the Osuna Codex. hhThe Marquis Carlos Francisco de Croix was vice-king and ruled New Spain for six years, from 1765 to 1771. In Nuevo Santander a villa with his name was established. Conquest, Sacredness and
Independence in my entity TAMP-3-P-062-091.indd 83 • 83 24/11/15 18:02 b) Consulate. Association of Spanish traders, Creole and peninsulas. Only this association can sell products from Spain to novohispanos. c) Catholic Church. He resolved intergroup conflicts in the Novohispana community. d) Indigenous chiefs. They ruled their
communities under the supervision of Catholic priests and king officials. The head or governor is the vice-king, appointed by the king of Spain. It was supported by a court called Real Audiencia, which resolved the conflict that emerged in New Spain. The vice-president was also tasked with leading the military and directing collectors and
administrators of the Royal Treasury. The governor runs the province. It is divided into major mayors and corrections formed by various people. At the base of the pyramid is the town hall, which rules the most important towns and cities. The reign of Nuevo Santander iiAntonio de Mendoza (1490–1552) was the first representative of New
Spain. Before José de Escandón founded Colonia del Nuevo Santander, every Spanish villa on the banks of the Mexican Sine was ruled by the captain who had led the first explorers. (ii) The silhouette highlighted in red corresponds to Nuevo Santander, around 1815. These regions are so far from the center of New Spain that they need
special authorities to protect them from the enemy countries of Spain and from nomadic Indians who attack the breeders of the northern provinces. These provinces consist of the regions of Texas, New Mexico, California, New York, Nueva Extremadura (all of Coahuila, part of Nuevo León and Texas, today), Nuevo Reino de León and
Nuevo Santander. For this reason, in 1776, Nuevo Santander was incorporated into a special province called Comandancia General de las Provincias Internas de Oriente. 84 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 84 23/11/15 12:44 Intendencias y provincias de Nueva España, New California Province Of New Mexico Rio de vo lfo Bra Go
Arizpe li Ca San Luis Potosí n for Golfo de México Old California intendencias Intendencias de Nueva España (1786) Graphic scale 0 2250 Guanajuato Guadalajara Valladolid de Michoacán México Government Tlaxcala Veracruz Mérida Mar Caribe Puebla Oaxaca 4500 km Pacific Ocean Numerical scale 1 : 22 500 00 in 1786, The King
of Spain ordered a change of form of government of all new Spanish representatives. The vice-king remained in charge, but the Territory of New Spain was divided into 12 quartermasters, each led by a quartermaster. To find out more... In the late eighteenth century, in addition to the mayor of San Luis Potosí, there were others: Arizpe,
Durango, Zacatecas, Guadalajara, Guanajuato, Valladolid de Michoacán, Mexico, Puebla, Veracruz, Oaxaca and Mérida. The mayor is an administrator who commands in the military, politics and everything related to housing; I have to collect taxes and maintain order. Where the mayor already exists, the mayor replaces the governor.
However, in the province of Nuevo Santander the governor who received orders from the vice-king and not the mayor was retained. What I learned 1. Copy the following chart into your notebook. Write in the right column the position that each social class mentions. The position of the government that occupies 2. With the guidance of your
teacher, the Spanish peninsula commented with your colleagues Criollos why you consider that only the Spanish Mestizos peninsula occupies the position of the most important customary government. Conquest, Disdiity and Self-Reliance in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 85 • 85 23/11/15 12:44 Your customs or traditions of locality
are the heritage of the young king's community? In the municipality where you live, were there any buildings built during the Time of the Vice-King? Young King cultural heritage in my entity Expected Student Learning: Recognizing in The Viceroyalty heritage traits of cultural identity within the entity. Previous topics studied what the daily
lives of Nuevo Santander residents were like, what their homes were like and what they were doing. In this topic you will learn which of its customs and buildings are preserved today. What does tamaulipas leave behind in the virreinal period? Cultural heritage is everything inherited by one community from another; E.g traditions and
artistic manifestations, such as paintings, short stories, parties, buildings, etc. One of the most important virreinal legacies preserved is the name of several municipalities; for example, San Carlos, Camargo or Laredo. From the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries the Spaniards built missions and cities, which over time changed;
However, the division of streets and some buildings is still maintained, such as the Basilica of Our Lady of refuge in Ciudad Victoria, the churches of Palmillas de Tula, Jiménez and Burgos, next to the house where José de Escandón lived in the old town of Santander, which is currently the municipality of Jiménez. IiBasílica from Our Lady
of Refuge, in Victoria City. jjSantuario del Chorrito, in the municipality of Hidalgo. In the 17th century, some residents of Mexico City began to fill the villas and colonies of Nuevo Santander. This led to the worship of some religious figures, such as the Virgin of Guadalupe. In the municipality of Hidalgo today lies the sanctuary of Chorrito,
inside the cave where the image of the virgin is located. Today it is visited by thousands of believers every year. 86 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 86 23/11/15 12:44 Let's explore the mix between Spaniards and indigenous peoples creating new communities with their own customs and traditions. However, aspects derived from both
cultures are still preserved. Can you identify any of today's aspects? and write down in your notebook the answers that concern you the most. 2. Prepare a wall newspaper to share your results with the school community. They can draw or paste photos with aspects they consider most important. 1. Together with your teacher and your
classmates answering the question of Virreinal cuisine is probably the most important cultural heritage, not only in Tamaulipas, but throughout the region that understands New Spain, because Spaniards use fruits, vegetables and animal meat that eat indigenous people (Huastecos, especially) and combine it with the food they bring from
Europe, such as beef and pork. For example, some of the traditional tamales in Huasteca cuisine are filled with pork and bathed in tomato sauce, an American fruit. iiCarne baked into tampiqueña. Beef dishes, such as cecina, machaca, and pork stew, are also cultural heritage of novohispana people. The Spaniards brought the first
horses to America, so Creole, mestizos and some natives made long-distance trips mounted on them. To raise these animals and other animals, breeders, almost all of them, take horses, cows, sheep and goats to exhaustion, which is widespread land where animals can eat and drink water. When cattle escape, breeders, on horseback,
must find it; To catch him, they used a rope with which they placed it. This activity is very important, because it ensures that livestock are brought together. Currently there are competitions and public presentation techniques used to lazar and collect livestock. What I learned 1. Accompanied by adults, tours of the square and the
surroundings of your area. Write down whether one of these places has monuments, houses, or statues of historical importance. 2. If possible, take some pictures of the places you think are most important. 3. Discuss with your group your notes and photos, and with the support of teachers try to identify which buildings are part of the
Young King's legacy. iiIn Tamaulipas, charrería is a sport of tradition and pride. Conquest, Sacredness and Self-Reliance in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 87 • 87 23/11/15 12:45 Life in my entity during the Student Expected Learning Freedom movement: Explaining changes in the daily lives of entities due to the Independence
movement. How did the Novosantanderins go about the Independence Movement? What role does Nueva Santander play in this movement? D urante a time when New Spain was part of the Spanish Empire, the alienation between Spain and America led to a lack of kingship in these lands. Young kings and governors can make decisions
they think are best, as long as they hold the king accountable. What is the Independence Movement? In the 18th century, the Spanish kings ordered the representatives of the people to donate more money to Spain, so that all the authorities began to impose more taxes on Creole, mestizos and indigenous peoples. It affects them all. In
1767, the Jesuits were expelled from the empire because they rebelled under Spanish orders and were considered unreal to the king. Creole is the most irritating, because they think they deserve a government position held by the peninsula. iiFernando VII was the son of Charles IV and was king of Spain for several months in 1808, and
then from 1814 until death, which occurred in 1833. In the early years of the 19th century, France invaded Spain. This led to the organizing of the Governing Council in Spain and New Spain, proposing plans to free and restore King Ferdinand VII to the throne and thus dismiss José Bonaparte, who was imposed by his brother Napoleon
Bonaparte, the emperor who conquered more than half of Europe. In America, young kings, governors and town halls are forced to decide whether to accept a new king or not. In Mexico City, city council wants New Spain loyal to his king Ferdinand VII; As long as he doesn't come back, New Spain will rule itself out. iiMiguel Hidalgo y
Costilla (1753-1811). Tax Glossary. Tributes to be paid to the government. Soldiers and mainland traders opposed to the proposal were encouraged by the young king, who they captured. They formed a new government that disappeared into the city council and persecuted those who wanted New Spain to have self-government. For this
reason, many Novohispanos decided to rebel against this government. First they fought for the right to rule themselves and then because New Spain formed a new country, independent of Spain. Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla is the main character of the movement, along with Ignacio Allende and Juan Aldama. They proclaimed an armed
movement that began in the early hours of September 16, 1810. 88 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 88 23/11/15 12:45 The movement was active between 1810 and 1821. Observe the timeline; this shows the various moments of this movement in New Spain and, at the same time, in the province of Nuevo Santander. New Spanish
Armed Movement 1811-1815 led by José María Morelos. 1810 Grito de Dolores. 1821 The movement agrees to agree with its former enemies and the war is over. The movements of 1815-1821 were divided. 1800 1810 1820 1830 1800 1810 1820 1830 1810-1811 On 22 September, Brigadier Félix María Calleja told Manuel de Iturbe,
governor of Nuevo Santander province, about hidalgo rebellion. On 4 December 1810, Mateo Acuña and Bernardo Gómez de Lara, known as El Huacal, began the struggle for Independence in Tula. Francisco Javier Mina's 1817 intervention in the War of Independence. Nuevo Santander Province As you can see in the timeline, pastor
Miguel Hidalgo led this movement at first, but then he had another leader. The most important was José María Morelos y Pavón, who together with Hidalgo was one of the first to propose that New Spain establish a new independent state of Spain, in which all residents are free and have equal rights. In all colonies of the Spanish Empire
there was a movement of the same kind. As a result of these movements, the Spanish-dominated region was divided into several countries; Mexico. The war lasted for 11 years and there were many rebels who fought, most of them Creole and mixed race. However, some peninsulas that share ideas of independence, such as Francisco
Javier Mina, came together in support of rebel armies. In February 1821, General Agustín de Iturbide, head of the royalist army, was sent to negotiate with rebel leader Vicente Guerrero. The two met in Acatempan, agreed to support independence that the former Vice-King's privileges are respected and the new country has its own
government. This period is known as the Acatempan Hug. Subsequently, Iturbide proclaimed the Iguala Plan recognizing Mexico's independence. Vicente Guerrero joined this plan a long time later. On September 27, 1821, Iturbide, under the command of the Trigarante Army, triumphantly entered Mexico City. iiJose María Morelos y
Pavón (1765–1815). To find out more... The nobles are those who want New Spain to remain under the command of the King of Spain. Conquest, Vice And Independence in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 89 • 89 23/11/15 12:45 PM ICT To learn more about the Independence movement, visit: &lt;www.bicentenario.gob.mx&gt;.
Search the internet for maps of Nuevo Santander during that period. ggIturbide and Guerrero in the arms of the famous Acatempan, 1821. Let's explore Many rebels meet in meetings, where they talk about literature and politics. These meetings are called talks. 1. Imagine the dialogue between the characters. What do you think they're
going to talk about? 2. With the guidance of your teacher, cooperate. Imagine one of those dialogues and write it in your notebook. 3. Send your summary to the group and comment on what you think about each team's dialogue. Tamaulipas and the Independence Movement spread through Nuevo Santander in 1810. That year Hidalgo's
followers took the city of San Luis Potosí. The news prompted the people of Tula to join the war. (ii) Important battles fought during the War of Independence. The virreinal army quelled the rebellion. Its commander, Joaquín de Arredondo, has since become the powerful ruler of Nuevo Santander. Wherever the rebels rebelled, Arredondo
and his army persecuted them, fought them, and punished them with death. As a result of this struggle, the Independence movement had many leaders in Nuevo Santander, such as Julián Canales, José Antonio Gutiérrez de Lara and his brother José Bernardo, who at the end of the War of Independence and founded the state of
Tamaulipas, was the first governor in 1825. In 1817, Francisco Javier Mina came from Spain, who did not come to fight the rebels, but to join them. He opposed spanish kings who didn't want Spaniards and Americans to have rights. Mina joined the rebel army at Soto la Marina, from where she marched to central New Spain. He was
defeated and shot in Guanajuato. 90 • Block 3 TAMP-3-P-062-091.indd 90 24/11/15 18:02 After Mina's defeat, the Independence movement is divided into groups with different leaders and one of them is Guadalupe Victoria. In 1820, &lt;/www.bicentenario.gob.mx&gt;Spain was soothed by military efforts and Creole and peninsula officials
were fighting the independents. This angered powerful groups in New Spain: consulates, mainland officials and the Catholic Church, who preferred to join the rebels, because they did not accept that they ruled the Spaniards who could change their privileged way of life. The defection of virreinal soldiers shocked the whole of New Spain.
Soon, many military and ranchers joined the Iguala Plan. The vice president was forced to resign from his post. The governor of Nuevo Santander, José María Echeagaray, supported the plan on 7 July 1821 and later resigned. Colonel Felipe de la Garza succeeded him as governor of the independent Nuevo Santander. iiFrancisco Javier
Mina (1789-1817). During the war, the streets of New Santander, both real and horseshoe, were filled with bandits attacking travelers; for this reason, road surveillance is increasing. However, the daily lives of the inhabitants of Novosantanderins did not change significantly during the War of Independence. Even when the country
becomes independent, its economic and social situation does not change. The land monasteries opened several schools to care for and educate rebel children, but when the war ended they closed them. ICT To learn more about the Independence movement within our entity, visit: . ggDrawing the time of the fight between the rebels
(right) and realistic (left). What I learned 1. It compiles a timeline in which you highlight the most important moments of the War of Independence. 2. Share your timeline with groups and, with teacher support, draw up timelines with each other. Display with a picture of the characters and places they include. 3. Comment on why you believe
that the daily lives of the inhabitants of New Santander did not change during the War of Independence. Conquest, Sacredness and Independence in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 91 • 91 23/11/15 12:45 Evalu acio nes I. Place each event in the timeline, for this purpose write the number of each fact in the box corresponding to it. 1.
Chichimecas from the plains destroy the tamaholipa mission. 2. The Kings of Spain gave Christopher Columbus money to explore the Atlantic Ocean. 3. Hernán Cortés, with the help of the enemies of Mexico, conquered Mexico-Tenochtitlan. 4. Governor Diego Velázquez de Cuéllar ordered the exploration of the land. 5. A mission called
Purísima Concepción de Tamaholipa was established at the foot of the Sierra de Tamaulipas. 6. Missions of Santa Clara, San Antonio de Tula, San Juan de Jaumave, Monte Alberne and Santa established Palmillas. Some events of the Viceroyalty in Mexico and Tamaulipas 1544 1519 1521 1617 1720 1492 1400 1500 1600 1700 1800
II. Using the words in the box, finish the following paragraph. Olive Jiménez indígenas Guayalejo Governor of Spain farmers tlaxcaltecas Nuevo Santander Escandón In December 1748, he began colonizing the Sinus region of Mexico. He first descended from the Sierra Madre Oriental into the river valley, where he founded Villa de Llera,
which was the first town in the Colony. To defeat groups that refused to belong to Colonia del Nuevo Santander, Escandón caused them to stay in the new Kingdoms of Nuevo León, Michoacán and Jalisco, and some, such as and . He promised them all land and economic benefits. José de Escandón was the first in Colonia del Nuevo
Santander. He ruled for 18 years and lived in Villa de Santander (in the territory that currently occupies the municipality), near Cerrito del Aire, where Escandón built houses with cannons to scare indigenous peoples. 92 • Block 3 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 92 23/11/15 12:45 III. Answer the question, emphasize the part you think is right. 1.
What products do Spaniards adopt when they arrive in our region? a) Horses, walnuts, apples and pears. b) Guajolotes, chili peppers, chia and corn. c) Oranges, bananas, wheat, horses, cows and sheep. d) Pigs, legumes, sweets, chicken and dogs. 2. It is part of the cultural heritage of the virreinal era: a) Cooking. b) War. c)
Animals. d) Diseases. IV. Identify the characters in the following image and write in an empty box the appropriate section, according to the historical facts in which they participated: a) In 1810, he gave the Cry of Sorrow with which the Independence movement began. b) Between 1811 and 1815, the armed movement was led by José
María Morelos. c) In 1817, Francisco Javier Mina arrived from Spain in New Spain. d) In 1821 the leader of the rebel movement agreed to agree with the royalist army chief for the end of the war. Self-assessment and co-evaluation I. Based on what you learn on the block, evaluate your achievements and learning. If you think you can
always do what is mentioned, color three stars. If you can do it sometimes or need support to do it, color two. If you think it's too hard to do, color the stars. From my internship, I denied the main characteristics of my entity. I found the main cities and virreinal cities of my entity and identified their characteristics. R I am saving a change in
the landscape and daily life of my entity from the merging of new economic activities at Viceroyalty. R in viceroyalty heritage characteristics of the cultural identity of my entity. I explained the changes in the daily lives of my entities due to the Independence movement. From my attitude, I have an interest in activities suggested by my
teacher. Q I articulate with my colleagues to achieve the goals of each activity. R I'm another specimen. I'm responsible for the job I have to give you. C I share with others the learning I gained. II. Share your assessment with your colleagues and teachers to let you know what they think of your answer. Ask them to appreciate your
performance as well. Conquest, Sacredness and Independence in my entity TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 93 • 93 23/11/15 12:45 Block 4 1824 Creation of the tamaulipas state. My entity from 1821 to 1920 1848 The border with the United States was established on the Bravo River, through the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. French
intervention in 1862. 1820 1830 1840 1850 1860 1870 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 94 23/11/15 12:45 1913 Agricultural distribution in Matamoros. 1882 Inauguration of the National Railway. 1880 1890 1900 1910 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 95 23/11/15 12:45 Occurred my entity in the nineteenth and early twentieth century What is
the state? How has the Tamaulipas region changed? What is the capital of Tamaulipas? Expected Learning Students: Chronologically ordered events that transformed entities, from independent Mexico to the Mexican Revolution. It recognizes changes in territorial and major city entities from 1821 to 1920. In the previous block we learned
how the Spaniards arrived on the tamaulipeque coast and how they conquered the native people. We also studied how spaniards, mestizos and indigenous peoples lived during the Civil War, what was the war for Independence and what was the most important episode of this period in Nuevo Santander, today Tamaulipas. In this block
you will learn how the state of Tamaulipas was formed, from the Mexican Independence to the Mexican Revolution. During this period, the most important changes occurred in the extension of the Tamaulipas region and on behalf of several important cities. A country named Mexico was born in August 1821, Agustín de Iturbide and Juan
O'Donojú, the last representative of Spain, signed the Treaty of Córdoba to recognize Mexican independence: The King of Spain, Ferdinand VII, would be required to rule and improve his courts in Mexico. The king rejected the proposal and asked other countries to support it against the independence decision. Only the United States and
Britain accept that Mexico is an independent country. Eventually, Iturbide was proclaimed by Congress as the emperor of Mexico. (iiJon O'Donojú (1762–1821) was representatives sent from Spain. In 1821, in Nuevo Santander ruled Felipe de la Garza, who disagreed with iturbide's decision, because he hoped that Mexico would become
a republic. In addition, Felipe de la Garza and other politicians who disagreed with Iturbide's abuse of power forced him to resign and leave the country. In 1824 Iturbide returned to Mexico and entered through the port of Soto la Marina. The military recognized him and shot him in Padilla, a municipality in the center of the newly
established state of Tamaulipas. 96 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 96 23/11/15 12:45 iiChoronation of Iturbide. In the same year as the Iturbide shooting, representatives of new countries (formerly quartermasters and provinces) met in Mexico City and decided that Mexico should become a republic. They wrote the Constitution of
1824, which stipulates how to govern the state, how to appoint its authority and the rights and duties of citizens. To find out more... A republic is a system of government in which the people choose their rulers and where the supreme head is the president. Monarchy is a form of government in which one person has power all his life and
inherits it from his descendants. Mexico will be ruled by a president for four years. The legislation will be drafted and approved by congressional population representatives of each state. The Supreme Court will resolve the conflict between the president and Congress. Congress Glossary. The state representative assembly is authorized to
discuss and pass legislation. That'sRbide's ggAgusttin. My entity from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 97 • 97 23/11/15 12:45 In the Constitution of 1824, it is stated that Mexico is a federal republic, consisting of 19 relevant states and four territories. The first elected president in Mexican history was General Guadalupe Victoria,
who ruled from 1824 to 1829. The change of Mexican rule affected the Tamaulipas government. When a president is in power or finishes governing, there is a change in the country. Between 1829 and 1877 almost no president ended his term and the rulers of Tamaulipas were forced to resign by gunpoint. To find out more... In 1825, Villa
de Aguayo changed its name to Ciudad Victoria, as it was a recognition made by the Tamaulipas government to be the first president of Mexico: Guadalupe Victoria. iiGuadalupe Victoria (1786-1843). Let's explore Analyzing the next timeline. 1. Identify events that occurred in Mexico and Tamaulipas between 1824 and 1867. 2. With the
support of your teacher, comment as a group on why you believe that the changes suffered by the state are caused by others in our entity. 3. in his notebook the conclusions they reached. 1876 Porphyriato. Mexico 1853 Dictatorship of Santa Anna. Federal Republic of 1824. Centralist Republic of 1835. Reformation of 1855. Federal
Republic of 1846. Second Mexican Empire in 1864. Restored Republic in 1867. 1820 1840 1860 1880 1900 1920 1820 1840 1860 1880 1900 1920 1824 Tamaulipas State. Tamaulipas Department 1835. Tamaulipas State in 1846. 1853 Dictatorship of Adrian Woll. 1855 Restoration of tamaulipas state. Territorial Division 1864, two
departments: Matamoros and Tamaulipas. Tamaulipas State in 1867. Tamaulipas 98 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 98 23/11/15 12:45 Tamaulipas Foundation The political leaders of Nuevo Santander met at Villa de Aguayo to decide on the new name of the region, because it could no longer be called so, because the name was
enforced by the Spaniards. From 1824, Nuevo Santander was called the Free and Sovereign State of Tamaulipas. A year later, the Constitution was drafted for a new state, as governing the entire country. The first governor of Tamaulipas was Colonel José Bernardo Gutiérrez de Lara, who was inaugurated on 18 July 1824 by the First
Constituent Congress, for his service as a rebel. The State Constitution stipulates that the capital of Tamaulipas is Padilla and that its territory will be divided into 31 municipalities, in turn grouped into three districts: the Northern District, the Central District and the Southern District. Mexico's political division in 1824 Alta California ii
Constitution 1824 states that Mexico is divided into 19 states and 4 territories; one of the states is a free state of tamaulipas. UNITED STATES New Mexico Baja California Sonora and Sinaloa Coahuila and Texas Chihuahua IA RN IFO AL Zacatecas Tamaulipas San Luis Potosí Guanajuato Querétaro Jalisco Colima GOLFO DE MEXICO
Yucatan Veracruz Tlaxcala Michoacán Puebla Tabasco PACIFIC OCEAN Mexico MAR CARIBE Chiapas BELICE EC OD LF GO 19 states 4 Regions awaiting definitive legislation in the Nuevo León Durango Oaxaca Soconusco A AL EM AT GU Tamaulipas Boundary debate enjoying autonomy until 1835. That year, a special congress
convened to draft a new constitution decided that Mexico should be governed in a different way; should no longer be the association of the state with self-government, but the state regulated from the center. The new system is called the centralist republic. More than that... Source: History of Mexico's territorial division, INEGI, 1965.
Tamaulipas lost its autonomy, changed its name and was called the Tamaulipas Department. The governor will be elected by the president, and the departmental board will help him govern. In Tamaulipas, six constitutions were drafted: that in 1825, 1855, 1857, 1871 and 1921, which are still in use. My entities from 1821 to 1920
TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 99 • 99 23/11/15 12:45 This government ended in 1846, when the Constitution of 1824 was restored. However, in 1853, Tamaulipas was again ruled by a politician appointed by the president. In 1864, the Conservatives decided that Mexico should return to being a monarchy, so they asked Maximilian of
Habsburg to rule our country and he was appointed the second emperor of Mexico, due to the support of the French army, so he was not accepted by many Mexicans. Mexico's second emperor ruled for three years, during which time Tamaulipas were divided into two departments: Tamaulipas and Matamoros, which were ruled by
prefects. The political divisions of the Political life department of Tamaulipas and Matamoros in the early years of the United States Nuevo León Ministry matamoros Tamaulipas San Luis Potosí 0 25 50 100 150 km Gulf of Mexico Constitution Tamaulipas recognizes that residents have the right to participate in state policy; however, for
decades political activities were led by three families: Kanal, Fernandez and Molano. They are a large family and own most of the land and head of cattle. Many tamaulipeque governors belong to one of these families. In those years there were two sides of politics in Mexico: federalist or liberal and centralist or conservative. Liberals want
Mexico to be a federal republic. While the centralists opposed it because they wanted a centralist republic. The Liberals won from 1824 to 1835; but from 1835 to 1846, the centrals ruled Tamaulipas and the entire country. After that, liberals regained power. Veracruz 100 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 100 23/11/15 12:45 Pm
Conservatives are members of the army, priests, ranchers and wholesaler. They proposed that Mexico be ruled by a king, so they brought Maximilian from Habsburg. They also want to preserve the privileges of the Army and the Church. iiJuan Nepomuceno Almonte is a ruling conservative in Matamoros. He married one of the Canales'
daughters. Liberals are small traders, ranchers and professionals. They want Mexican society to adopt equal rights and democracy, so they oppose the monarchy and the privileges of some. In Tamaulipas, liberal forces have always been stronger than centralists. The conflict economically affected the newly established ports of Tampico
and Tula, which are halfway between the port and the city of San Luis Potosí, as the roads became dangerous, because some of the military's stolen food to survive the war. iiJosé María Luis Mora (1764–1850) was a prominent liberal. (ii) Some of the most important battles between liberals and conservatives took place in Tampico. This
is a map translated in the nineteenth century. My entity from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 101 • 101 23/11/15 12:45 Explore In this activity will compile posters. Material: cardboard, pencil, rubber and color. 1. Meet some of your colleagues and read this topic again. 2. With your teacher's support, select the three events that
seem most important to you at this historical stage of our entity. 3. Divide the cardboard into three parts. In the first division write What happens first, in What happens next, and last what happens in the end. 4. In the cardboard room, the picture depicts each fact. 5. Share your cardboard boxes with all your friends and comment on why
you chose this event. Tamaulipas in mexico's history of Independence, the Tamaulipas region is an important economic and political center, as it is close to Cuba, which was part of the Spanish empire; near Texas, which still belongs to Mexico, and near the United States. The King of Spain did not accept Mexican independence and
planned to invade and restore it. In 1825 he lost his last battle; However, his intentions are constant. ii Submission of Isidro Barradas in Tampico. To find out more... During the War of Independence, in some places away from fighting, convites or meetings with music and games, between the military and civilians, were held. In 1827, the
Mexican government imposed a spanish expulsion law, but it applied only to minorities, as many were exempt from it. The King of Spain ordered an expedition under General Isidro Barradas, who sailed from Cuba in July 1829. Barradas and his troops arrived on veracruz beach and took Tampico in August 1829. They immediately
confronted the Mexican army, which was under the command of General Antonio López de Santa Anna, who forced Barradas to surrender. This is the end of Spain's aspiration to win back Mexico. The United States is part of another kingdom, the British empire; its inhabitants rebelled against England between 1775 and 1781. When they
gained independence, they formed a republic whose territory grew and longed to spread south. 102 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 102 11/23/15 12:45 P.M. Although the Texas territory was virtually depopulated, the Texans rebelled against the Mexican government, which sent an expedition to hand them over, but failed. In 1836, the
Republic of Texas was founded. Relations between Mexico and Texas have become The Texan government claims that the area between the Nueces River and the Bravo River is its own, but Mexico disagrees. iiBattle of San Jacinto. Sometimes, Texan groups attacked and stole tamaulipecos villages, for example, in 1842 the village of
Mier was attacked by a Texan party. When Texas gained independence from Mexico, Tamaulipas and Texas were separated by plains between the Nueces and Bravo rivers of Mexico. In 1845, Texas negotiated with the United States to merge, and in 1847, after the war between Mexico and the United States, it became part of the
country, which wanted its border with Mexico to lie on the Bravo River, but also wanted to seize two mexican territories: New Mexico and California. For this reason war broke out which lasted from 1846 to 1848. Several battles took place in the Tamaulipeco region. The Americans occupied land north of the Bravo River and conquered
part of our entity's territory, so the state government took refuge in Tula. The U.S. military advanced through Mexican territory, until in September 1847 mexico city was needed and forced the Mexican government to negotiate. As a result of this war, Mexico lost part of its territory. Thus, the United States took over California, Arizona, New
Mexico, and Texas, in addition to the Bravo River line, resulting in Tamaulipas again losing some of its territory. (ii) The Battle of Palo Alto took place on May 8, 1846. My entity from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 103 • 103 23/11/15 12:45 That's right, it's true ... 1. Take a closer look at the following map. 2. Discuss with your
colleagues what are the most important changes you see. 3. With the guidance of your teacher, comment as a group on how you consider that the loss of your territory affects Tamaulipas. Loss of territory between nueces and the river Bravo Tamaulipas after the loss of the Texas Texan region Nueces Coahuila Río Nueces Coahuila
United States Rio Bravo Rio Bravo Nuevo León Nuevo León Gulf of Mexico Gulf of Mexico Tamaulipas Tama Batasulipas between the provinces of San Luis Potosí 0 25 50 100 San Luis Potosí 150 km Veracruz 0 25 50 In 1853 the new president, General Antonio López de Santa Anna, began to rule arbitrarily, governors in the state,
such as Adrian Woll, in Tamaulipas, which soon became hostile to liberals, who opposed guns. 100 150 km Veracruz Glossary Enmity. Lost a friendship. Be someone's enemy. In 1855, in the state of Guerrero, liberals rose up in arms against Santa Anna. In Plan 104 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 104 23/11/15 12:45 Pm Ayutla
demands Santa Anna no longer be president and that Juan José de la Garza, a prominent Tamaulipeco soldier, led the resistance against Santa Anna in Victoria City. General Woll lost a crucial battle in Reynosa against Juan José de la Garza and took refuge in Matamoros. In July of that year, Martín Zayas occupied Tula to cut the road
between Tampico and San Luis Potosí, so that he could defeat and face the Santanist army. In Tamaulipas, there are still followers of Santa Anna and Adrián Woll. After Juan José de la Garza's victory, Santannistas left Tamaulipas and headed to San Luis Potosí. At the national level, a new president comes to government: Juan Alvarez.
In October 1855, the power of liberals was formalized, and the Liberal Constitution of 1857 was drafted. iiAntonio López de Santa Anna (1794–1876) was president of Mexico for 11 terms, some shorter than others. Through the new law, the liberal government reorganization of the courts, removing the privileges of clergy and soldiers, and
ordering that education be taught in government schools and not under church control. This law is known as the Reform Act and triggering clashes between liberals and conservatives, we begin the War on Reformation. Meanwhile, in 1855, a liberal government was installed in Tamaulipas, and two years later enacted his own country's
constitution containing the most advanced principles of the Political Constitution of the Republic of Mexico 1857. iiAdrián Woll (1795-1875). This period of Mexican history is called the Reformation. Although the Liberals won, peace was not achieved. The Mexican government, which runs Benito Juarez, had no money because of the war
and ordered Mexico to stop paying its debts to countries such as Spain, Britain and France. These countries, of course, disagree with this decision and intend to charge them forcibly. hhBenito Juárez (1806–1872) was one of the most important presidents of our country. His reign began in 1858. My entity from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS
16-17.indb 105 • 105 23/11/15 12:45 In 1860 ended the War of the Reformation and started another conflict in Tamaulipas. Several elections were held, but MPs failed to agree; Tamaulipas has several governors for a period of 10 years. The Conservatives, losing the war, sought foreign support in France. The country, through its army,
was imposed on our country a king: Maximilian of Habsburg. iiPedro José Méndez. Pedro José Méndez defended Tamaulipas from the French invasion, he and his men defeated the invaders through ambush. By 1867, already without French support, Maximilian was defeated and Mexico again became an independent republic.
Tamaulipeco Region iiMaximilian of Habsburg and his wife Charlotte. As of 1821, Tamaulipas had 67,434 inhabitants and its most important cities were Tula, Padilla, Aguayo (now Ciudad Victoria), Puerto del Refugio (now Matamoros), Santa Barbara (now Ocampo) and Tampico. In the chart below you can see how the country's
population grew in the nineteenth century. Population of Tamaulipas between 1821 and 1910 To find out more... When the Bravo River became the border between Mexico and the United States, many Mexicans left northern Tamaulipas to live on the other side of the river. Thus, the inhabitants of Laredo established, in Mexico, Nuevo
Laredo. Thousands of people have been killed since 1845 in 1873 and even when this growth occurred, the country was considered unpopulated, so the government tried to bring in immigrants from other parts of the country at home and abroad. The first immigration law in the state was signed by Governor Lucas Fernandez in 1826. 106
• Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 106 23/11/15 12:45 Tamaulipas has a large area, stretching from the Pánuco River to the Nueces River, which means it borders the south by Veracruz and San Luis Potosí, to the west by Nuevo León and to the north by Coahuila and Texas. In 1848, after the war with the United States, the extension of
the Tamaulipas region ranged from the Bravo River to the Pánuco River. To find out more... Independence means the re-name of many regions. See table: During the Reign of the Vice-King After Independence Villa de Aguayo Ciudad Victoria Refugio Matamoros Santander Jiménez Revilla Ciudad Guerrero Santo Domingo de Hoyos
Hidalgo Escandón Xicoténcatl Presas del Rey Aldama Real de los Infantes Bustamante Santillaante Abasolo Era of the chieftain in Tamaulipas When france retired, liberals ruled Mexico: Benito Juárez, Sebastián Lerdo de Tejada, Manuel González and Porfirio Díaz, who served as president for 30 years, a period known as Porfiriato.
From 1850 to 1880, in Mexico the chiefs were stronger than the governors, in fact they were ordered in the states. Many have been leaders in the war against France. In Tamaulipas, the chief was Servando Canales and was elected governor in 1870. He thinks he can do in Tamaulipas what he wants. Porfirio Díaz came to the presidency

in 1877. From the very beginning of his reign, he tried to control the chief. Some were fought and others were made their allies. In Tamaulipas, the heads of Servando Canales and Juan Nepomuceno Cortina were allies of Diaz. The president forbids the governor from leading his country's military force. From then on, President Diaz will
appoint army chiefs. iiPorfirio Díaz in 1907. My entities 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 107 • 107 23/11/15 12:45 In 1880, Diaz left the presidency and handed it over to his successor, General Manuel González, a Tamaulipeco. Meanwhile, in Tamaulipas the head of Servando Canales handed over power to his brother Antonio.
During the reign of Manuel González, the railway linking Mexico City with Nuevo Laredo and also connected to U.S. railways was inaugurated. In 1884, Porfirio Díaz was re-elected president and, since then, did not leave power until 1911. iiServando Canales head and governor in 1870. To find out more... In the nineteenth century there
were many chiefs in Mexico, such as Trinidad García de la Cadena in Zacatecas, Luis Terrazas in Chihuahua, and Francisco Naranjo in Nuevo León. hh Gen. Manuel González Flores, of Tamaulipeco, was president of Mexico from 1880 to 1884. That's right, that's right... 1. Look at the two pictures of the train. 2. Write in your notebook
how the train has changed from 1884 to the current one and share it with your classmates. 108 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 108 23/11/15 12:45 Rural and urban daily life in my entity How do people live in countryside and cities during the nineteenth century? Which educational institutions were established in Tamaulipas during the
19th century? Expected Student Learning: Describes the characteristics of daily life in field and city entities during the nineteenth century. D urante the first 50 years of the nineteenth century, in Tamaulipas lived a nomadic group with a sedentary half-breed population. In some cases conflicts arise in this coexistence, since for many years
ranchers and people in the north of the state clashed with Apaches, Comanches and other nomadic tribes. Culture and daily life during the nineteenth century When the state of Tamaulipas was founded, the tamaulipesos way of life, as well as their culture, were similar to the province of Nuevo Santander. In the north and on the Great
Plain a small part of the population remains nomadic, while others inhabit the countryside and in small towns. To avoid depopulation, houses and roads were built in places where there used to be countryside, and people from other cities were invited to live in them. iiThe Villa of Tampico is the second population established by friars ii
Comanches to travel across mexico's northeastern border, from Coahuila to Matamoros. iiCalle de Matamoros in the nineteenth century. Franciscan. The Catholic Church has a huge influence on people's decisions. Different ways of life arise than in the past. Gradually, many nomadic groups abandoned their old lifestyles due to the
growth of farms and farms, which reduced the space in which they could hunt. I from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 109 • 109 23/11/15 12:45 With the Law of the Reformation of the Church lost power. This does not mean that people are no longer believers. The press developed in cities because most people who know how to
read and write live there. The first newspaper to be published was The Political Thermometer in 1824, followed by El Boletín de Tamaulipas, La Guía del Pueblo, La Voz, El despertador de Tamaulipas, among others. In 1828 the first school for teachers and a city school was established. The Tamaulipeco Hydraulic Institute was created in
1830 to educate in science and letters. In March 1853, several copies of textbooks for eight-year-olds were received in Tamaulipas for the first public school in Mexico. iiFirst is flat from the Resurrection of Tamaulipas. During Porfiriato, cities grew and telegraph poles and trams began to be seen instead of donkey-drawn carriages. The
first children's garden was founded at the time by sisters Theodosia and Estefanía Castañeda, and in Ciudad Victoria, the Institute of Science and Literature was founded. (ii) The Institute of Science and Literature, in Victoria City, was established with the aim of contributing to the education and culture of Tamaulipas. What I learned 1.
Meet with some colleagues and answer the following questions. a) What are the seats of the locality town where they live? b) Where do they live? c) Is it a city, a city or an upstream city, how do you know? d) What was the first school established in your area, what happened to this school, is it still there, what changes have you had from
its foundation to this day? 2. Comment on each answer. 3. Share your answers with other teams. 110 • Block 4 TAMP-3-P-094-121.indd 110 24/11/15 18:03 Economic activities and landscape changes during Porfiriato Student Expected Learning: Identifying economic, communication and transportation activities that transform entities
during Porphyriato. What are the economic activities carried out during porphyriato? Which ones are practiced in the countryside and which ones are in the city? Are they still practicing? What transportation changes the appearance of the entity during porphyriate? From Independence, the ports of Matamoros (formerly the Congregation of
El Refugio), Soto la Marina and Tampico, were established in 1826 and became more important, sea trade was activated and tamaulipas passed through many products which later arrived in Nuevo León, Coahuila, Durango and Zacatecas. In these ports built large buildings in contrast to the appearance of other Tamaulipeque
populations. Glossary Rates. Taxes are imposed on goods entering a country. iiAduana de Tampico in 1920. In in the second half of the nineteenth century, the introduction of the Mexican National Railway made Nuevo Laredo one of the country's major land customs. Therefore, trade between Tamaulipas and the rest of the country grew.
The so-called customs offices where tariffs are imposed are established at the port of Tamaulipeco. In the event of war, the enemy denied them to buy weapons, food, and pay the army. (ii) Coastal markets, late nineteenth century. My entity from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 111 • 111 23/11/15 12:45 That's right, it's true ...
Compare the following images, both coming from the port of Tampico. Discover the differences and similarities you find. Notice the changing landscape. The photo on the left was taken in the late 19th century and the photo on the right in 2010. In 1848, the Bravo River became the frontier; new ports, such as Baghdad, were established
near Matamoros. Cities such as Reynosa, Nuevo Laredo and especially Matamoros grew due to trade with the United States. The Mexican government tried to force border officials to pay more taxes, which in 1851 led to the so-called Loba uprising. The rebels maintain trade between the two sides of the Bravo River. In 1861, President
Juarez served border traders, making Matamoros a free zone. (ii) Sugar factory in Xicoténcatl. Another important activity is agriculture, especially maize and sugar cane crops. The sugar factory was an important company that lasted until the end of the twentieth century. 112 • Block 4 TAMP-3-P-094-121.indd 112 20/01/16 12:10
Landscape changes with Porfirio Díaz in the presidency, Mexico and Tamaulipas undergo major changes. Mexico pays off its debts to other countries. Economic growth is on the rise as some entrepreneurs in the UNITED Kingdom, the United States and other countries set up companies in Mexico, such as mines, banks, factories and
railways. (ii) As well as the lines During the reign of Porfirio Díaz was built, the size of the plantations grew. The largest in Tamaulipas are La Sauteña, El Naranjo, Tamatán, La Mesa and El Cojo. train connecting tampico port with Mexico City. For Tamaulipas, the development of the railway network was important, as it eventually
connected to the Tamaulipeco region with the rest of Mexico. During the administrations of President Manuel González and Governor Antonio Canales, a Mexican National Railway was inaugurated that united Mexico City with Nuevo Laredo and years later, during porfiriato, when Pedro Argoelles became governor, the line connecting
Monterrey with the Glosario Matamoros was inaugurated. In the late nineteenth century the Railway was established Goods and Central connects the United States with Monterrey, Tampico and the activities that make up the wealth of society or Victoria City. One man. Railways in Tamaulipas during the Porfiriato International Border
Spain/Mexico-United States 1819-1836 USA Rio Sabinas Mi sis ipi New Orleans San Antonio New York or n ica ex ) l M880 a r nt e 1 Ce d ril da ar éca c rro (d Fe Carretera Nacional México-Laredo (1935) Monterrey Saltillo Europa Nuevo Laredo: Mexico's first land customs office (1890) Havana yrre te 5) on (190 AD l s rri ro ca mo rro ta
Fe Ma Matamoros Golfo de México Major cities Via férrea Carretera Flujo Comercial nacional Ciudad Victoria Jaumave Tula Fe Go rroc lfo arr (18 il d 90 el ) Tampico San Luis Potosi 0 50 1 00 200 300 km Valles My entity from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 113 • 113 23/11/15 12:45 To find out more ... In 1896, the federal
government authorized banks to print currency. Tamaulipas Bank was established in Tampico in 1902. This change has an impact on Tamaulipas, as the landscape changes. Nomadic groups disappeared and devoted themselves to working on farms or in mines, and old crops were added to ixtle and henequén, in the area of the second
Sierra Madre Railway station in Tamaulipas in the late nineteenth century. The eastern Victorian city and its surroundings, which were later sold to jarciería workshops in Tula. In the San Carlos region, a U.S. company extracted copper, gold and silver from the mine. In 1880, the Tamaulipas government allowed water company Pierce Oil
Company to install towers and oil extraction machines at big tree near Tampico. Mining was activated in the Sierra de San Carlos, but in 1907 it stopped and so it did for several years, due to the crisis. The iiNequenist glossary planted tamaulipeca during the Mexican Revolution. Jarciería. Preparation and sale of objects made of
vegetable fibers, such as ropes. What I learned 1. Investigate the economic activity that each municipality of Tamaulipas was mainly involved in in the early twentieth century. 2. Draw a map of Tamaulipas on cardboard and illuminate with color the main activities in which they are involved in each municipality: trade, transportation,
agriculture, livestock. 3. Prepare a table as below, write down the municipality, the main activities involved and what is currently involved. Municipality 4. Place your maps and drawings somewhere visible in the classroom or in the mural newspaper room to share your results with the school community. What people are involved in today
114 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 114 23/11/15 12:45PM Life in my entity during the Mexican Revolution Expected Student Learning: Describes the consequences of the Mexican Revolution in the daily lives of entities. How did the daily life of tamaulipecos change during the Mexican Revolution? What caused the Mexican
Revolution? What happened in Tamaulipas during the Mexican Revolution? The Mexican Revolution changed the lives of tamaulipes, especially those who lived in cities. Revolutionary groups hide and fight in the mountains of entities, so that people live according to the demands of the struggle. What is the Mexican Revolution? Porfirio
Díaz managed to make some positive changes in the country: Mexico has paid its debts and sold products to other countries, but, after 30 years as president, many Mexicans want a change of authority, as millions of Mexicans live in poverty and work in overexploitation in factories and farms. In 1904, the dissatisfaction of the working
population increased. Between 1906 and 1908 there were strikes in Sonora and Veracruz that were harshly suppressed. This caused greater anger among workers and other inappropriate sectors of the population. (ii) Coin mining plant during porphyriate. In 1910, a Coahuila businessman and rancher named Francisco I. Madero ran for
president. Porfirio Díaz disliked Madero's position, so he decided to send the police to imprison him so he could be re-elected. Madero escaped. He proposed the St. Louis Plan in which he rebelled against Diaz and asked people to rise up in arms on November 20, 1910. iiMadero in the campaign. My entity from 1821 to 1920 TAMP-3-P094-121.indd 115 • 115 24/11/15 18:04 For the Madero Rebellion joined the nonconformation groups of all social classes. The most important armed uprisings took place in Chihuahua and Morelos. In Tamaulipas, Madero was supported by Alberto Carrera Torres, a key part of the revolution in the state, who founded the Tamaulipas
Liberating Army in May 1911. He was close to Emilio Vázquez Gómez's group and an important element for the appointment of graduate Espiridión Lara as the first state governor in the revolutionary era. Alberto Carrera Torres's movement joins farmers working on farms in the region. Diaz resigned from power in 1911, resulting in a new
government being formed calling for elections in which Madero won. However, Madero's victory did not solve the social problems that gave rise to the Revolution. Mexico 1900 1911-1913 Late Porphyriato and the reign of Francisco I. Madero. Tula Rebellion of 1900-1910-1913. Victoriano Huerta dictatorship from 1913 to 1914. Division
1914-1916 and the struggle between Revolutionary. The 1917 Constitution and the reign of Venustiano Carranza. 1910 1920 1910 1921 1913-1914 Constitutional uprising and rule of Luis Caballero. Tamaulipas 1914–1916 fight between Caballero and Carrera Torres supporters. The 1921 Constitution and the government of General
César López de Lara. Madero faces claims the social sector participated in the uprising he organized, especially morelos farmers, because they did not return their land. Moreover, powerful groups do not want change and conspire against their government. Eventually, Victoriano Huerta betrays Madero and orders that he be killed along
with José María Pino Suárez. Huerta seized the government and provoked a new rebellion against him, led by Venustiano Carranza. hhVenustiano Carranza (1860-1920). 116 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 116 23/11/15 12:45 p.m. Mexico during Porfiriato Territorio de Baja California U.S. Sonora Chihuahua od lf Go ali eC Coahuila
fornia Nuevo León Durango Sinaloa Tamaulipas Gulf of Mexico Zacatecas Aguascalientes Jalisco Colima Graphics scale 0 2250 San Luis Potosí Territorios States Federal District Yucatan Guanaju Quatoerétaro Hidalgo Michoacán F. Mexico Morelos Puebla Campeche Veracruz Tabasco BELICE Tepic Guerrero Region 4 Oaxaca
Numerical 500 km scale 1 : 22 500 000 Chiapas Oceano Pacífico Mar Caribe LA MA GUATE Tamaulipas during the Mexican Revolution Tamaulipas was a battlefield during the Revolution. Matías Guerra's government supported the coup against Francisco I. Madero. Alberto Carrera Torres passed the Executive Land Distribution Act,
with which he was not known to Victoriano Huerta as president of Mexico. Victoriano Huerta appointed General Antonio Rábago to replace the timber governor; In response, Carranza sent General Lucio Blanco's troops. iiEntry of Lucius Blanco in Matamoros, in August 1913. My entities from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 117 •
117 23/11/15 12:45 The loggers supported the carrancists. Led by General Lucio Blanco, they took San Fernando, Jiménez, Río Bravo, Guerrero, Reynosa and Matamoros. In Matamoros, Blanco divided the plantation land of Los Borregos among the peasants. Next, Carranza appointed governor Luis Caballero, who clashed with
Carranza's enemies, most notably Alberto Carrera Torres. What I learned The Runs are popular Mexican songs. During the Revolution many runs are arranged where the battles or adventures of the important characters participating in them are narrated. Below is footage of the escape of Lucius Blanco, who led the battle in which the
revolutionaries took White Pike's Run Notice, gentlemen, those who play ace gold: I'll sing you a heroic Matamoros shot. We came to fight Coahuila and Durango: we were lucius Blanco's brave loyal soldiers. Because Madero's death followed the Revolution; we do not accept bold things about usury. And on June 3rd of a thousand nine
hundred and thirteen, at ten o'clock in the morning Lucius Blanco appeared. In Saltillo square the sun shone with hope, waving the don Venustiano Carranza flag. From the sky fell ivy, became angry among the nopales: here was Lucius Blanco, father of the FBI. 118 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 118 23/11/15 12:45 Tamaulipas had
an elected governor when the 1921 Constitution was approved, which granted the same rights and duties as mexico's 1917 United States Political Constitution. 1. With the help of your teacher, get a sung version of this run to hear it complete. 2. With the support of your teacher, write a run in which you recount every event that took place
in Tamaulipas that was important to Mexico. 3. Among all, choose the most important event you want to tell; take as model run Lucius Blanco or else they know. 4. Pay close attention to the color of the last words in each line of the White Pike Run and read carefully the end of each word, so you know what to do to achieve the same effect
on you. 5. They can use running music to sing them, or create new songs. 6. Once they are done, they can practice to sing and present it to the school community and, if possible, at citizenship ceremonies. My entities from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 119 • 119 23/11/15 12:45 The cultural heritage of my entity: from
independent Mexico to the Mexican Revolution Expected to Learn El alumno: Appreciate the cultural heritage of its entities, from independent Mexico to the Mexican Revolution. When is the most important building built in your residence? Are there any typical songs or cymbals in your area found during the 19th century? Throughout the
nineteenth century and in the early years of the twentieth century, the cities of Tamaulipeque grew rapidly. To accommodate the growing population, stone and thatched houses were built, as well as large public and religious buildings. In Ciudad Victoria, the Executive Palace, now the City Presidency, the Church of the Sacred Heart, the
Temple of Guadalupe and the Vicentino Sanctuary, was built in nineteenth-century style. Tamaulipeca culture is enriched by the activities of several scientists and historians such as Alejandro Prieto, engineer and governor of the state; in the literature they highlighted B. Tijerina, Manuel Barrero Argoelles and Celedonio Junco de la Vega,
who entered the Mexican Academy of Languages in 1908. In education standout Luis Puebla y Cuadra, educator, engineer and founder of the Tamaulipas State Institute of Science and Literature. The country's cultural diversity is the result of the growth process of economic and social life, but also the influence of the environment or
immigration. In the case of borders, typical music is polka, a consequence of the influence received from German immigration and Austro-Hungarian settled in the state of Texas in the late 19th century. The proximity of border towns led to intense cultural and economic exchanges. iiCeledonio Junco de la Vega (1863–1948) was a great
poet, screenwriter, and journalist. The indigenous presence in the Huasteca region characterizes the region's music and dance: huapango is shared with the north of Veracruz, Hidalgo and east of San Luis Potosí. 120 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 120 23/11/15 12:45 p.m. Tampico, where America's and British oil companies are
most importantly founded, adopts a cultural form of foreigners arriving. Tamaulipas' economy was transformed by incorporating new activities. The first refinery in Tampico was inaugurated in 1886. Currently, the state has several oil facilities. The Mexican Revolution inherited from tamaulipecos the distribution of land from plantations,
which changed the way the land worked; on the cultural side leave two legacies that define the identity of tamaulipeca: corrido and cuera. iiIn Tamaulipas ran very popular during the Mexican Revolution. GGA's intense cultural exchanges are made with a mix of indigenous and immigrant musical traditions. What I learned Create a tour
guide to promote the culture of our country. Follow the steps below. 1. With the guidance of your teacher, select a municipality for your entity. 2. Everyone brings to the room information about some places they would like to recommend to visit in the municipality; for example, museums, some archaeological sites, places where you dance
typical dances, some places where you listen to traditional music, places with typical food, among others. 3. Bring photos, pictures, or clippings of brochures, newspapers, or magazines from the place you want to recommend to the room. Ask family members for support to assist them in this task. 4. Prepare a newspaper mural. Your
teacher will tell you how you will distribute information to recommend visiting our state and appreciate the display of tradition and culture you have for visitors. My entities from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 121 • 121 23/11/15 12:45 Evalu acio nes I. circle that corresponds to the correct answer. 1. Peter's mother told him that
between 1821 and 1825 the following event occurred: The arrival of the Spaniards. || Juan O'Donojú accepted the Proposal for New Spanish Independence. || Nuevo Santander is ruled by Felipe Garza. || Villa de Aguayo changed its name to Ciudad Victoria. 2. Then he explained that in 1824: The name Nuevo Santander was renamed the
Free State of Tamaulipas. || The capital will be in Padilla. || The Tamaulipas region is divided into 31 municipalities. || Tamaulipas had its first governor. Finally, he told her that at the time: 3. Maximilian was crowned in Mexico, due to the support of the French army. || Tamaulipas are divided into two departments. || The two departments
where it is divided are Tamaulipas and Matamoros. || The villa visited Matamoros. 4. When Peter commented with his friends about what they had told him, Cecilia told him that he was also told that when the Spaniards did not want to leave Mexico, in 1827: Three soldiers were formed. || General Isidro Barradas took Tampico and
confronted the Mexican army. || Antonio López de Santa Anna fought the army and forced him to surrender. || Spain never wants to attack again. 5. Adrian wanted to share what he knew and told them that in 1857: The rights of tamaulipas residents were recognized. || The December constitution was enacted. || The Reform Act was
signed. || Pedro José Méndez defended Tamaulipas from the French invasion. 6. Philip told them that he had read that from 1828: The first city school was established. || Cities are growing. || Telegraphs and trams combined. || There's a statewide drought. 122 • Block 4 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 122 23/11/15 12:45 7. He also said that
some of the differences between the city and the countryside at the time were: Progress in the construction of houses, roads and railways. || The arrival of new traders. || Bigger jobs and job opportunities. || Trees and shrubs. 8. Lalo told them that his grandfather showed him some photos of the field during the Revolution and people were
seen: With many shortcomings. || Enjoyed a lot of facilities. || Works in factories and farms. || Happy. 9. In the library history books they see a photograph of Porfirio Díaz and a inscription that says that: Porfirio Díaz came to power in 1911. || Diaz resigned in 1911. || He called the election and Madero won. || Madero's election did not solve
the problem of the Mexican Revolution. 10. Master Aurelius reproduces a video in which they look at tamaulipas cultural heritage, and Peter likes it most: They are influenced by German and Austro-Hungarian cultures. || Huapango in the region. || Buildings such as the Ciudad Victoria City Presidency and the Vicentino Sanctuary of the
nineteenth century. || Board game. Self-assessment and co-evaluation I. Based on what you learn on the block, evaluate your achievements and learning. If you think you can always do what is mentioned, color three stars. If you can do it sometimes or need support to do it, color two. If you think it's too hard to do, color the stars. From my
internship, I chronologically ordered events that changed my entity. R I saved the territorial changes and major cities of my entity, from 1821 to 1920. D I wrote the characteristics of my daily, rural and urban entities during the nineteenth century. I deny the economic, communication, and transportation activities of my entities during
Porfiriato. D I wrote the consequences of the Mexican Revolution on the daily life of my entity. At the price of my entity's cultural heritage. From my attitude, I have an interest in activities suggested by my teacher. Q I articulate with my colleagues to achieve the goals of each activity. R I'm another specimen. I am responsible for what is
right for me to do or for my duties. C I share with others the learning I gained. II. Share your assessment with your colleagues and teachers to let you know what they think of your answer. Ask them to appreciate your performance as well. My entities from 1821 to 1920 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 123 • 123 23/11/15 12:45 Block 5 My
entities from 1920 to the early 21st century 1925 The reign of Emilio Portes Gil. Tamaulipas University Foundation in 1950. 1921 Political Constitution of the Tamaulipas State. 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 124 23/11/15 12:46 1960-1980 Manufacturing activities begin in the state. 1967 Hurricane Behaula hits
the entity. 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 SIGHTSEEING 16-17.indb 125 23/11/15 12:46 What is the name of the municipality where you live? When was it established: during the War of the Vice-King or during the nineteenth century? Twentieth century and present entities I E Expected to learn Students: Chronologically ordered events
that changed the landscape and daily life of entities in the twentieth century and today. n blocks earlier we studied what were the most important changes in the region and in the main cities of Tamaulipas, as well as the most relevant events of the Mexican Revolution in our entity. In the last block we will study the recent history of
Tamaulipas and how it changed people's lifestyles after the Mexican Revolution. You'll also know why it's important to look after nature reserves and how to look after ourselves in the event of a disaster in our community. finally, a project is presented that you will carry out with your colleagues and with the guidance of your teacher. What
did the Mexican Revolution do to Tamaulipas? In 1921, the Tamaulipeco Congress approved the state Constitution, which took away the rights and duties of the 1917 Federal Constitution. IiPortada of the Constitution of 1921. a) All tamaulipecs are the same before authority. b) Everyone has the right to express their ideas, for information,
to profess the religion they want, to receive education, to receive medical care, to enjoy protection from the authorities, to go wherever they want, to work where it is convenient for them, and for housing. c) All authorities are elected by citizens. During the first few decades of the twentieth century new leaders appeared in Tamaulipas, such
as César López de Lara and Emilio Portes Gil, the latter was governor in 1925 and three years later he reached the presidency of Mexico, but only two years, since in 1930 elections were held again. Portes Gil returned to Tamaulipas and influenced the country's political decisions for more than 15 years. During this period, Portes Gil did
not meet the demands of the farmers and this caused them to arrange to demand that they be given land for work. That period was called portesgilism. ggEmilio Cándido Portes Gil (1890–1978) was born in Ciudad Victoria. 126 • Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 126 23/11/15 12:46 To find out more... In 1934, President Lázaro Cárdenas
promoted industrial development in Mexico, some of it in Tamaulipas. During this period, our country was one of the largest oil producers. 1940-1960 Growth of textile and oil industry production. Mexican Revolution 1910-1940 in Tamaulipas. 1900 1910 1920 1930 Plutarco Elías Calles was president before Emilio Portes Gil; However,
when he left office, he continued to lead the presidents that followed: Portes Gil, Pascual Ortiz Rubio and Abelardo Rodríguez. At this time he was known as Maximato and ended in 1934, when Lázaro Cárdenas became president of Mexico. 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 Tamaulipas During the reign of Lazaro Cardenas National
Polytechnic Institute and National Confederation of Farmers (cnc) was established to help people working in the field. In Tamaulipas, it helps farmers grow corn (in the south and central), cotton (in border areas) and other crops, as well as to reclaim their land and build their homes in it. In 1938, the government took part of the oil industry;
with this action tampico wells cease to belong to foreign companies and are owned by the government; it benefits the economy tamaulipecos, as more ports and export shops are built, where barrels of newly mined oil are sold. (ii) The Great Tree Refinery, Round Kill and Bella Vista, located in Tampico, has a capacity of 9,500 barrels per
day (bd). Glossary takeover. Revoke an individual or company property or right, in exchange for compensation. gg Lazarus Cardenas del Río (1895-1970). My 1920 entity at the beginning of the 21st century TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 127 • 127 23/11/15 12:46 Since then, Mexico has experienced a period of great economic growth and
important changes in social life. The image on the left shows the characteristics of urban growth; for example, trams and types of buildings, built during Porphyriato. GgAsi exercised in the town of Tampico in 1925. That's right, that's right... The landscape of Tamaulipas has changed a lot since the first years of the last century. You can
see examples of these changes in the following photo; on the left is a tram used since the early twentieth century as a means of transportation. The one on the right is a bus pretending to be a tram that is mainly used as a tourist attraction. How were the people who lived in Tampico transported in the early 20th century? Why do you
think they were transported like that? How are they transported now? What is the difference between old and modern trams? Do you use fuel? Why do you think they're different now? jjActually Tamaulipas is a republic of Mexico where more sorghum is cultivated. The revolutionary government encouraged economic development in
Tamaulipas. In 1920, construction began on the dam, water that has since been used to irrigate tamaulipec fields, resulting in the development of new crops, such as sorghum and orange. Irrigation Glossary. Irrigation of a piece of land. 128 • Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 128 23/11/15 12:46 In 1937, engineer Marte Rodolfo Gómez
Segura was elected governor of the state. During his reign, marte R. Gómez and Falcón dams were built, which benefited Mexico and the United States. Cities are starting to have clean water. Due to irrigation, agriculture becomes the most important activity of Tamaulipas, even more so than livestock. iiMarte Rodolfo Gómez Segura
(1896-1973). ggCanal de Anzaldúas of the Falcón International Dam. With economic well-being, the population in cities increases; Nuevo Laredo, Reynosa, Matamoros, Tampico, Altamira and Ciudad Madero grew almost double. This urban expansion forces more buildings, houses and roads to be built to reach the refinery in the
suburbs. In these years, a new agricultural activity emerged: sugar, in the remaining territories almost depopulated, was located very close to the Guayalejo-Tamesí and Mante rivers. The first production was more than two million kilos of sugar. Villa Juárez, which is upstream of the city, changed its name to Ciudad Mante. The first
company was called Ingenio El Mante and iiInstalment in the ingenuity of Xicoténcatl. owned by Andrés Osuna and Aarón Sáenz, who were governors during the Revolution. In 1939 the sugar company went extinct, because the profits were so high, so Lázaro Cárdenas decided that the money would be for Mexico and not for
entrepreneurs. The company sells the most sugar to the United States. My entity from 1920 to the early 21st century TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 129 • 129 23/11/15 12:46 That's right, it's true ... 1. Take a look at the following photos from the Tampico Municipal Palace. How do these pictures look like? How has this building changed? 2.
Investigate, among teachers and family members of your school, how important this building is to our country. Discuss with your colleagues the answers you've got. 3. Write a short text about buildings in your notebook. Growth brings new social demands that state and federal governments must meet, such as education and health. Thus,
in 1943 the Mexican Institute of Social Security was established, which built hospitals and clinics in Tamaulipas. These institutions join hospitals and medical dispensers under the Federal And Tamaulipas State Health Ministries. iiAs were sporting one of Tampico's beaches in the 1950s. The capital's population is 321 555 200 000 60 000
10 000 In the southwest of our entity, in the municipality of Burgos, in 1945 several miners were established looking for oil and minerals, over time natural gas was also extracted. Today, the area, which is shared with Nuevo León, is a major exporter of natural gas in Mexico. After 1950, Tamaulipas produced sugar, oil and cotton, mainly.
Despite being the state capital, Victoria City has not grown as much as other cities. In the graph on the left you can see an increase in the population of the capital. In the 1990s, Ciudad Victoria grew more than Reynosa and Matamoros, which exceeded 300,000 inhabitants; while the metropolitan area of Tampico Madero-Altamira reaches
800,000. 1900 1960 1990 2010 130 • Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 130 23/11/15 12:46 Population map comparison (1950, 1970 and 2010) 1950 x 718 167 population of the United States with demographic deconstruction: High (from -5.98 to 1.00) With demografis: Lebih dari 5.00, kurang dari 1.200 lebih dari 1.200, kurang dari 1.800
lebih dari 1.800, kurang dari 2.200 lebih dari 2.200, kurang dari 2.500 Teluk Meksiko New Leon 2010 x 3.268.554 penduduk AS amerika San Luis Potosí 0 25.50.100 Lebih dari 1.000, kurang dari 122.663.150 Lebih dari 122.663, kurang dari 244.173 km Lebih dari 244.173, kurang dari 357.784 Veracruz Lebih dari 357.784, kurang dari
487,7 000 Lebih dari 487.000, kurang dari 604.000 1970 x 1.456.858 penduduk GOLFO DE MEXICO New León Amerika Serikat dengan penurunan demografis: Tinggi (-5,98 hingga 1,00) Dengan peningkatan populasi : Lebih dari 100, kurang dari 90.000 San Luis Potosí Lebih dari 90.000, kurang dari 250.000 0 Lebih dari 250.000,
kurang dari 400.000 Teluk Meksiko Nuevo León San Luis Potosí 0 25 50 100 25 50 100 150 km Lebih dari 400.000 , less than 1,480,000 Veracruz 150 km Veracruz TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 131 My entities from 1920 to the early 21st century • 131 23/11/15 12:46 Explore Analyzing the following timelines. d) Where you live, do you know
if there are important buildings? 1. Answer in your notebook what is requested. a) Where are decades more buildings built? b) Why do you think it happened like this? c) Which city is each in? You can search the internet for information or ask your teacher or family member for help. 2. If any, investigate: when was it built, what was used
before? and what is used for now? 3. Write your story in your notebook and share it with your classmates and teachers. Light Building 1924. Tampico City Palace in 1933. Post Office Building 1907. 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 1966 Tamaulipas Stadium. Mars Stadium 1939 R. Gómez. Ciudad Madero
Institute of Technology in 1950. Tamaulipas in the second half of the twentieth century and the first decade of Social change xxi manifested themselves in the Tamaulipeco landscape: nomadic groups disappeared completely, vast areas of land were cultivated and large cities were built with modern housing, schools and educational
institutions, culture and health. Boom Glossary. The height or intensity of the process is highest. (ii) Tamaulipas Autonomous University was founded in 1950. Despite the booming economy, some activities no longer continue to develop, such as cotton cultivation, as there is no longer enough water to irrigate it because droughts and rivers
and dam waters are used to supply the city. 132 • Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 132 23/11/15 12:46 II Tampico Village in the 1980s. (ii) Maquiladoras is still the industry that provides the most economic benefits to the entity. In 1965, a very important economic activity began in the north of our entity: maquila. Maquiladoras is an
industry where radio, television, cars, furniture, clothing, among others products exported to the United States, Europe and Asia. This activity is the most important in the state. The industry changed the landscape of Tamaulipas, as factories where there were cotton fields and sorghum were built. Over the next 30 years, Tamaulipas
modernized. Bridges were built in Matamoros, Laredo and Tampico. The most important is the one across the Pánuco River, which connects the Tampico metropolitan area with Veracruz, built in 1987. Sorghum is still cultivated in the north; in the middle, oranges and other oranges, and in the south, sugar cane, safflower, tomatoes,
onions, agave and melons, among others. Farms have been modernized: grazing is replaced by mass meat and dairy production to supply major cities in Mexico and the United States; pigs, sheep, goats, guajolotes, chickens, and chickens are bred. Fishing remains a very important activity in the lagoon and in three fishing ports: Soto la
Marina, Tampico and Matamoros. Shrimp, shrimp, crocodile, tilapia and catfish farms have also been established. (ii) Tamaulipecos fished in rivers and lagoons during the 1960s. gg During the first half of the twentieth century several cities, such as Tampico, were filled with cars. My entity in the 1920s at the beginning of the 21st century
TAMP-3-P-124-145.indd 133 • 133 24/11/15 18:05 Tourism has grown with tamaulipeca economic transformation. Today, thousands of tourists visit the beach and practice sports hunting in Nuevo Padilla, Aldama, Casas, Soto la Marina, San Fernando, Camargo and Goémez. During the twentieth and early 20th centuries, tamaulipas built
roads that facilitated the travel of cars, trucks, and other means of transportation from Mexico to the United States. The steps of Laredo, Matamoros and Reynosa are the most productive in Mexico, as through customs and its bridges pass through more than a hundred million Mexicans a year. That's why the population has grown over the
last 25 years. JJ Three most important borders: Laredo, Matamoros and Reynosa. Laredo Reynosa Matamoros What I learned Your grandparents and your parents have witnessed the changes that have suffered where you live and how they affect daily life. 1. Write in your notebook the year your grandparents were 8 years old and your
parents' year was 8 years old. How many years have there been between them? 2. Ask your grandparents, or older people you know, to name the five items they used as children and now they no longer exist or are not used in the same way. 3. Bring your list to your room and share it with your colleagues. a) Which object is the same in
all lists? b) What are they used for? c) What is it by other objects or do they disappear permanently? 4. With the guidance of your teacher, discuss the most changing objects and whether this has affected the daily lives of the people who live where you live. 134 • Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 134 23/11/15 12:46 My entity's cultural
and natural heritage: important and conservation Why is it important to care for and preserve nature, rivers and lagoons? Why is it important to preserve and care for old buildings? What buildings were built in Viceroyalty and the nineteenth century were in your municipality? Expected Student Learning: Identifying the importance of
preserving cultural and natural heritage entities. T amaulipas is one of the richest countries in vegetation and fauna in Mexico. Because of its history and traditions, it still preserves some monuments that are considered cultural heritage. Natural heritage The natural heritage area that is considered a natural heritage is an area that is home
to many vegetation and fauna. They must be maintained and preserved because the vegetation there keeps rivers and lagoons alive, producing the oxygen we breathe and the landscape attracts tourism. It has far more natural heritage than it has natural resources. Resources are exploited for the benefit of the community and converted
into wealth, but natural heritage is not bought or sold, cared for and preserved. (ii) Cenotes Jaumave is part of the natural and cultural heritage that we must maintain. This is natural because it is a landscape where humans do not intervene, and it is cultural because some religious rituals are held there. hhReserva of the El Cielo
Biosphere. My entities from 1920 to the early 21st century TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 135 • 135 23/11/15 12:46 In Tamaulipas we have protected areas due to the diversity of life forms they host, identifying them by listing at the bottom of this page. 2 1 4 . 3 5 6 1. Novillo Canyon. 2. El Cielo Biosphere Reserve. 3. Laguna La Vega
Escondida. 4. Laguna Madre. 5. Cerro del Bernal de Horcasitas. 6. Rancho Nuevo Beach. 136 • Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 136 23/11/15 12:46 Currently several programs have been implemented in our entity to care for and preserve these areas. In 2008, the Environment Agency for Sustainable Development was created to save
and preserve them. Cultural heritage Cultural heritage is a legacy transmitted from parents to children or from one community to another, which has been preserved for many years, such as buildings, paintings, poetry, music and some cities. ii Balcony Montezuma. Tamaulipas' main archaeological and cultural sites are montezuma
balcony, Guadalupe Virgin Sanctuary, El Sabinito, Altas Cumbres and San Antonio Nogalar. Cultural heritage is not the boundaries of buildings and monuments; Traditional clothing tamaulipeca, called cuera, it is part of our heritage, as well as some dishes, such as jaiba dolls, panzaje de Padilla, machacado del Encinal, enchilada
tultecas, cecina de Ocampo, Aldama panels, huts and polishers of El Mante, goats from the border, fajita and beef In the municipality Tamaulipas program is carried out to preserve cultural heritage. There are even museums where objects related to the past of our entity or the lives of characters in the history of Tamaulipeca are
preserved, exhibited, and disseminated. iiThe Plaza de Armas di Tampico is a cultural heritage. This photo is from the 1950s. Glossary Program. Project orderly activities carried out for purposes set by government authorities or institutions. iiCarne baked into tampiqueña. My entity from 1920 to the early 21st century TAMAULIPAS 1617.indb 137 • 137 23/11/15 12:46 iiThe Huasteca cultural museum, in Tampico. iiMuseo Natural History of Tamaulipas. There are cultural houses in all municipalities, where arts education courses are taught and cultural events are organized. The House of Art of Ciudad Victoria occupies a prominent place, as there are courses in dance,
painting, theatre, music, sculpture, singing and literature. The Amalia G. Theatre in Castillo Ledón is located in the Tamaulipas Cultural Center in Ciudad Victoria. It is also interesting to visit the planetarium of the 21st Century Cultural and Recreational Sports Park and the Tamaulipas General and Historical Archives. ICT iiThe House of
Culture began its artistic work in September 1978, offering space for artistic manifestation. If you want to visit the museum, but you can't do it yet, check out huasteca Cultural Museum's page: &lt;metro.tamaulipas.gob.mx istoria/= museo.htm=&gt;. 138 • Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 138 23/11/15 12:46 iiCentro Cultural Tamaulipas.
iiThe Casamata Museum of Regional History was established in military construction dating back to 1865, and in 1970 opened as a regional history museum established in military construction dating back to 1865, and in 1970 opened as a regional history museum casamata was established in military construction dating back to 1865,
and in 1970 opened as a museum The purpose is to show the historical facts of Tamaulipas. Holiday citizenship is part of our culture. The Celebration of Grito de Independencia is traditional every evening of September 15th, held in all municipal entities. In addition, in the villages, the patron saint of the city is celebrated, with exhibitions,
shepherds, and celebrations of patron saints. Other noted events include the Tamaulipas International Festival, which hosts dances, plays, concerts and performances by musicians performing traditional songs; at the International Autumn Festival in Matamoros and the Festival of Performances at the Nuevo show presented
&lt;/metro.tamaulipas.gob.mx&gt; &lt;/metro.tamaulipas.gob.mx&gt; and artists from all over the world are present. (ii) Religious celebrations are still practiced in some Tamaulipas communities; for example, this procession is dedicated to Saint Charles. What I learned 1. With the help of your teacher and together with your colleagues,
create a map of the municipality where you live and discover sites that are of natural or cultural heritage. Use the following symbols to mark them on the map: PN - PC Natural Heritage - Culture Heritage M - SH Museums - Historical Site I - Church or Temple P - Park 2. Write in your notebook what you know about these places: how long
they have, why they matter, what their roles are, and who visits them. 3. As a team, write in your notebook five actions that can help preserve that legacy. 4. Create posters to invite the school community to visit these places and participate in their conservation. My entity from 1920 to the beginning of the 21st century TAMAULIPAS 1617.indb 139 • 139 23/11/15 12:46 Environment: the importance of its care and conservation Expected student learning: Propose measures for environmental care within the entity. Why is it important not to pollute the water from rivers and lagoons? Are you participating in any campaign to protect the environment? Why is it important to
throw the trash in the right place? How can you take care of the water? The tamaulipeco region varies. It is inhabited by various species of flora and fauna in its mountains, deserts and beaches. Some species, such as lora or golfina sea turtles, are threatened by human activity that destroys their homes or ends their diet. Why should we
take care of the environment? The fauna of our entity is an important part of the ecosystem, so the community needs to be committed to protecting it; one way to do this is to care for and preserve the environment; for example, avoid contamination in rivers and lagoons, do not dispose of waste and use things that do not damage the soil
(cloth bags instead of plastic bags). ii Golf turtle. To care about the environment, the government has established programs such as: a) Forest Ecosystem Conservation and Restoration Program (Procoref), the goal is to preserve forests. b) Sea Turtle Protection Program. c) Board of Directors of El Cielo Biosphere Reserve. d) Evaluation
Board of Rios Bravo and San Juan Basins. 140 • Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 140 23/11/15 12:46 P.M. In our country there are various programs that promote environmental care and conservation of protected natural areas, as well as vegetation and fauna that inhabit them. (ii) Separating organic waste from inórganica at home is a
good step for you to get to know one of the programs, go to the website Environment and Natural Resources (Semarnat): &lt;www. semarnat.gob.mx=&gt;. Search below for The Planet Fans option. You will learn more about how to help preserve the environment. There are games, videos, and photos. This site is looking for information
about Tamaulipas. Take care of the environment. These programs are necessary to preserve and care for the vegetation, fauna, rivers, and lagoons of Tamaulipas, but also to help Mexico and the world. The discharge of waste and solid waste into the river damages the fish and plants that live there. In addition, the gas released into the
atmosphere causes respiratory diseases and food contamination, which affects humans. It is important not to dump waste on roads and fields, reuse and recycle waste, respect conservation standards, not cause fires and use water responsibly. South Matamoros built a power plant that generates electricity using windmills (also called
wind power). This plant can provide power to border towns. JJ Huasteca Forest is the lung that oxygenates the country. For several years they risk disappearing from unmoderated logging. My 1920 entity at the beginning of the 21st century TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 141 • 141 23/11/15 12:46 ii Electric generation of wind (wind power).
Reduce - Recycle - Reuse iiReciclare, reuse and subtract are three actions you should take: recycling plastic, glass, paper and cardboard; reuse plastic bags and some glass bottles, and reduce electricity and water consumption at home. For the maintenance of the Tamaulipeque river and lagoon, the federal and state governments built
dams. However, the water they store can run out in the event of a very long drought. Therefore, water should be taken care of in all households and not wasted. In order for you to be supportive, follow these tips: a) Bathroom in the bathroom should be fast. b) Close the lock while brushing your teeth. c) Ask your parents to fix leaks and
leaks in locks and pipes. d) Wash restlessly on a tray with water and not under the lock. e) Ask your parents to adjust the water level in the washing machine. f) When you wash the cart, do it with a bucket and sponge, never with a hose. g) Garden water in the morning or evening. h) Avoid playing with water. What I learned 1. Meet your
teammates to form a team. 2. Go to the library or consult online or with adults about endangered animal species. Pick one to protect him. 3. Learn about the species they choose and write a short text about it. Also look for pictures of the species. &lt;/www.&gt;On cardboard attaches a picture (or picture) of the species and the information
they find about it. 5. Share information with groups and propose, among all actions they can recommend for preservation. 6. Together with your teacher, prepare a mural newspaper that combines species information and a list of actions they propose for preservation. 7. Share with your family members information so that they also take
actions that help preserve the species. 142 • Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 142 23/11/15 12:46 What to do when there is a storm? What are the consequences of a storm in your municipality? Do you know how to act in case of disaster? In which municipality does the drought occur? For how long? How can drought be prevented?
Disaster prevention in my entity Expected To Learn E n The World occurs natural phenomena that endanger people and communities; for example, smos, storms, snowfall, and identify frequent risks in entities and actions for drought. In Tamaulipas there is almost no sismos going on, disaster prevention is still a long way off. seismic
region of Mexico, but affected by storms from September to November, and especially drought. In 1988 and 2010, Hurricanes Gilberto and Alex caused damage in Matamoros, Altamira, Tampico, Madero and Soto la Marina. Students: Storms are storms that come from the sea and then head for the coast. This causes heavy rain and very
fast winds. Depending on wind speed, category storms can be 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. Category 5 is the most dangerous and storms can be very destructive if they hit communities. The rain that accompanied the storm caused river overflows and flooded towns and cities. Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention to the messages of the authorities
and the media. (ii) Hurricane Alex played Tamaulipas on June 30, 2010, at the time a Category 2. To find out more... Mexico's seismic region is located on the Pacific coast and in entities located in the center of the country. The countries where this phenomenon occurs most often are Guerrero, Oaxaca, Michoacán, Colima, Puebla, the
State of Mexico and the Federal District. In 1950, heavy rains overflowed into the waters of the Pánuco River and flooded Tampico. My entity in the 1920s in the early 21st century TAMP-3-P-124-145.indd 143 • 143 20/01/16 12:03 However, storms and heavy rains also benefited the population, especially for farmers, because with that
water they watered their crops. But as the storm continued, rivers began to overflow and flooded corn, sorghum, orange, and watermelon, ending the harvest. Tamaulipas' main problem is drought, in most of our states for good parts of the year it does not rain, the soil dries up and does not have the nutrients necessary for plants to grow.
(ii) Drought damages crops and livestock. It also causes diseases in people. ICT Go to tamaulipas Civil Protection site: &lt;proteccioncivil. tamaulipas.gob.mx/=&gt;. Find the Civil Protection for Children tab. There you will find several preventive measures to prevent disasters. You can also type words in the case in the CONTACT window
and press the phrase What to do if. There you will find preventive measures and weather so you know how to act if where you live isismo, storm, fire or flood. Tamaulipas has special personnel to handle these emergencies: rescuers, firefighters, paramedics, radio and telephone operators, coordinated by a government unit called
Tamaulipas Civil Protection. There are federal units, such as the National Weather Service, that warn if storms occur or long periods of drought loom. Caring for the environment is also a way to avoid disasters, for example, you have to throw garbage in boats and collectors, because when you throw garbage in closed laundry roads and
rainwater has no way out, so it jams until it floods the streets. 144 • Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 144 23/11/15 12:46 Another way to avoid disaster is to participate in a campaign that invites residents to take care of forests, rivers and lagoons. If rivers are drained by pollution or forests run out, there will be no more clean places, which
contributes to more disasters; for example, decertification, that is, when the soil no longer has nutrients and remains like desert sand. (ii) Processing waste in the 2010s, an oil well exploded near New Orleans in the United States and spilled millions of liters of oil off the Gulf of Mexico coast. The fauna and vegetation that inhabits the place
became sick, some animals, such as the Pelicans of Laguna Madre, flew into cleaner waters, but others, such as turtles, suffered serious damage. The port of Baghdad, in Matamoros, was the most affected by the disaster. Container. ICT To help you prevent disasters, go to the National Disaster Prevention Center
website&lt;www.cenapred. unam.mx/es/=&gt;(Cenapred). Find the Relevant Publications section. There you can find infographics about earthquakes, volcanoes and tropical cyclones. hhA oil spill victims. What I learned 1. Coordinate with your teacher,&lt;/www.cenapred.&gt; &lt;/proteccioncivil.&gt;storm or fire for protection during such
an event. 2. Your teacher will guide you on the steps and actions you will perform during the exercise. It is important that you agree to: a) Actions. b) Your own behavior. c) What is everyone's turn to do. d) Drill duration. e) The day and time they will carry it out. 3. Remember that during exercise your actions are essential for the protection
of you and others, so do it in an orderly manner and with responsibility. 4. At the end of the exercise, talk about how it will go. They may agree to do the same exercise a little later to distinguish the results of the two. Remember that with participation you may be better. My entity in the 1920s at the beginning of the 21st century
TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 145 • 145 23/11/15 12:46 Evalu acio nes I. Using the historical events and dates below, draw up a timeline in your notebook. Sort each event chronologically. a) In 1938, the government conducted a takeover of the oil industry; with this action, the Matamoros and Tampico wells ceased to belong to foreign
companies and were owned by the government. b) In 1939, the government took over the sugar company El Mante, deciding that the money from its production should be for the nation and not for entrepreneurs. c) During the first decade of the twentieth century, new leaders appeared in Tamaulipas, such as César López de Lara and
Emilio Portes Gil, the latter of which was governor in 1925. d) Starting in 1934, President Lázaro Cárdenas ordered that industries be built in Mexico, some of them in Tamaulipas. (e) In 1921, the Tamaulipeco Congress approved the country's current constitution. f) In 1920, construction began on the dam, water that has since been used
to irrigate tamaulipec fields. II. Select the subsection that corresponds to the answer to each of the following questions. 1. Bridges built in entities and still provide benefits: a) The crossing of the Pánuco River. b) Which crosses the Grijalva River. c) He who went from Tampico to Guerrero. d) The one who crosses Tamaulipas to Sonora. 2.
Some of tamaulipas' main archaeological sites are: a) Teotihuacan and Xichú. b) Tajin and Los Fresnos. c) El Sabinito and San Antonio Nogalar. d) Mount Albán and Palenque. 3. One of the most important cultural houses is: a) Casa Guadalupe Victoria. b) Victoria City Art House. c) Casa de Arte Pino Suárez. d) Casa Fresnor. 4. This is
a festival where plays, dances, concerts and other examples of our entity culture are presented. a) Puerto Madero International Dance Festival. b) International Theatre Festival. c) International Culinary Festival. d) Tamaulipas International Festival. 146 • Block TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 146 23/11/15 12:46 III. Mark it with a tache (✗)
image that does not reflect its importance in environmental care and preservation. IV. Answer the following questions in your notebook. 1. What actions should you take in the event of an emergency, such as a fire or storm? 2. What governance unit is responsible for addressing any kind of disaster in your country? 3. What steps should
you take at home to prepare for any emergency, such as fire, storm, or ism? Self-assessment and co-evaluation I. Based on what you learn on the block, evaluate your achievements and learning. If you think you can always do what is mentioned, color three stars. If you can do it sometimes or need support to do it, color two. If you think
it's too hard to do, color the stars. From my internship, I chronologically ordered the events of the twentieth century and today that changed the landscape and life of my entity. I deny the importance of preserving the cultural and natural heritage of my entity. I often deny the risks and measures for disaster prevention in Tamaulipas. From
my attitude, I have an interest in activities suggested by my teacher. Q I articulate with my colleagues to achieve the goals of each activity. R I'm another specimen. I'm responsible for the job I have to give you. C I share with others the learning I gained. II. Share your assessment with your colleagues and teachers to let you know what
they think of your answer. Ask them to appreciate your performance as well. My entity from 1920 to the early 21st century TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 147 • 147 23/11/15 12:46 HIMNO TAMAULIPAS State The national anthem for the state of Tamaulipas was composed in the first decade of the twentieth century. Rafael Antonio Pérez Pérez
(lyrics) and Alfredo Tamayo Marín (music). Today history sings the glory of your children in the victory movement. In your chest myrtle and roses the source of love in the tamaulipeco house. This is your virtuous daughter who decorates the vergel page! History today sings glory with myrtle, olives and laurel. iiScudo Tamaulipas State.
Those who sleep for you with faith and courage, and have captivated you while you are not able to do so. Viva Tamaulipas hative and heroic, the area that sleeps by the river. Blood was beating on my chest, the glorious memory of his hero and his honor. Today history sings the glory of children in the victory movement. Long live
tamaulipas dear land that in the hour akagas give blood and his life. Let's sing hymns of love and loyalty and all tamaulipas vibrate in the voice of freedom. It's dawning a better time lit up with his brilliance brilliance Dawn; and in the groove that opened the plough it sowed brotherhood. You are the be reared from the prophets, as they

have passed through the earth. And his longing to protect heaven by flourishing in the holy brotherhood. Today history sings the glory of your children in the victory movement. In times of mourning and fighting with your courage, you are the honor of our land. You defend the earth heroically and your sword is always immortal. 148 •
BLOCK Block 5 TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 148 Our people today fight uphanos to improve their status as citizens. Equality is the dream interest that workers want to achieve. And if he achieves hope, he knows how to die or succeed. Source: &lt;poarchivo.tamaulipas.gob.mx eyes/= leyes_estado/ley_escudo.pdf=&gt;, pp. 9-10. 23/11/15
12:46 C PROJECT The faces of entities I Expected to learn Students: Participate in the development of projects that contribute to the value of the entity in which he/she lives. You know the pre-Hispanic and virreinal past, and learn what happened in our entity during the War of Independence, free Mexico, porphytate and the Mexican
Revolution. You also study how landscapes changed during the twentieth century and analyze what it feels like today. The inhabitants of Tamaulipas are responsible for the natural and cultural heritage of our region and to take care of the most important natural resources we have, such as the rivers, lagoons, forests and animals that
inhabit them. In this project you will apply what you have learned, to collaborate on the care and conservation of those resources. To achieve this, together with your colleagues, you will be doing a project that helps promote among people the importance of acting with community responsibility and participating in the conservation of the
natural and cultural heritage of our entities. The steps that must be followed to carry out the project are as follows. 1. Planning Determine which issues you are interested in investigating. Find information and propose a solution. 2. Development Conducting activities. 3. Share results communication with family, friends and with the school
community the main results of your project. To accompany them during the realization of activities, we will present projects that they can follow as models; this will allow them to better understand the work they need to do to develop their work. The project was carried out by a third grade primary school group. My entity from 1920 to the
early 21st century TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 149 • 149 23/11/15 12:46 Project model 1. Our Planning &lt;/poarchivo.tamaulipas.gob.mx&gt;has changed over time; urban areas are increasingly spreading in our region. We must conserve and maintain important ecological reserves, rivers and lagoons located in the landscapes in which we
live, to prevent them from deteriorating. We form brigades that contribute to the care and improvement of green areas of society. IiCity Victoria from the air. Your Project To take care of our environment, we don't just need big projects. We can and must contribute from our daily lives, from our families and school environment. Below we
propose three projects with which you can help preserve our heritage. Pick one of them. How to avoid pollution of rivers, lagoons or seas near our area. Promoting school recycling centers. Take care of some areas of tamaulipeca forest. You can propose another project. To decide which one, you can help with the following
questions: What issues are there where you live? Are they social, environmental or economic? Is there any human activity that endangers some land or sea animals? Are there any natural hazards that endanger your local population? From your answer, you can cause different problems and develop them. __ The family that inhabits
ejido El Soliseño, in the municipality of Matamoros, in Tamaulipas. 150 • TAMAULIPAS Project 16-17.indb 150 23/11/15 12:46 Model project 2. Development We compiled a map of our colony and discovered which gardens and gardens were nearby. We form work teams and divide the places for each team to visit. We explain the
green area we choose: its size and characteristics. We made two lists: one in five positives and one in five negative things we observed in that green area. Each team then takes their list and shares their observations with the rest of the group. We looked at five negatives and discussed some proposals to fix them. Among all of us
we form a green brigade that promises to care for and improve the green areas we choose. Your project Find as much information as possible about topics you decide to research, in newspapers, magazines, or online (with the help of adults). Ask your teachers and family members what they can do and what they need to solve the
problems they choose to address. When they know what activities they are going to develop, separate them between team members so that everyone has responsibilities. Find all the materials you need to illustrate your progress and results: color, cardboard, scissors, white sheets, glue, or rulers. With the help of your teacher,
develop to carry out the project. They can make a schedule to be clear about how long they should carry it out and assign each member a task that suits them. TAMAULIPAS Project 16-17.indb 151 • 151 23/11/15 12:46 Model Project 3. Communication results We produce a newspaper mural where we put a map of the municipality where
we live, in it we located a green area that we choose to know our schoolmates. We create a picture that shows the problem we encountered there and the solution we proposed to solve it; for example: We see a lot of garbage. We produce posters and campaign in the region for people to learn how to care for them. Present your projects
to your colleagues and explain in your words why the projects they do matter. Discuss with your colleagues what other projects they might propose to help resolve the issue in which they live. Determine how you can tell your schoolmates about the project and the results they get; for example: making triptych, wall newspapers or
posters. Remember that they should include the information they investigate so that their schoolmates appreciate the importance of doing such work and how useful they are to promoting environmental conservation. From the activities you develop in the project, answer the following. My excellent regulars collaborate with project
planning. I participated in the selection of questions to choose the project. I did the activities assigned to me during the project. I participated in the description of the mural newspaper to publish the results of the project. 152 • TAMAULIPAS Project 16-17.indb 152 23/11/15 12:46 BIBLIOGRAPHY For students: Amézaga Heiras, Gustavo,
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Garza Porras; (ab.) Bor Tampico, photo by Salatiel Barragán. p. 30: (from left to right and from arr. to ab.) golden eagle, © Glowimages; jaguar, photo by Carlos Javier Navarro Serment/Banco de Imágenes Conabio; squirrel, photo by Marina Alejandra Alejandro Silva; white-tailed deer, photo by Carlos Galindo Leal/Conabio Image Bank;
biznaga (echinocactus), photo by Miguel Angel Sicilia Manzo/Banco de Imágenes Conabio; coyote, photo by John Sarvis /U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; crocodile, photo by Carlos Galindo Leal/Banco de Imágenes Conabio; Turtle, thierry caro photo. Q. 31: fishing activities and oil rigs, photogra fía by Eduardo Alvarado Pérez. p. 32:
Satellite view of Nuevo Laredo, Science &amp; Laboratory Analysis, NASA Johnson Space Center. p. 33: (arr. left) tampico scarves, unknown photographers, early twentieth century, photo postcards, collections by Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (der. arr.) Tam pico-Veracruz Bridge, photo by Marina Alejandra
Alejandro Silva. Q. 34: (left) sololoy doll, photo by Thomas F. Aleto; (Center) abac, © Glowimages; (ab. left) clay marbles, gnu Free Documentation License, version 1.2; (ab. der.) marbles, photography by Paul Bangs / Pictures and Sound Bank, Institute Education Technology, Ministry of Education, Spain. p. 35: Huapango Dance, photo
by Leigh Ann Thelmadatter. Pp. 38-39: (arr.) Collection by Jorge Velasco and Félix and Benjamín Orozco Méndez. p. 38: (ab. left and center) Collections by Jorge Velasco and Félix and Benjamin Orozco Méndez; (left arr.) Florentino Codex, Book IX, folio 50v, National Library of Anthropology and History;* (ab. der.) Florentino Codex,
Book VII, folio 16r, National Library of Anthropology and History.*p. 39: (center right and ab. left) Huaxtecos according to sahagún informant, Codex Florentino, National Library of Anthropology and History;* (ab. der.) Codex Xicotepec, National Library of Anthropology and History.*p. 40: Collections of Jorge Velasco and Félix and
Benjamin Orozco 154 • Tamaulipas iconographic credits 16-17.indb 154 23/11/15 12:46 Mendez. p. 41: (ar.) Collections by Jorge Velasco and Félix and Benjamín Orozco Méndez; (ab.) The Great Karankawa fishing camp, a pre-Hispanic site in Guadeloupe Bay, 1200 d.C., Frank Weir, University of Texas at Austin. p. 42: (arr.) native
carrizos del Río Grande (1830), Lino Sánchez y Tapia, University of Texas at Austin. p. 45: collection by Jorge Velasco and Félix and Benjamín Orozco Méndez. p. 46: (center) Karankawa, Indian off the coast of Texas, Frank Weir, Texas sea Grant College Program, Texas A&amp;amp; M University; (ab.) 400 years of Saltillo History
(detail), Elena Enriqueta Huerta Múzquiz (1908-1997), mural, ground floor building Vito Alessio Robles Cultural Center, Saltillo, Coahuila. p. 47: (arr.) arrowhead type clovis, folsom, fishtail and knife, ca. 1200 s. C., Candelaria cave;* (ab.) Codex Xicotepec, National Library of Anthropology and History.* p. 48: (arr.) rattlesnake, bronze,
Postkelasik 900-1521 s. C., Huasteca culture, El Tajín Archaeological Zone, Xalapa Anthropology Museum / Digital Catalog 4006-1 (front) and 4007-2; (His side); (ab.) Huasteca crafts, photo by Leigh Ann Thelmadatter. p. 49: (arr.) Montezuma Archaeological Zone Balcony,* photo by Adrián Pérez Barrón; (Middle) Huaxtecos according to
Sahagún informant Codex Florentino, National Library of Anthropology and History*. p. 50: Huasteco with ornaments and horizontal nose tattoos, Florentino Codex, book IX, folio 50v, National Library of Anthropology and History.*p. 52: (center) mythical or dance native Comanches and Apaches, Friar Vicente de Santa Maria, University of
Texas at Austin; (ab.) Codex Laud, Mayahuel, goddess maguey, figure 16, National Library of Anthropology and History.* p. 53: (arr. left) ehecacózcatl, wind gem, shell object, Digitization Archive Of Archaeological Collection of the National Museum of Anthropology. CONACULTA-INAH-CANON;* Borgia Codex, Ehécatl glyph, National
Library of Anthropology and History;* (arr. der.) Codex Borgia, Quetzalcoatl-Ehécatl, National Library of Anthropology and History;* (ab.) Codex Magliabechiano, figure 85r, National Library of Anthropology and History.* p. 54: tlacuache, photo by Carlos Galindo Leal /Bank of Conabio Images. Q. 56: Children, New Progress, © Latinstock.
p. 57: shrimp ajillo, photo by Nora Cristina Ceccopieri Gómez. Pp. 58-59: (left arr.) Devil's Canyon, Sierra de Tamaulipas, photo by Nehemiah Vasquez Bautista; (Middle) Archaeological Zone El Sabinito,* photo by Juan Carlos Lara García. p. 58: (ab.) Montezuma Archaeological Zone Balcony,* photo by Adrián Pérez Barrón. p. 59: (right)
Archaeological Zone of Tammapul, municipality of Tula, photo Marisol Vera Guerra; (ab. der.) Mammoth Xicoténcatl Valley, photo of Jesus Abraham Aparicio Ayala. p. 60: (ab. left) Collections by Jorge Velasco and Félix and Benjamín Orozco Méndez; (ab. der.) Florentino Codex, Book IV, folio 72r, National Library of Anthropology and
History.*p. 61: Codex Xicotepec, National Library of Anthropology and History.*p. 62: (left to right) Tlaxcala Canvas*; Pánuco (detail, copy 1773), Christopher Columbus arrived in the West Indies, October 12, 1492 (1847), John Vanderlyn (1775-1852), oil on canvas, 365.76 × 548.64 cm, Architect of the Capitol; Friar Andrés de Olmos
(1491-1571), 16th century, anonymous, oil on cloth, National Museum of History;* Mission San Francisco Solano, 1835, Library of Congress of the United States. p. 63: (center right) Francisco Javier Mina, nineteenth century, easel painting, © 21800, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico; (ab. der.) Arms of Acatempan, 1870, Holy Romans, oil
on cloth, 81 × 69 cm, Guerrero Regional Museum.* p. 64: Christopher Columbus arrived in the West Indies, October 12, 1492 (1847), John Vanderlyn (1775-1852), oil on canvas, 365.76 × 548.64 cm, Architect p. 66: Hernán Cortés, W. Holl, engraving, Library of Congress. p. 67: (arr.) The Pánuco River, Jan Karel Donatus Van Beecq
(1638-1722), in the History of the Conquest of Mexico or New Spain, Gallica-bnf; (ab.) Gvastecan Reg. (1584), Abraham Ortelius, hand-painted, 17 × 22.5 cm, map of Theatrum Orbis Terrarum group, Palafoxiana Puebla Library. p. 68: Codex Techialoyan, amate manuscript, collection of Jay I. Kislak, Library of Congress of the United
States. p. 69: Fray Andrés de Olmos (1491-1571), 16th century, anonymous, oil on cloth, National Museum of History.* p. 70: Juan Bautista de Mollinedo, photo by Oscar Javier Tlatelpa Aguilar. p. 71: ancient coastal map of Sine Mexico 1744. p. 72: (left) mitote, 1700, Bahasa Latin; (right) Mission San Francisco Solano, 1835, Library of
Congress of the United States. p. 77: (left to right and from ab.) Triticum turgidum, in A. Masclef, Atlas of Plants of France, Librairie des sciences naturelles, Paul Klincksieck, éditeur. 52, rue des écoles (on the face de la Sorbonne) 1890-1893; Cannella; Daucus carota (1917–1926), Carl Axel Magnus Lindman (1856–1928); Potato seller
(1860), Ramón Torres Méndez; Florentino Codex, Book IV, f. 62v, National Library of Anthropology and History;*. p. 78: (arr.) Collections by Jorge Velasco and Félix and Benjamín Orozco Méndez; (ab.) Codex Florentino, book IV, folio 72r, National Library of Anthropology and History.* p. 79: (center) cattle, Collections of Jorge Velasco
and Felix and Benjamin Orozco Méndez. p. 80: (arr. left) Diligence, Collections by Jorge Velasco and Félix and Benjamin Orozco Iconographic Credits TAMAULIPAS 16-17.indb 155 • 155 23/11/15 12:46 mendez; (der. arr.) the road past El Sotol, Jaumave, photo Armando Barrón; (ab.) People from the Hot Land between Papantla and
Misantla, hand-colored lithographs protrude with Arabic rubber. Original size (letter edge): 39.6 × 30.6 cm, in Carl Nebel (1805-1855). A journey of archaeology and landscape in the most interesting part of Mexico, 50 plates hand-lithographed with an explanation text, Paris. In M. Moench, printed by Paul Renouard, 1836. p. 81: (arr.)
Collections by Jorge Velasco and Félix and Benjamín Orozco Méndez; (ab.) kitchen cloister, National Museum of the Viceking King, Tepozotlán,* photo by Alejandro Linares García / gnu Free Documentation License version 2.0. p. 82: Collection by Jorge Velasco and Félix and Benjamín Orozco Méndez. p. 83: (center) The Iztacalco
Indians denounced in 1565 before the visitors of Valderrama, Codex Osuna;* (ab.) Carlos Francisco de Croix, eighteenth century, Juan Patricio Morlete Ruiz, oil on canvas, 99.8 × 79.80 cm, National Museum of History.* p. 84: (arr.) Antonio de Mendoza, 1535, anonymous, oil on cloth, 95 × 67 cm, National Museum of History;* (ab.) Map
of the Eastern Province (around 1815), associated with Joaquín de Arredondo, ink and watercolors on paper, in Vito Alessio Robles, Coahuila and Texas in colonial times, 2nd ed., Mexico, Porrúa, 18 p. 86: (center) Basilica of Our Lady of refuge, Victoria City, unknown photographer, early twentieth century, postcard photos, collection by
Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (ab.) the sanctuary of Chorrito, hidalgo municipality, photo Marina Alejandra Alejandro Silva. p. 87: (arr.) meat roasted into tamichean; (ab.) charrería, photographs by Salatiel Barragán. p. 88: (arr.) Ferdinand VII of Spain (1814-1815), Francisco de Goya (1746-1828), oil on cloth, 84
× 63.5 cm, Thyssen Museum Madrid; (ab.) Long live the republic! Long live Reverend Hidalgo! Pages of Glory, 1890-1913, José Guadalupe Posada (1852-1913), engraving, Library of Congress of the United States. p. 89: (ab.) José María Morelos y Pavón, 1812, El Mixtequito, oil on fabric, National Museum of History.* p. 90: (arr.) Hugs
of Acatempan, 1870, Holy Romans, oil on cloth, 81 × 69 cm, Guerrero Regional Museum;* (ab.) arch in the desert, Tula, Tamaulipas, photo by Rodrigo Verazaluce. p. 91: (arr.) Francisco Javier Mina, nineteenth century, easel painting, © 21800, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn. Mexico; (ab.) Drawing battles between realists and rebels (detail),
1814, drawings, The Nation's General Gallery, Catalog of maps, drawings and illustrations. p. 93: (left to right) José María Morelos y Pavón, 1812, El Mixtequito, oil on cloth, National Museum of History;* Francisco Javier Mina, xix century, easel painting, © 21800, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico; Embracing Acatempan, 1870, Holy
Roman, oil on cloth, 81 × 69 cm, Guerrero Regional Museum;* Long live the republic! Long live Reverend Hidalgo! Pages of Glory, 1890-1913, José Guadalupe Posada (1852-1913), engraving, Library of Congress of the United States. tamau lipas map 94-95: (center arr.), in Antonio García Kubas (1832-1912). Atlas Mexico, ca. 18841886, published by Debray Successors, Mexico, 31 73 cm map, Library of Congress of the United States. p. 94: (center) Military action Pueblo Viejo, Tampico, xix century, Carlos Paris, oil on cloth, 51.80 × 71.80 cm, National History Museum;* (ab.) Battle of the Good Grass, June 8, 1865, 1868, Jean-Adolphe Beaucé (1818-1875), oil on
cloth, 1,295 × 1,855 m, Museé de I'Armée, Paris, France. p. 95: (ab. left) Metlac Bridge (c. 1890), © 465559, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico; (ab. der.) Federico Montes Alanís during agricultural distribution (around 1921), © 5367, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico. p. 96: Juan O'Donojú, first half of the nineteenth century, oil on cloth, 100
× 81.30 cm, National History Museum.* p. 97: (arr.) Coronation of Augustine Iturbide, nineteenth century, watercolor on silk, 74.20 × 89.40 cm, National Museum of History;* (ab) Augustine Iturbide, 1865, Primitivo Miranda, oil on fabric, 245.50 × 175.70 cm, National History Museum.* p. 98: Guadalupe Victoria (17861843), oil on cloth,
photo by Carlos Orozco Hurtado, gnu Free Documentation License, version 1.2, Querétaro Regional Museum.* p. 99: Federal Constitution of the United States of Mexico, 1824, National Public Archives, Government Agencies: Modern and Contemporary Times / Collection / Act of Independence and The Constitution of Mexico (262). p.
101: (arr.) Juan Nepomuceno Almonte, nineteenth century, © 28461, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico; (Middle) José María Luis 1890, © 181831, Conaculta. Inah, what's going on? Synafo.fn. Mexico; (ab.) Map of the battle against Isidro Barradas near Tampico in 1829 (1846), Charles N. Hagner, original copy, Library of Congress of the
United States. p. 102: Tampico's Victory in 1829 (1832), Charles Paris, Oil on Fabric, National Museum of History.* p. 103: (arr.) Battle of San Jacinto, 1895, Henry Arthur MacArdle (1836-1908), Texas State Library and Archives Commission; (ab.) Battle of Palo Alto, color lithograph by Carl Nebel (1805-1855), 28 × 43 cm, in George
Wilkins Kendall (founder and editor). War between the United States and Mexico, New York: Appleton &amp;amp; Co., Philadelphia: S. Appleton, 1851. p. 105: (arr.) Antonio López de Santa Anna (around 1850-1876), Library of Congress of the United States; (Middle) Adrián Woll, xix century, © 229091, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico;
(ab.) Benito Juarez (1806–1872), Library of Congress of the United States. p. 106: (arr. izq) Pedro José Méndez 156 • Tamaulipas iconographic credit 16-17.indb 156 23/11/15 12:46 (1836-1866), Photo library of the Historical Research Institute of the Autonomous University of Tamaulipas; (der. arr.) Carlota Amalia of Habsburg, 1865,
Albert Graefle (1807-1889), oil on cloth, 255 × 168 cm, National History Museum;* (center) Maximilian of Habsburg, 1865, Jean Adolphe Beaucé (1818-1875), oil on cloth, 329 × 279 cm, National History Museum.* p. 107: Porfirio Díaz (1907), Library of Congress of the United States. p. 108: (left unchecked) Servando Canal (1830-1881),
Photo library of the Historical Research Institute of the Autonomous University of Tamaulipas; (Middle) Manuel González Flores (1833–1893), Iconoteca, unam; (ab. left) railway station (1880-1897), Library of Congress; (ab. der.) train transport, photography Salatiel Barragán. p. 109: (arr.) Western Texas Comanches (1830), Lino Sanchez
and Tapia, Tulsa Gilcrease Museum; (ab. left) Tampico Square, ca. 1880-1897, Library of Congress; (ab. der.) man standing in front of the monument of matamoros main square (around 1819), © 83096, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico. p. 110: (arr.) front page of El Despertador de Ta maulipas, Historical Hemeroteca of the Historical
Research Institute of the Autonomous University of Tamaulipas; (center) to build a Normal and Preparatory State School, a former Scientific and Literary Institute. p. 111: (arr.) port customs office of Tampico (c. 1920), © 83013, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico; (ab.) market on the beach (around 1890-1930), Library of Congress of the
United States. p. 112: (arr. left) the port of Tampico, early twentieth century, unknown photographers, postcard photos, collections by Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (der. arr.) Building Reporting by Salatiel Barragán; Reporting by Salatiel Barragán; Andy In new Year's Day (ab.) sugar factory in Xicoténcatl, (around
1957), © 381020, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico. p. 113: construction of railways, (1891), © 450288, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo. Fn. Mexico. p. 114: (arr.) former Tampico railway station, (c. 1982), © 403540, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo. Fn. Mexico; (ab.) workers in the defibbrator shenequén (around 1955), © 385522, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo. Fn.
Mexico. p. 115: (arr.) Mint workshops, unknown photographers, early twentieth century, photo postcards, collections by Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (ab.) Francisco I. Madero and his wife with members of the Anti-Alcohol League, D.F., 02-06-1912, © 7542, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico. p. 116: Venustiano
Carranza and the Constitutionalist, United States Central Intelligence Agency (CIA). p. 117: Lucius Blanco and his army entered Matamoros (August 1913), © 40714, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn. Mexico. Pp. 118-119: Collection by Jorge Velasco and Félix and Benjamin Orozco Méndez. p. 120: Celedonio Junco de la Vega (1863-1948),
Tamaulipeco Institute of Culture and Arts, Tamaulipas State Government. p. 121: facsimile (arr.) Popular Wood Song (1911), Antonio Venegas Arroyo, Library of Congress of the United States; (ab.) dancing lady, (April 12, 1923), © 82996, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico. p. 124: (arr.) Huasteca Cultural Museum, Tampico, photo by
María Alejandra Alejandro Silva; (center) turtle, photo by Alicia Caballero Galindo; (ab. left) the cover of the Tamaulipas State Political Constitution, the General Assembly of the Nation; (ab. middle) Emilio Portes Gil (around 1928), National Public Archives, Government Institutions: Modern and Contemporary Era/ Presidential Archives
/Presidential Photo Collection of the Republic (288); (ab. der.) Autonomous University of Tamaulipas, Nuevo Laredo, Photography by Isidro Antonio González. Pp. 124-125: (center) Tamaulipas Natural History Museum, photo by Adrián Pérez Barrón. p. 125: (arr.) La Venta, Juchitán, © Latin; (center right) bird with oil, Fresh Ink File;
(center left) sorghum plantation, photo by Tomás Castelazo; (ab. left) maquiladora, photo by Guld Hammer, gnu Free Documentation License, version 1.2; (ab. der.) Storm Behaula, Science &amp; Laboratory Analysis, NASA Johnson Space Center. p. 126: (arr.) the cover of the Tamaulipas State Political Constitution, the General
Assembly of the Nation; (ab.) Emilio Portes Gil (around 1928), National Public Archives, Mental Guberna Institute: Modern and Contemporary Era / Presidential Archives / President of the Presidential Photography Collection of the Republic (288). p. 127: (right) oil wells in Tamau cockroaches, 20th century, photo postcards, collections by
Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (ab. left) Lazarus Cardenas del Río (1895-1970), National Public Archives, Guber Name Institute: Modern and Contemporary Era / Presidential Archives /Presidents Photography Collection of the Republic (288). p. 128: (arr.) Tampico in 1925, early twentieth century, unknown
photographers, postcard photos, collections by Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (center left) Tampico in 1971, photo by Lindsay Brigde; (center right) trucks simulate trams, photo by Eduardo Alvarado Pérez; (ab.) sorghum plantation, photo by Tomás Castelazo. p. 129: (arr. der.) R. Gómez Marte, engineer and
deputy, (1896-1973), ca. 1925, © 17077, Conaculta. Inah, what's going on? Sinafo.fn.Mexico; (center) Anzalduas Canal of the International Falcón Dam, (1947-1952), © 60226, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico; (ab.) industrial installation in the ingenuity of Xicoténcatl, ca. 1957, © 381019, Conaculta. Iconographic credit TAMAULIPAS 1617.indb 157 • 157 23/11/15 12:46 p.m. Sinafo.fn.Mexico. p. 130: (left arr.) Municipal Palace of Tampico, unidentified photographer, early 20th century, photo postcards, collections of Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (der. arr.) Current Tampico City Palace, photography by Eduardo Alvarado Pérez; (ab. left) Tampico
Beach, ca. 1950, unidentified photographer, photo postcard, collection of Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza. p. 132: (left) post office building, early twentieth century, unknown photographers, photo postcards, collections by Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (center) light buildings, early twentieth
century, photo postcards, collections by Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (arr. der) Municipal Palace of Tampico, unidentified photographer, early 20th century, photo postcards, collections of Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (center left) Mars R. Gómez Olympic Stadium, photo by Fermín
Ramírez/gnu Free Documentation License version 2.0; (Middle) Instituto Tecnológico de Ciudad Madero; (center right) Tamaulipas Stadium, photo by Ernesto Aldape Solbes; (ab.) Autonomous University of Tamaulipas, Nuevo Laredo, Photography by Isidro Antonio González. p. 133: (left) Tampico Bridge in the 1980s, photo by Nicolás B.
Suárez Molina; (der. arr.) maquiladora, photo by Guld Hammer, gnu Free Documentation License, version 1.2; (ab. left) Tampico, an unknown photographer in the early twentieth century, postcarded photos, collections by Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (ab. der.) fishing in rivers and lagoons, photographers early
twentieth century, postcard photos, collections by Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza. p. 134: (middle) warehouse, Publishing Promoter Agency (application); (center) satellite view, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, nasa. p. 135: (arr.) cenote in Jaumave, photo by Javier García Govea; (ab.) El Cielo
Biosphere Reserve, photo by Francisco Enrique Camacho Mezquita. p. 136: (from left to right and from ab.) to the canyons of Novillo, photo Adrián Pérez Barrón; El Cielo Biosphere Reserve, photo by Marina Alejandra Alejandro Silva; Altamira Lagoon, Matamoros, photo by Salatiel Barragán; Laguna Madre, photo by Joanna Acosta
Velázquez/Banco de Imágenes Conabio; El Bernal de Horcasitas, photo by Rolf Mueller; Cerro de Bernal, photo by Juan Gerardo García; tortuguero temple, Rancho Nuevo beach, Conanp/Semarnat File. p. 137: (arr.) Montezuma Archaeological Zone Balcony,* photo by Adrián Pérez Barrón; (Middle) Plaza de Armas di Tampico, an
unknown photographer, early twentieth century, photo postcards, collections by Carlos R. Villasana Suverza and Raúl Torres Mendoza; (ab.) roast beef, photo Salatiel Barragán. p. 138: (arr.) Huasteca Cultural Museum, Tampico, photo by María Alejandra Alejandro Silva; (Middle) House of Culture, Reynosa, photo by Salatiel Barragán;
(ab.) Tamaulipas Natural History Museum, photo by Adrián Pérez Barrón. p. 139: (left unchecked) Tamaulipas Cultural Center, photo by Christian Tadeo Badillo Castañeda; (der. arr.) Casamata Museum, Matamoros, photo by Salatiel Barragán; (center) Church congregation fortines, photo by J. Jesús García López. p. 140: golf turtles,
photo by Elia García Padilla/Banco de Imágenes Conabio. p. 141: (arr.) garbage separator, photo by Silvia Navarro Miranda; (ab., from left to right) El Cielo Biosphere Reserve, photo by Francisco Enrique Camacho Mezquita; vege tación, photo by Fernando Becerra; Steering Canyon, photo Armando Barrón; Alta Cima, photo by
Fernando Becerra. p. 142: (arr.) Wind farm Thorntonbank, Belgium, photo Hans Hillewaert; (Middle) ECO 3R logo (reduce, recycle, reuse), Monica Solorza design. p. 143: (center) Hurricane Alex in Matamoros, 2010, © Latin Mexico; (ab.) flooding in Tampico, ca. 1950, © 627203, Conaculta.inah.Sinafo.fn.Mexico. p. 144: La Aguja Mante,
photo by Marina Alejandra Alejandro Silva. Q. 145: (arr.) recycling bins, photo by María Isabel Briseño de Ramos; (ab.) bird with petroleum, Fresh Ink File. p. 147: (left) garbage separator, photo by Silvia Navarro Miranda; (center) minable, photographic Montesinos; (der. arr.) containers, photo María Isabel Briseño; (ab. der.) bird with oil,
Fresh Ink File. p. 150: (arr.) aerial view of Ciudad Victoria, photo by Francisco Enrique Camacho Mezquita; (ab.) Altamira family, photo by Salatiel Barragán. p. 151: (arr.) park in Tamaulipas, photo Salatiel Barragán; (ab.) cover collage from the Books of the Corner collection, photo by Irene León Coxtinica. * Conaculta-Méx. Reproduction
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